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Thursday, 2 December 1993

THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) took the Chair at 11.00 am, and read prayers.

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - BY THE MINISTER FOR ABORIGINAL
AFFAIRS

Aboriginal Affairs, Governent Initiatives
MR MINSON (Greenough - Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) [11.06 am]j: Members
should be aware that the Government has a long term commitment to Aboriginal affairs
and improving the living standards of Aboriginal people in this State. This Government
has implemented a number of important initiatives including the establishment by the
Premier of the task force on Aboriginal social justice. The task force will review the
Government's activities in relation to the social conditions and development of
Aboriginal people. It will place a special emphasis on developing strategies to meet the
education, employment, housing and health needs of Aboriginal people and undertake a
complete evaluation of public sector activity in the area of Aboriginal affairs. As
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, I am concerned that the programs which I administer are
consistent with the Government's priorities. I am also concerned that these programs are
properly implemented and the desired outcomes are achieved.
It has been brought to my attention by the senior officers in the Aboriginal Affairs
Planning Authority that serious irregularities may have existed under the previous
Government in relation to the administration of a small number of programs currently
within my responsibility. These allegations go to the heart of accountability mn
government - a principle to which this Government is committed and of which members
opposite often speak. They relate to the failure to properly acquit public funds and the
misuse of public funds. The fact that these alleged irregularities occurred under the
previous Government is irrelevant. Most members and the taxpayers of Western
Australia understand that this State's financial resources are limited at a time when the
need for those resources in the area of Aboriginal affairs is great.
I wish to inform the House that I have ordered an internal investigation into these alleged
irregularities within my portfolio. When those investigations are completed, I will report
the findings to the House.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT - LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Hill, Gordon

On motion by Mr Leahy, resolved.-
That leave of absence until 10 December 1993 be granted to the member for
Helena (Mr Hill) on the pround of official business.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON WITTENOOM
Report Tabling, Extension of Time

On motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

That the date for the presentation of the report of the Select Committee on
Wittenoomn be extended until Thursday, 30 June 1994.

STAMP AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

MR CJ. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the House) [11.09 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
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This Hill seeks to amend the Stamp Act to abolish duty on interstate and international
cheques and money orders and to provide an exemption for certain residential
accommodation agreements and deeds in respect of the aged and disabled. The abolition
of duty on foreign cheques was announced in the 1993-94 Budget speech. As from 1
January 1994, duty will not be payable on cheques; and money orders drawn against an
account kept outside Western Australia. The measure was prompted by concerns
expressed by the banking industry about the relatively high administration cost in
identifying the cheques and affixing adhesive duty stamps, compared to the small amount
of duty collected. The cost to the revenue of this measure is estimated to be $100 000 in
1993-94 and $200 000 in a full year.
The Bill also provides an exemption for residential accommodation agreements either in
approved non-government nursing homes or between charitable bodies and aged and
disabled persons. These measures are similar to those in a Bill introduced by die
previous Government in 1992 which had not been passed at the close of the
parliamentary sitting. The Bill provides an exemption from stamp duty for resident-
proprietor agreements in approved non-government nursing homes and will bring
Western Australia into line with other States. These agreements are provided for in the
Commonwealth National Health Act and are aimed at protecting the rights of nursing
home residents. The agreements, in their current form, are subject to nominal duty of
only $5. Notwithstanding the small amount of duty, the Commonwealth is anxious for a
full exemption to be provided. All other States have already met this request.
The Bill also provides the flexibility for any similar nursing home agreements to those
provided for under the Commonwealth legislation to be declared exempt. This will
ensure, for example, that any such agreements involving State Government nursing
homes qualify for the exemption. The Bill also addresses an anomaly involving
agreements for the provision of aged and disabled persons' accommodation by charitable
bodies. It will exempt such agreements which are in the form of a deed, involving a
licence to occupy. Agreements of this kind are currently subject to $5 duty even though
similar agreements in the form of a conveyance, lease or security are fully exempt. The
cost to the Government of these exemptions is expected to be minimal. I commend the
Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Leahy.

ALBANY HARDWOOD PLANTATION AGREEMENT BILL
Second Reading

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Minister for Resources Development) [11. 11 am]: I
move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this Bibl is to ratify an agreement dated 25 November 1993 between the
State and Albany Plantation Forest Company of Australia Pty Ltd. The agreement has
been negotiated to provide the necessary assurances to the company for the long term
development of hardwood plantations in the Albany region of Western Australia for the
production and export to Japan of woodchips through the Port of Albany. For the
information of members, Albany Plantation Forest Company of Australia Pty Ltd is a
joint venture company between Oji Paper Co Ltd and Itochu Corporation of Japan. Oji
Paper Co is currently the largest paper producer in Japan. Oji and Itochu have formed
the company to establish a 20 000 hectare hardwood estate in partnership with farmers in
the Albany region. This will involve investment in excess of $100m in plantation
establishment and management over a 20 year period commencing in 1993. Further
expenditure: of $27.5m a year will eventuate after year 10 when the plantations will be
harvested.
The company's investment has resulted from the growing shortage of high quality
hardwood pulping fibre and the joint venturers want to secure a long term supply of high
quality wood f ibre for their existing pulp mills in Japan. The joint venturers' selection of
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Western Australia for this project illustrates the growing recognition by major
international pulp and paper makers of the technical skills developed by the Department
of Conservation and Land Management in the growing of eucalypt globulous, more
commonly known as blue gum, and the exciting potential of die great southern and south
west regions for fast growing, high quality pulpwood production.
The project will deliver to participating farmers and the State as a whole significant
economic and environental benefits. The development of hardwood plantations on
farmland will provide land care benefits as well as improve farm income by assisting
crop and pastoral activities through the creation of windbreaks and shelter belts;
controlling surface water run-off which will reduce erosion; and lowering pround water
levels thereby reducing surface salt contamination and salinity in streams. Other
significant economic benefits will flow from the creation of jobs during the harvesting,
transportation and woodchipping stages and the export of woodchips through the Port of
Albany.
To facilitate this project the company has appointed the Department of Conservation and
Land Management as its agent and will provide funding for all costs incurred by CALM,
including management fees, in the course of establishing plantations on its behalf.
CALM, as agent, will undertake the establishment and management of the plantations at
cost and performance levels agreed between CALM and the company. Section 34 of the
Conservation and Land Management Act has recently been amended to provide the
Executive Director of CALM with the clear authority to enter into the agency
arrangement with the company.
The agreement scheduled to this Bill before the House was considered necessary to
assure the company that the Government of Western Australia would not place
constraints or impose or permit any State agency or instrumentality to place constraints
or impose discriminatory taxes, rates or charges on the timber and woodehips produced
from plantations established by CALM with funds provided by the company. The
agreement was negotiated on behalf of the State by officers of CALM with technical
assistance provided by the Crown Solicitor's Office and the Department of Resources
Development.
The agreement is not in the conventional form of development agreements ratified by
Parliament in the past. However, the agreement was seen by Government as providing
the necessary assurances to the company that its objective of securing future long term
supplies of high quality woodchips for the joint venturers' pulp and paper operations in
Japan will be achieved. As the Minister responsible for the administration of State
agreement Acts and with the concurrence of the Minister for the Environment. I am
responsible for the passage of this Bill and the administration of the agreement, subject to
its ratification by Parliament. Members will appreciate the importance of agreement Acts
being administered by one Minister and the important role of the Department of
Resources Development in that regard. It is for this reason that I am responsible for this
Eml.
I now turn to the specific provisions of the agreement scheduled to the Bill before the
House. Clauses 1 and 2 are consistent with the current form of State development
agreement opening clauses and deal with the initial obligations of the State with regard to
the ratification of the Bill and the coming into operation of the agreemernt Cause 3
requires the company to comply with and observe the laws from time to time in force in
Western Australia in regard to its operations in this State.
Clause 4(a) provides that the State shall not expropriate or confiscate from the company
any timber or woodchips produced by or on behalf of the company under the timber
sharefarmning agreements entered into with CALM. Under clause 4(b) the State shall not
impose or permit or authorise any of its agencies, instrumentalities or any local or other
authority of the State to impose discriminatory taxes, rates or charges of any nature on or
in respect of the timber sharefarming agreements or timber and woodchips produced
under those agreements. Clause 4(c) requires that the State shall not discriminate against
the company in processing its applications made in respect of its activities relating to the
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production of timber by or on behalf of the company under the timber sharefarming
agreements or made in the process of producing woodchips from that timber. Under
clause 4(d) the State shall not impose restrictions which prevent the export of the
company's wocdchips produced under the timber sharefarming agreements.
Clause 4(e) provides that the State shall not, subject to relevant safety considerations,
materially obstruct nor shall it permit or authorise any of its agencies or instrumentalities
or any local or other authority materially to obstruct the company's operations in respect
of the timber sharefarming agreements or the transportation of timber produced
thereunder and woodchips produced from that timber. Under clause 4(f) the State shall,
at the request of the company, make representation to the Commonwealth concerning the
grant of any licence or consent under the laws of the Commonwealth necessary to enable
or permit the company to export woodchips produced from timber grown under the
timber sharefarming agreements. 'he State, under clause 4(g), shall not cause the
Executive Director of CALM to breach his contractual arrangements with the company.
Clause 5, the agreement variation clause, is similar to other modem Stare development
agreements providing that the agreement may be amended from time to time and details
the process in such instances. Clause 6 provides that the agreement shall expire at the
time when the company ceases to have any rights or obligations under any of the timber
sharefarming agreements or 30 June 2030, whichever is earlier. Finally, clause '7 requires
the agreement to be interpreted according to the laws of Western Australia and the parties
to submit irrevocably to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Western Australia and
the courts which hear appeals from these courts. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Ms Warnock.

JURISDICTION OF COURTS (CROSS-VESTING) AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [11. 18 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The Bill seeks to amend the Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross-vesting) Act 1987. As
members may be aware, that Act was passed as pant of a scheme in which the
Commonwealth and all of the States participate. The cross-vesting scheme was
introduced to remove uncertainties which existed as to the jurisdictional limits of State
and Federal courts and to ensure that proceedings commenced in any superior court in
Australia would not fail by reason of a lack of jurisdiction.
The uniform Commonwealth and State legislation achieved this goal by investing Federal
Courts with the jurisdiction of State Supreme Courts and investing State Supreme Courts
with the jurisdictions both of the Federal Conrt and of the other State Supreme Courts.
If proceedings are commenced in an inappropriate court or if related proceedings are
begun in separate courts, the conrt under the scheme have power to transfer the
proceedings to the most appropriate court, having regard to the nature of the dispute, the
laws to be applied and the interests of justice.
Section 6 of the Act presently provides for the compulsory transfer by the State Supreme
Court to the Federal Court of any special Federal matter unless it appears to the Supreme
Court that, by reason of a particular circumstance of the case, it is both inappropriate for
the matter to be transferred and appropriate for the Supreme Court to determine the
proceedings.
The expression "special Federal matters" refers to matters of special Commonwealth
concern generally within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal Court. The intention
behind the section was that these matters should continue to be heard in the Federal Court
but that, in exceptional cases, the Supreme Court could determine the matter. There was
also a provision under which the Commonwealth Attorney General could request that a
special Federal matter be transferred to the Federal Court and which required the
Supreme Court to comply with such a request.
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Under the proposed amendments, the Supreme Court will be required to transfer special
Federal matters to dhe Federal Court unless satisfied that there arc particular masons,
other than the convenience of the parties in the particular circumstances or the case, that
justify the Supreme Court determining the matter. In deciding whether there are such
particular reasons, the court will be required to have regard to the general rule that special
Federal matters should be transferred to the Federal Court. The power of the
Commonwealth Attorney General to request the transfer of proceedings is removed. The
Bill also includes provisions that require notice be given to the State and Commonwealth
Attorneys General before the Supreme Court orders that the proceedings not be
transferred, so as to allow either to make submissions on the matter.
Unfortunately, the present provisions have not worked satisfactorily in a small number of
cases where State or Territory judges have ordered that matters not be transferred. In the
absence of dissenting parties, courts have tended to make orders that matters not be
transferred, without regard to the strong policy considerations that proceedings should be
transferred to the Federal Court where special Federal matters arise for determination.
This Bill will rectify that situation, It also avoids the present unsatisfactory situation
whereby State or Territory judges' orders are, in effect, subject to the discretion of die
Commonwealth Attorney General.
This Bill has been approved by the Standing Committee of Attorneys General and has
been enacted in almost all participating jurisdictions. I commend this Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Leahiy.

REPRINTS AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [11.22 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The Reprints Act 1984 allows Acts and subsidiary legislation to be reprinted to
incorporate amendments and also pernits some editorial changes to be made to the text
without the need for formal amendment. The operation of the Act is a function of the
Parliamentary Counsel's office. In the light of nearly nine years' experience of operating
a reprint system under the Act the need for some changes to it has become apparent.
Those changes are the subject of this Bill. The proposed changes come under four
headings.
The first change is to correct some deficiencies in the editorial powers that can be
exercised on a reprint. These relate principally to -

The omission of superfluous words where they occur in an internal referee to a
provision of a written law.
The reprinting of laws that have not been amended.
Amendments to cover cases where a citation of a written law has been changed.
The correction of the mistaken use of upper or lower case and of some other
errors and anomalies.

The second change is to enable a wrong cross-reference in an Act to be amended where it
should have been, but was not, corrected as a clerical amendment during the Bill's
passage through Parliament. This situation may arise where amendments in Committee
arc passed but consequential changes are not made to cross-references.
The third purpose of the Bill is to authorise the separate printing of a portion of a written
law.
The Government Printer must provide a purchaser of an Act with all amendments made
to the Act since it was enacted, or last reprinted. This causes problems, particularly with
schedules to Acts which are frequently wmended. The problem will be reduced by an
amendment enabling a much amended portion of a written law to be the subject of a
separate reprint.
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The fourth subject of the amendments is to remove the requirement that a compilation
must be certified correct by Parliamentary Counsel. The establishment of the electronic
database of legislation (SWANS) required that the compiled copies of all legislation held
by Parliamentary Counsel's office be checked. When legislation is amended the
compilation is checked as amended. So, there will have been multiple checks for
correctness before a reprint is authorised but they will involve a number of different
counsel. For this reason the certificate required by section 5(2) and (3) of the Act cannot
properly be given by one counsel, and it is proposed to replace it with a statement that the
reprint has been prepared in the Parliamentary Counsel's office.
I believe it is important that the State's Statute law be kept readily available in an up-to-
date form. This Bill will assist in achieving that objective. I therefore commend the Bill
to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Ms Warnock.

PRISONERS (INTERSTATE TRANSFER) AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) 111.25 am]: I move -

Thai the Bill be now read a second time.
Pursuant to model legislation developed by the Standing Committee of Attorneys
General, all jurisdictions have enacted legislation to permit prisoners to be tranisferred
within Australia. The last jurisdiction to enact the legislation was the Australian Capital
Territory, this year.
Prior to the Australian Capital Territory enacting its legislation, the Commonwealth dealt
with this subject under the Transfer of Prisoners Act 1983 and the Commonwealth
Attorney General exercised authority under that Act. This position was incompatible
with the Territory's self-governing status and may have caused undue delay in effecting
transfer. As the Territory Government now has responsibility for the criminal justice
system in the Australian Capital Territory, it is appropriate it has its own legislation to
regulate the transfer of prisoners.
The original legislation allowed for reciprocal arrangements between all jurisdictions
other than the Austr-alian Capital Territory. As a result of the enactnent of the Australian
Capital Territory legislation, legislation in other States and Territories needs to be
amended so that reciprocal arrangements can be entered into with the Australian Capital
Territory.
This legislation therefore seeks to amend the 1983 Western Australian Prisoners
(Interstate) Transfer Act so that reciprocal arrangements for the transfer of prisoners to
and from Western Australia and the Australian Capital Territory can be implemented. I
commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Ms Warnock.

INTERPRETATION AMENDMENT (AUSTRALIA ACTS) BILL
Second Reading

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [ 11.27 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
As honoumable members may recall, the Australia Acts were enacted in 1986 by the
Commonwealth and the United Kingdom Parliaments following requests by all the
Australian States. Prior to their enactnent, residual constitutional links with the United
Kingdom prevented the States from passing legislation repugnant to a United Kingdom
Statute and may have limited the power of States to legislate extra-territorially. The
Australia Acts removed these fetters such that the possibility of constitutional invalidity
on these bases does not exist for laws enacted after the enactment of the Australia Acts.
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However, there is a possibility, at least in theory, that the validity of Western Australian
legislation enacted before the Australia Acts could be subject to challenge for failure to
comply with various United Kingdom requirements and limitations on Western
Australia's legislative power which existed prior to the enactment of the Australia Acts.
This Bill will remove any such uncertainty by an amendment to the Interpretation Act
1984, which declares that any legislation passed before the Australia Acts has the same
effect and is as valid as it would have been if it had been passed after the Australia Acts
came into force. In effect the Bill re-enacts all legislation existing before the Australia
Acts, as from the commencement of those Acts. The Bill confirms the legislative powers
of the Western Australian Parliament and removes any doubt as to the validity of
Western Australian legislation arising out of Western Australia's colonial status which
existed prior to, and was ended by, the passing of the Australia Acts.
This Bill is the result of work done by the Standing Committee of Attorneys General, the
Special Committee of Solicitors General and Parliamentary Counsel's Committee and is
expected to be passed in every State. I commend this Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Leahy.

POLICE AMENDMENT (GRAFFITI) BILL
Second Reading

MR WIESE (Wagin - Minister for Police) [11.29 am): I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
Western Australia is a beautiful State and its capital the most attractive in the nation, and
this Government intends to ensure it remains so. Graffiti is not only a blight on the
landscape of our cities and towns, it also costs the Western Australian community some
$4m to $5m annually.
In the policy statement "Project Perth - A living and working capital" the coalition
pledged that a comprehensive strategy would be developed to deal with this problem.
This strategy was announced by the Premier on 22 November. It was developed by a
working party comprising representatives of relevant State Government departments,
local government, non-government agencies and community organisations. It comprises
10 specific strategies to be implemented over the next six months. They are: Planning,
legislation, law enforcement, clean up strategies, building design, community
mobilisation, school education, public education, constructive alternatives, monitoring
and evaluation. The Government has allocated $265 000 to this project.
Part of the strategy is a coalition commitment to "tighten penalties against graffiti and
vandalism". While clearly recognising that legislation alone cannot solve the complex
range of social issues which underlie graffiti, the Government nevertheless wishes to
serve notice on those persons intent on defacing those aspects of our landscape visible to
members of the public going about their daily business.
Currently there is no specific provision in Western Australian legislation to prohibit
graffiti. Section 80 of the Police Act 1892, which describes the offence as wilful damage
to property, has been used in the past to convict graffitists. New South Wales introduced
a specific graffiti provision into section 9 of its Summary Offences Act in 1988. It
describes graffiti as "the wilful marking of premises within view from a public place".
The Western Australian Government has decided to take a slightly different approach to
providing specific legislation aimed at prohibiting graffiti. The proposed amendment to
section 80 of the Police Act identifies a type of damage to be termed graffiti which, upon
conviction, will incur a fine not exceeding $1 000. To qualify the graffiti must either be
on public property or if on private property be in a position which makes it visible to the
public.
Although the Government is clearly committed to making offenders clean graffiti
themselves theme are some circumstances where the nature of the damage requires the use
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of toxic chemicals. This must be cleaned by trained professionals observing strict
occupational health and safety codes. To this end the Government has made provision
for the cos! of the cleanup to be borne by the offender or, if the offender is a juvenile, by
his or her parents or guardians. The provisions of this amendment relate to the provisions
contained in section 34(l) of the Criminal Act, currently before the House. This
amendment provides the Children's Court with more flexible powers to order restitution
and compensation against parents or guardians.
In summary, the increase in the maximum penalty to $1 000, the definition of a specific
type of damage as graffiti and the whole range of strategies mentioned previously will, I
am sure, have the desired effect of reducing the level of graffiti in the city and in country
towns, and the unnecessary cost to the community of its removal. I commend the Bill to
the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Ms Warnock.

MINES REGULATION AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 17 August.
MR GRILL (Eyre) [11. 32 amJ: This Bill has been on the Notice Paper for some time;
it was one of the early pieces of legislation passed in the other place. The Opposition has
severe reservations about the Bill. We think that it is premature and in large pant
unnecessary. If it goes through without other complementary legislation, it wHi be a
threat to health and safety in underground mining operations in Western Australia. It is
not a large Bill. ft has three specific divisions: Division 2A deals with health matters;
division 5 deals with hours of work, and division 6 deals with underground work on
Sundays, and all are to be repealed.
The Government has indicated that it believes the old legislation is anachronistic, and to
some degree that is right. It believes the current legislation is inappropriate and
irrelevant, and that there is a need for legislation that will bring the mining industry into
the modemn age. I have some doubts about that. Although I believe the Mines
Regulation Act needs to be updated, it has served us well and is serving us well currently.
It does not need major amendment.
We, in Western Australia, can now claim to be the most efficient and competitive miners
in the world. For a long time that mantle was worn by the South Africans -

Mr C.J. Barnett: And now recognised as such.
Mr GRILL : It has become clear throughout the world that the Western Australian mining
industry is efficient, competitive and technologically advanced. The technological
advances in the mining industry over the last decade or two have been immense. To give
an example, in 1976 we were faced with the spectre in Kalgoorlie of the last goldmine
closing - the Mt Charlotte operation. The closure had been announced and a closure dare
set. The rest of the Golden Mile had already gone into mothballs. It was saved
fortuitously and accidentally by a revaluation downwards of the Australian dollar - by, I
think, 13 per cent - by the Fraser Government. That was nor done to save the goldniining
industry, but it did. After that, there was an increase in the price of gold, which brought
it back to more realistic levels.
During the 1980s we saw a boom in the goldniining industry which has been almost
unparalleled. That boom was attended by an immense increase in technology applied in
the mining industry in this Stare. We have applied the latest and best rechnology, we
have developed and refined some of the best technology in the world. So today on the
African continent, where we would expect South African miners to compete effectively
against Australian miners for mine development in other countries of Africa, we out-
compete them. On a fair rendering basis, where Australian companies come up against
South African companies, they win hands down on almost every occasion because thre
South African industry has been cossetted, is dependent on cheap black labour, and has
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not been subject to dhe sorts of competitive pressures that our industries face. They have
not been prepared, therefore, to adopt die technology we have.
Returning to the Golden Mile, in 1976 it was on its knees and about ta close; there was a
boom in the 1980s, and an increase in technology applied to the industry. Today in the
open pit we have about 160m tonnes of ore with a grade approaching 3 grains which is
mineable and economic, and which was not believable even five, six or 10 years ago.
The reason that there are such huge reserves of gold ore on the edge of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder is the change in and application of technology. There is a school of
thought, emanating from the Club of Rome of 30 years ago which sent shock waves
throughout the world. The presentation was that we were running out of resources; that
almost every resource would be depleted, almost to extinction, within 30 to 50 years.
Paul Ehrlich came to Australia in the 1960s. He was feted across Australia on television
in most capital cities. He said that within 30 years we would have no oil or gas in the
world, and that within 50 years other resources would be almost depleted. He was taken
on by an economist, Herman Kahn, who challenged Ehrlich to a wager in respect of any
10 commodities that Ehrlich wanted to name, in respect of any period of time in future
that Ehrlich wanted to name, and in respect of any amount of wager Ehrlich wanted to
put up. Kahn said, "I am prepared to wager that in respect of any 10 commodities you
want to name, every one will be more plentiful, at any time in the future that you want to
nominate. We will judge that by price.' Herman Kahn won that bet in respect of every
commodity.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Is this an exultation of economists?
Mr GRILL: There are many misconceptions around. Gigantic misconceptions are held
about the mining industry and about the efficiency of our mining industry in Western
Australia. This legislation was premised on the basis that we were becoming inefficient
and falling behind the rest of the world and that our reserves were being depleted.
However, I believe we are not depleting our resources or falling behind the rest of the
world. In fact, we are picking up and adopting technology more quickly than the rest of
the world.
Dr Turnbull: Do you know that 80 per cent of the trucks used in the mining industry in
more than 200 mines in the world are in Western Australia?
Mr GRILL: I have heard figures like that; I am not sure where they come from. I accept
that they are authoritative. I am nonetheless concerned about this legislation because in
the final analysis it will detract from the efficiency of the industry. This legislation will
threaten health and safety within the industry and if those important areas are threatened,
ultimately, the industry will be less efficient and less competitive. To give a little
background on this legislation, the Minister for Mines, prior to, and at the time of
introducing this legislation, indicated that a new tripartite body would be established to
address questions of health and safety in the mining industry of Western Australia. He
set up an interim body called the Mines Occupational Health and Safety Advisory Board.
Although it is an interim board, as I understand it, in due course a body of that type,
possibly even bearing that name will come into existence by virtue of new legislation.
One of the main arguments I will put forward to the Minister today is that this legislation
should not proceed. If it does, it should not be proclaimed until the new mines health and
safety legislation passes through the Parliament and is implemented. The Mines
Occupational Health and Safety Advisory Board - MOHSAB - is a 10 member board,
chaired by the Director General of the Department of Minerals and Energy. All the
persons on that board will be appointed by the Minister. It will comprise two members
of the Trades and Labor Council; one person from the coalmining industry; three people
from Government; four from the mining industry, nominated by the Chamber of Mines
and Energy, and two workmen's inspectors, one from the Pilbara and one from the
eastern goldfields. The Australian Workers Union believes that the interim board is
stacked in favour of the mining industry companies. Although, superficially, that appears
not to be the case, an analysis there is much credence to the claim by the AWU. If the
Minister wants bodies of this nature to have credibility in the eyes of the union
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movement, it is essential that he place a greater number of union representatives on them.
I know the present Minister for Mines has some real doubts about that. At times in the
past, radical elements within the union movement have been obdurate about bringing
modem methods into the industry. They are the exceptions in the union movement; they
do not represent the unions as such in the mining work force. However, I do not believe
the mining work force and the mining unions should be penalised on the basis of a few
rogue radicals.
One of MOHSAB's first tasks is to oversee the revision of the Mines Regulation Act and
the Coal Mines Regulation Act Both those pieces of legislation have operated
independently in the past and, as their names indicate, in distinct areas of the mining
industry. The Mines Regulation Act is applied to the mining industry generally, whereas
the Coal Mines Regulation Act is applied to the coalmining industry. It is thought that
there should be one new Act - the mines health, safety and inspections Act - which
should cover all aspects of the mining industry in Western Australia. The Opposition has
no problem with that, as long as the legislation and the regulations under it are flexible
enough to encompass all aspects of the industry.
Another task of MOHSAB is to advise the Minister on the implementation of the
occupational health, safety and welfare standards and the coordination of health and
safety programs in the mining industry. Of course, the Opposition has no objection to
that. In his second reading speech the Minister pointed with some pride to the injury
index within the industry. It indicates that it fell from 294 in 1991 to 273 in 1993. Most
of the people on this side of the House will agree that the index is going in the right
direction. However, we do not believe it is moving down quickly enough, particularly
with respect to fatalities. There amt still far too many fatalities within the mining industry
of Western Australia.
In setting up MOHSAB, despite the fact that the legislation has not yet been passed, the
Minister for Mines has effectively abolished two boards, the Ventilation Board and the
Mines Radiation Safety Board, constituted under the present legislation. The Opposition
believes that is unfortunate; those two boards should not be abolished until MOHSAB
has been able to report to the Minister and legislation has been drafted and brought
before Parliament to ensure that effective health and safety standards and programs are in
place within the mining industry. If this Bill is passed without bringing forward the new
mining, health and safety legislation, a hiatus in health and safety will be created in the
mining industry.
It is fairly clear that future mining in Western Australia will have to be done
underground. In the eastern goldfields, in the Pilbara and even in the south west most of
the mining is by open pit or open cut methods.
Mr C.J. Barnett: There is probably an emerging trend of some more underground
goldmining over the next wave of developments.
Mr GRILL: That is what I am saying. It has been shown historically that about two-
thirds of the gold that has come from the eastern goldfields in the past has come from
underground mining operations and that about two-thirds of the gold is in the pround
somewhere below 100 metres. Open cuts can go down as far as 500 metres, but at least
half and probably two-thirds of the gold will be found in areas where it can be accessed
only by underground mining operations. Therefore, the health and safety standards to be
applied in goldmining operations in the future will be applicable to underground mining
operations. As we go deeper and deeper chasing gold we will find that those health and
safety standards need to be more all-embracing and mome all-encompassing, morn
stringent and more effective.
As I have said, the number of fatalities in the industry is still far too high. The
Opposition supports a new Bill and it also supports uniformity not only in Western
Australia but also across Australia because miners are itinerant. Increasingly, mining in
Western Australia and Australia is becoming an international event, certainly a national
event. Miners migrate extensively across Australia from Tasmania to Roxbury to
Kambalda and up to Mt 1st. They move around all the time. There is a mining
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community at almost every level. Every echelon is associated with its counterpart in
other States. It is important to have health and safety legislation standards which are
understood and applied across Australia. Therefore, we will support a new Bill in that
respect.
A single composite mines, health, safety and inspection Bill will be a good thing.
However, the removal of the health and safety provisions from this Bill before the new
Bill is introduced is premature and unnecessary. The Government is endangering the
health and safety of people in the industry by doing that. Even if this Bill is passed
today, it should be proclaimed at a later date. As a simple example, the standards which
apply to the use of bells to signal either the lowering or raising of cages in shafts in the
mining industry is not uniform across Australia. There have been accidents in the past
because of that lack of uniformity. Miners have come in from one State or another and
used the wrong signal with the result that accidents have occurred. The winder driver has
picked up the signal and acted in exactly the opposite way to that hoped for by the person
giving the signal. Therefore, uniform standards across Australia are important.
This legislation was last reviewed in 1988. It has been reviewed every five years
pursuant to section 62 of the Act. I understand that review is in place and we believe it
should be given high priority. The Bill that we have before us was given high priority.
In fact, it was brought into the upper House with some considerable fanfare. The press
releases which accompanied the introduction of the legislation into the Legislative
Council were, in my view, rather inflammatory. They attacked the union movement and
the Opposition and indicated that the legislation was critically important and necessary
almost immediately. It was introduced into the upper House and passed with some
dispatch. However, since that time, the Bill has been languishing on the Notice Paper in
this House. I am not suggesting that the delay is a bad thing because, quite frankly, it
should be delayed a little further.
Mr C.J. Bamnett: We tended to have a succession of other legislation that we needed to
pass.
Mr GRILL: I am not being critical. I am saying that the mining industry has not faltered
during that period. It has been able to run effectively under the old legislation, if I can
use that terminology.
The system of exemptions in respect of underground operations - hours of work and
Sunday work - has worked effectively during that period. I suggest that the exemption
system is probably better than the system that is being contemplated under this
legislation, because under an exemption system, the Government does not relinquish all
control over questions of hours, health and safety. Although this Government has a clear
mandate to reform working hours, we do not believe it should be giving a carte blanche
right to employers to work employees for exorbitantly long periods without a break.
Mvr Taylor: The Government does not have a mandate in our electorate because this was
an issue during the election campaign in the goldfields.
Mr GRILL: That is true and to that extent I correct my former statement. The
Government might have a Statewide mandate because it made it clear that it would be
proceeding down this track. However, that was fininly rejected in the goldfields.
The press releases which accompanied this legislation were rather inflammatory. They
indicated also that reviews of health and safety in the mining industry would be
completed by about two-thirds or three-quarters of the way through this year, that draft
legislation would be in place and that amending legislation would be brought into the
House. From memory, I think the Minister for Mines indicated that the legislation would
be in the Parliament in October and certainly before the end of this year. That has not
happened. I do not know where the legislation is. Maybe the Mlinistr Will tell US.
Mr CJ. Barnett: I will try to find out.
Mr GRILL: If it is not in place, that leaves us with a hiatus in terms of health and safety
standards and health and safety monitoring within the industry. I am sure that the
Governent will not say that health and safety standards and monitoring in the industry
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are not important. If it does not say that, I do not think it can leave a hiatus or a vacuum
in respect of that situation. If this Bill goes through and the new legislation does not
come before the Parliament in this session, we will have such a situation. The time that I
referred to a minute ago for the introduction of comprehensive legislation is upon us and,
in many respects, the legislation with which we are dealing today pre-empts the new
legislation. We do not believe that is a good thing.
A lot of rhetoric and hyperbole has been used by the Government in respect of the so-
called inefficiencies of the mining industry in the eastern goldfields. A lot of that
rhetoric was unnecessary and untrue and a lot of it was politically inspired.
Unfortunately, a lot was inspired by collaboration between elements in Western Mining
Corporation Ltd and the Government in the pre-election period.
Mr C.J. Barnett: They are certainly concerned about the proposed expansion in
Kambalda. T'hat had been an issue in the goldfields for sometime, hadn't it?
Mr GRILL: It had been. I suggest that the problem in the goldfields came down to sonic
personality clashes, If the problem in the industry about the introduction of extended
working hours could have been negotiated between the parties in Kambalda, it would
have been settled a long time ago. Certain members in the higher echelons of Western
Mining Corporation got their noses out of joint because some of those negotiations were
frustrated and they collaborated with the Government to create an atmosphere prior to the
last election of some fervour and alarm about capital expenditure.
Western Mining Corporation wanted to spend $105m to upgrade its nickel operations. It
said that that would not occur until all conditions on hours of work were removed from
the Mines Regulation Act, flat was not necessary. That sort of blackmail went too far.
We are nearly a year on from that date and Western Mining Corporation at Kambalda has
acted effectively since then. As far as I know, it is going ahead with the acquisition of
new plant and equipment. Unfortunately, it has not embarked upon the new mill that it
said it would build, but I believe that plans are still in place for that.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It does have a very aggressive expansion program.
Mr GRILL: It has gone through a very aggressive expansion program. The world did
not end because provisions about health and safety and working hours were not removed
from the Act in February this year. Western Mining Corporation has gone pretty well in
the eastern goldfields of Western Australia since that time, despite the fact that the price
for its major commodity, nickel, has been very much in the doldrums. The mining
industry did not falter because this legislation did not get up in February or the previous
Government did not remove all the conditions on hours of work prior to the election.
Much of the hyperbole we heard up to six months prior to the election was unnecessary.
A lot of the disputation was a waste of time. Much of it was politically inspired and,
unfortunately, some of it was politically manipulated.
It is most unfortunate that Western Mining Corporation did not discuss the Pilbara-
Kalgoorlie gas pipeline with the incumbent Government prior to the election, flat
reflects to some extent on that company's bona fides. I do not know why the company
had its nose out of joint. The member for Kalgoorlie and I strongly support the gas
pipeline project. We want to see it happen. We want to see cheap gas, cheap fuel and
cheap power in the eastern goldfields. We believe that there should be a much greater
degree of downstream processing and, ultimately, manufacturing going on. That will not
happen until a cheap source of fuel is available. We did a lot to ensure chat that
happened.
Dr Gallop: A lot of the intellectual work on that project was done within the State
Energy Commission. The member for Kalgoorlie was involved in the process. But of
course it was very difficult for SECWA at that time because Western Mining wouldn't
talk to it. It continued to adopt the attitude that it wanted to be totally separate from
SEC WA, which was fine from its point of view, but it linked in with its deliberate policy
of keeping its plans away from the previous Government.
Mr GRILL: Unfortunately, a lot of that is rue.
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Mr C.J. Barnett: I am not disagreeing with that, but SECWA had done some work,
Western Mining had done some work, the Devex group somehow had done some work
and so had another consortium. Quite a lot of independent work had been done. When
we were in Opposition, we knew in broad terms what people were doing but we did not
know the detail.
Dr Gallop: The difficulty was that SECWA needed to know about the markets to
develop the concept of the spur line and just could not get any information.
Mr GRILL: All that was terribly unfortunate. A company the size of Western Mining,
which is an international company, should be prepared to deal on an evenhanded basis
with Governments of either ilk. Somehow it got its nose out of joint. Western Mining is
a brave company and one that I admire in many respects. It is prepared to take a gamble
now not only in the nickel industry, but also with a gas pipeline that other people and
companies are not prepared to take. As well, it is prepared to put money into the nickel
industry when others are not.
The Lawrence Government dealt with that company on a bona fide basis and was
prepared to delete divisions 5 and 6 from the Mines Regulation Act, as long as it was able
to place conditions in the regulations which allowed some control over hours of work.
The Lawrence Government and the Australian Workers Union were prepared to embrace
continuous rosters and round the clock operations such as work on Sundays. However,
the Lawrence Government said, very reasonably and rationally, that it was not prepared
to give carte blanche authority to unscrupulous miners to determine hours of work.
On the other hand, Western ining wanted open slather. I do not think that open slather
for Western Mining is necessarily a bad thing. It is a responsible major mining company.
The same applies to Harnersley Iron Pty Ltd, the Broken Hill Proprietary Co Ltd and a
range of other reputable companies. But Western Australia is well known to have a
range of penn.y dreadful companies of which we are not particularly proud at times and
which are prepared to exploit workers' conditions.
We believe that, because such employers exist, hours of work must be controlled. At
present, in underground operations, workers can work seven and a half hours a day
before they are entitled to a break; they can work five days straight during the week with
optional work on Saturday and no work on Sunday. If a company wants to work a
continuous roster, it can do so by applying for an exemption which is not hard to obtain.
Many companies in Western Australia have claimed an exemption.
The answer to question 196 asked in the other place on 24 June of the Minister for Mines
reveals that no companies were granted exemption from hours of work conditions in
2984 and 1985; one was pranted in 1986; one was granted in 1987; five were granted in
1988; nine were granted in 1989; seven were pranted in 1990; 34 were granted in 1991;
and 13 were pranted in 1992. Western ining Corporation has not found it hard to gain
exemptions from conditions this year. I do not think it can be argued that the procedures
for obtaining exemptions from hours of work were long-winded and bureaucratic, and
effectively held up mining operations. Only two applications for exemptions have been
rejected, and they were from Normay Goldmine and the Bamboo Creek mine. They were
both in the PMlara, ari the applications were rejected purely on safety grounds, after
examination by the mines inspectors of the day. It is not particularly usurious to obtain
exemptions from working conditions and hours of work, and it does not take up much
time. Western Mfining Corporation decided it did not want to go down that path, but
wanted some confrontation with the Lawrence Government. It simply proceeded with
that confrontation right up to the election, and beyond. Since then, apparently the
urgency for introducing legislation which would abolish all conditions with regard to
working hours, is somehow no longer critical. A lot of the hoo-ha that went on prior to
the election was completely unnecessary. It appears that Western Mining Corporation
has been quite happy to operate under exemptions since that time. This Government - I
do not blame it - has not been in a hurry to put forward amendments to the Act to remove
those conditions. At the same time, at Kanibalda continuous rosters have been put in
place with the consent of the workers and the Australian Workers Union.
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I return to the removal of division 2A fronm the principal Act. The Opposition believes
that die removal of that division is premature, since it removes almost entirely die health
provisions from the Act. It does not replace those provisions with anything that is
meaningful. It will also mean - and this is important - chat by removing the provisions
from the Act with regard to health, the Government will make certain provisions within
the regulations inoperable, because there will be no powers under the Act to validate
those regulations. They would be ultra vires and inoperable. Thai applies particularly to
the Ventilation Board. The provisions in sections 23C to 23H go beyond the simple task
of advising the Minister for Mines about health and safety matters; they are substantive
provisions which have substantive operation within the mining industry today. Those
sections contain enforcement provisions which are absolutely essential. If they are
removed, the Government will go well beyond the removal of advice to the Minister.
The Minister can and will obtain advice from the Mines Occupational Health and Safety
Advisory Board, as set up quite independently of the Act, so removal of provisions
relating to advice probably does not matter much. However, it is of much more concern
when substantive provisions are removed from the Act with nothing to replace them.
The proposal to remove the Mines Radiation Safety Board is not so important because
the Bill makes provision in that regard. The situation in relation to radiation is not as
critical as that in the general health and safety area. Despite what some mining
companies say, mines am still very dangerous places in which to work. They are not
healthy places to be in. I have been involved in the mining industry for a long time, and I
am aware that young miners go into the industry in their 20s, and by the time they are 40
they are burnt out. In many instances their health is very bad. Anyone who wanted to
age quickly should go into an underground mining operation; mines are dirty, dangerous
and unhealthy. Of course, they are not as dirty, dangerous and unhealthy as they were
30, 40 or 50 years ago, but workers are still underground breathing in diesel fumes all
day, and putting up with a huge amount of noise. I also comment that the amendments
proposed by the Minister for Mines with regard to noise induced hearing loss are a
scandal and should not be proceeded with. There is an exponential increase in the
amount of damage that will occur for each decibel moved up the scale. My colleague in
the upper House, Hon Mark Nevill, has obtained expert advice indicating that the
increase of five points on the permissible level, from 85 to 90 dB, will result in a 22 per
cent increase in impairment to the hearing of miners working underground. It will also
remove the incentive for mining companies to engineer out noise underground. It is
frightening to be underground for the first time, and it is not a pleasant place to work in.
Although the rare of silicosis and pneumoconiosis has dropped, incidents still occur.
Miners still suffer from those diseases and from pulmonary tuberculosis. Regulations
must also be in place with respect to epilepsy, for example. Certain people who are
handling equipment upon which the lives of other people depend should not work
underground. There should be conditions in place with regard to health and safety
matters. I know that the Act contains a specific provision in respect of winder driver
operators, but other equipment underground should not be operated by a person with
epilepsy. As soon as the Government removes the provisions relating to health and
safety, it will allow a person with epilepsy or with a bad heart, for example, to be in
charge of quite crucial equipment upon which the lives of other people depend.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: That will not happen among the responsible mining companies. You
are concerned about the less responsible mining companies.
Mr GRILL: That is right.
Mr C.J. Barnen: Does the current legislation guarantee anything? If people are to
behave irresponsibly, they will do so under any legislation. [ am not trying to defend the
position but responsible companies will act responsibly, and irresponsible companies will
act irresponsibly whatever legislation is in place.
Mr GRILL: I still believe that basic legislation is needed in respect of health and safety
for those irresponsible mining companies. I do not want to see the standards lowered for
responsible companies either. Inspectors need clear powers to enable them to deal with
health and safety situations.
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The night before last. members of the Opposition were prepared to agree to radical
powers being placed in the hands of agricultural inspectors for the purpose of preventing
the possible introduction of exotic diseases into Australia. Members on this side would
not normally have approved those powers, but we thought they were necessary in the
circumstances. The Minister has probably not looked at the detail of the legislation
before us, but it goes too far without providing complementary legislation to take the
place of the provisions removed. We do not know what is in the possible complementary
legislation to be introduced. We are flying blind. Some of my colleakgues will be talking
about that matter shortly. The Government should not be asking the Opposition to take it
at face value and to Drust it in this matter. I am not saying that we do not trust the
Government, but these matters must be worked out before removing these provisions
from the Act. It is a reasonable request that the Government not proceed with the
implementation of this Bill before the other legislation is seen. Thie Minister in another
place addressed this question in his second reading speech as follows -

In the course of a proposed major review of the mining occupational health and
safety legislation during the balance of this year the Minister for Mines will
receive advice on requirements for an up to date health monitoring regime
appropriate for the industry, and on the framework on legislative provisions, if
any, which are required. This advice will be provided by the interim mines
occupational health and safety advisory board which the Minister for Mines has
appointed. Any such regulatory regime will be consistent with the principles of
the genera] duty of care and will be applied on the basis of the requirements of
particular sectors of the industry.

During the debate in another place the Minister for Mines said that the new record
keeping requirements were currently being determined by a consultant physician
employed by the department, and that the physician was contemplating the proper
monitoring of health and safety. However, we have not seen those provisions of the
health and safety Act; we are flying blind. We are left with a hiatus for the foreseeable
future. The Minister has also indicated that a consultant physician has been involved.
Why do we need that consultant? What is wrong with the mines medical officer? Why
do we need to remove that provision?
I return to the question of hours of work. This Bill contemplates that no protection will
be provided for hours of work, although it concedes that winder drivens should be
covered by provisions regarding hours of work. In fact, the new legislation will contain
regulatory powers for a regime of hours of work for winder drivers. Nevertheless, it
places no such restriction on general miners.
The Minister's second reading speech concedes that air leg miners, for example, should
not work beyond a seven and a half or eight hour day. It is appreciated by the Minister
that air leg miners operate equipment which weighs approximately 90kgs, or 2001b, and
at the end of a seven and a half or eight hour shift the miner is absolutely exhausted. Fir
young men operating the vibrating equipment for eight hours are absolutely exhausted at
the end of the shift and, in some cases, go straight home to bed. Men older than 20 or 30
find it extremely hard. Some of the underground miners in the eastern goldfields operate
the air lift method as the only possible means of working the ore seam. Unscrupulous
mining companies will be able to work those employees beyond an eight hour shift - they
could make them work any hours they like.
The normal conditions currently placed on exemptions applied in operations working
around the clock with continuing rosters indicate that miners should not work more than
21 days in a 28 day period. They indicate that miners should not work more than 12
hours a day, and should not work for more than 13 consecutive days without a 24 hour
break. The current situation is fair and reasonable. No mine manager should work
miners beyond those sorts of hours and daily regimes. I do not know why the Bill seeks
to remove those provisions; maybe the Minister was carried away with excessive zeal.

Mr C.J. Barnett It is not as though they will not have safety legislation. It will not be
restrictive in terms of working hours. You have assumed that there will not be
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negotiations with unions and probably enterprise agreements or industrial awards wil
apply on niinesites. To remove that legislative restriction will not necessarily lead to that
situation. The conclusion seems to be jumped to that draconian conditions will apply to
mines; that will not happen in the 1990s.
Mr GRILL: It will happen. The Minister for Mines, Hon George Cash, defends my
allegation by indicating his belief that the types of conditions which exist now would be
applied under the award in future. However, if one speaks to the Minister for Labour
Relations, he will say that his hope is that in future most miners will not be working
under awards. Therefore, the defence put forward by the Minister for Mines is shot down
by the position adopted by the Minister for Labour Relations. The Minister for
Resources Development is a fair-minded person; he should think this argument through.
He will be exposing miners to usurious working conditions, and we do not want to return
to the 19th century; this legislation would allow that to happen.
Mr CU. Barnett- You are assuming that the enterprise agreement will be radically
different from provisions in the existing awards. That will not be the case. Restrictive
work practices as in the award or in legislation will be removed, but you will not have
some other extremes going back 100 years. People and the unions would not agree to
that. Good management would not be putting such proposals forward, and those
conditions would not be accepted by the Government.
Mr GRILL: That is a forlorn hope by the Government, but it is a fatal weakness in this
legislation.
Mr Taylor: It will be fatal for some miners.
Mr GRILL: Men will be killed.
Mr C.J. Barnett: No-one is saying that there will be a removal of health and safety
regulations. I take your point about the new legislation needing to be in place.
Mr GRILL: The Minister follows my argument easily. My argument is immaculate and
the Minister cannot escape its logic. The Bill is flawed because the Minister for Mines
was caried away with excessive zeal and the hyperbole used prior to the election. The
Minister for Resources Development cannot allow this to happen - it is wrong. The
Minister can be the voice of reason in this respect.
Mr Taylor: You should make some changes.
Mr GRILL: Indeed. The Minister for Mines has said about awards that "hours and days
of work, and rosters which accommodate efficient enterprise and satisfy the work force,
are matters of industrial determination and have no place in mine safety legislation".
That is manifestly incorrect. It will not happen and cannot happen if the regime put
forward by the Minister for Labour Relations comes into place. There are fly by night
companies in the mining industry. The Minister for Resources Development knows
better than anyone else that in Western Australia we have the penny dreadful companies
that slash and burn in respect of ore deposits and mining operations. They are here today
and gone tomorrow. Those sorts of people will not be responsible like Hamerstey Iron,
BHP, Western Mining Corporation Ltd. Reynolds and other mining companies. Our
workers need protection from those people. This legislation will not give them that
protection. The Government has the numbers and it can do what it lies, but I appeal to
the Government: For God's sake, do what is reasonable.
The other provisions of the Bill, which apply basically to working on Sunday, are
covered in the comments that I have made about continuous rosters. We are not against
continuous rosters and have never been. Frankly, I think that four shifts a day may be
better than two or three, and where four shifts a day has been applied in the mining
industry in Kambalda, they have been embarrassed by the productivity levels that they
have attained. In Germany, four six-hour shifts a day have proved more efficient than
eight or 12-howr shifts. I think the Minister will find that, in the final analysis, 12-hour
shifts do not work. It will lead to inefficiency and social problems, and the best people
will simply get out of the mining industry and go elsewhere. The Minister for Resources
Development and the Minister for Mines may not think that will be the case, but I will
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have a wager with the Minister for Resources Development that five or 10 years down
the track, he will agree with the member for Kalgoorlie and the member for Eyre, as we
still will be, I presume.
In summary, although the Government does have a Statewide mandate for this
legislation, it does not have a mandate in Kalgoorlie and in the eastern goldfields
generally, and it certainly does not have a mandate in the rest of the mining areas.
Secondly, to remove those crucial health and safety provisions from this Act without
replacing them with something else is close to criminal, and it should not happen. The
hours of work regime is absolutely flawed, and the Minister for Resources Development
should prevail upon the Mlinister for Mines in the other place to do something about it.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [12.32 pm]: This
legislation will kill and maim people. It will certainly tear families and communities
apart. As the member for Eyre eloquently pointed out, this legislation is not well
considered. It has been put together at the wont of Western Mining Corporation Ltd.
This Bill has been on the Notice Paper for a long time. The commitment of this
Government when it was in Opposition was char this legislation would be a priority in
respect of workplace reform. That priority is reflected in the time of day; that is, we are
now in December dealing with this legislation in this House. I have no doubt thac the
influence in respect of timing has come from Western Mining. Western Mining made a
political meal of this issue throughout 1991-92, and certainly in the lead up to the
election campaign. Western Mining, certainly at the management level in the eastern
goldfields, and I believe in Western Australia, recognised that to push its work force into
accepting conditions that the work force regarded as unacceptable in 1991-92 would be a
foolish move indeed. It recognised, particularly at Kambalda, that if it were to make
changes, it would have to make changes cooperatively with the work force and not by
smashing workers over the head with a very large mace that comes from this Parliament.
Some of the points made by the Minister in his second reading speech relate to workplace
safety and the consequences of unsafe workplaces. I refer first to tuberculosis and
silicosis. The Minister states in his second reading speech, quite rightly, that these
disess were rife in the underground sector of the industry in years gone by and many
miners died as a result of contracting pneumoconiosis. He states also that "Tuberculosis
and silicosis have been virtually eradicated from the industry, with very few carryover
cases of silicosis being identified each year 1. That certainly has been the case over the
1980s and I think into the 1990s, but it is not appropriate to sit back and accept that that
will continue to be the case. There is no doubt that both underground and above ground
mines pose a real threat to the health of workers in ternms of the amount of silica involved
in some of those mines. They also1 as pointed out by Hon Mark Nevill in the Legislative
Council, pose a threat to some workers with regard to the levels of asbestos in some of
the mines throughout the goldfields and other parts of the State. Those workplace safety
issues cannot be ignored, but they are ignored by this legislation. As the member for
Eyre pointed out, we have to work on the hope that this Government might be able to do
the right thing by the workers in the mining industry. I will come later to what I think
will be a forlorn hope in that respect.
Before we came into Government in 1983, as members from mining areas will know, and
certainly as members from the goldfields are well aware, the Pneumoconiosis Medical
Board was held in great disrepute. Miners who had been working underground for many
years and who undoubtedly had contracted pneumoconiosis during the course of their
working life would go before that board and would be turned away day after day. They
would be told that there was nothing wrong with them, they would not get a pension or a
pay out, and they should go away. When we came into Government in 1983, the member
for Eyre and I made a point of seeing the then Minister for Health and also the Minister
for M~ines in an effort to change the nature of that board. 'The board did change, because
we put on it people who had care and concern for workers - people of the quality and
calibre of Dr Bill Musk from Sir Charles Gairduer Hospital. Those people not only
showed a more caring attitude to the difficulties faced by workers but also were prepared
to look at the overall health care of those workers. T'herefore, what had been a major
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problem for us in a political, medical and mining sense over many years virtually
disappeared with the board paying more attention to its role of trying to overcome this
health problem in the mining industry.
I am concerned that, under this Government. the board has gone back to its bad old
habits. I am already receiving representations from people in the mining industry that
they are not getting satisfaction before the Pneumoconiosis Medical Board, that the
doctors involved are not paying the proper duty of care to their job in identifying the
problems in the industry, and that people like Dr Bill Musk are not being invited to sit on
the board because those who run the board are well aware of his care and concern for
workers in the mining industry, particularly with regard to issues associated with
exposure to asbestos and silica dust. I say to the Government, and I would expect this
debate to go back to the bureaucracy so that it is aware of what we are saying about these
issues, be on notice thnt if in the near future people like Dr Musk are not invited back on
to that board, there will be trouble in the mining industry. Miners will not stand back and
see their colleagues put down by the Pneumoconiosis Medical Board, as happened in the
1960s and 1970s and beyond.
The Minister states in his second reading speech that -

... the Minister for Mines will receive advice on requirements for an up to date
health monitoring regime appropriate for the industry, and on the fr-amework on
legislative provisions, if any, which are required. This advice will be provided by
the interim mines occupational health and safety advisory board which the
Minister for Mines has appointed.

If we were to have some faith in that board, we would not expect to see the sorts of
changes that have already been imposed upon the mining industry in Western Australia;
that is, a downgrading of the health and occupational safety issues in that industry. I
refer particularly to the matters raised once again by my colleague Hon Mark Nevill in
the Kalgoorlie Miner on Tuesday, 30 November. He pointed out that the Minister for
Mines, with no public notice whatever, put into this Parliament new regulations that
increase the maximum noise level at mining operations from 85 to 90 dB. Some people
who do not know a lot about these issues say that is only a five dBE increase. It is not; it is
a fourfold increase in the level of noise exposure that miners can be subject to. Ihe
decibel scale is a logarithmic scale.
Mr C.J. Barnett: The member for Eyre said it was a 20 to 25 per cent increase not a
fourfold increase.
Mr TAYLOR: It is a fourfold increase from 85 to 90 dB because it is a logarithmic scale.
Whatever the increase in Western Australia, rather than seeing improvements in the noise
level people are exposed to in the mining industry, this Government - in which we am
supposed to have some faith in its dealings with health and safety issues in the mining
industry - has agreed to an increase in the noise level to which miners. are exposed. One
would expect in this day and age that the Government would be moving to decrease the
level of noise exposure to which miners are subjected. There is no push from the
industry to increase it from 85 to 90 dBE; certainly there is no push from the unions and no
push from the workers themselves to increase it from 85 to 90 dBE. If that is this
Government's approach to health anid safety in the mining industry, and if we are to take
the Government on hope and a promise that issues associated with occupational health
and safety will be dealt with by this Government as a result of recommendations it is
getting from its committee, certainly the first move has been very much in the negative.
It is a backwards move in health and safety in the mining industry. The Government
should be looking not to increasing noise levels but reducing them. This legislation will
cause death and injury and tear families and communities apart. I say that because of the
comments in March 1993 by the Minister for Mines in the upper House when he said that
the amendments were given a high priority by the Government because they provided for
the expansion of mining operations throughout the State. They certainly have not been
given a high priority because it is December and we are now just dealing with them. The
Minister for Mines also said that the proposed amendments to the Act would allow
companies to operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week in underground mines.
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Mr C.J. Barnett: You made your point about priority. The priority is to introduce the
legislation, but the mining community knows the Government intends to pass this, so
they know the rules of the Government. Time has been taken to work on it. The Mines
Occupational Health and Safety Board is an interim board and is up and operating. I took
the point of the member for Eyre about the need for the legislation, but it is not as though
die priority is lacking at all.
Mr TAYLOR: I refer the Minister for Resources Development to the comments he made
in 1992 about the sense of priority for this sont of legislation. The Minister for Resources
Development said if he got into Government he would ensure it was given top priority.
The Minister for Resources Development has not done that; the opposite has been the
case. Western Mining Corporation has also had an influence in the priority of the
legislation.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: That is not true.
Mr TAYLOR: If the Minister for Resources Development says it is not true, I must
accept that. According to the Minister for Mines, the proposed amendments to the Act
would allow companies to operate 24 hours, seven days a week in underground mines.
He said that the introduction of continuous rosters will optimise the efficient use of the
mining industry's enormous capital investment. It might optimise the efficient use of the
mining industry's enormous capital investment, but it will not optimise the lifestyle and
the life expectancy of mine workers. Any suggestion that 12-hour shifts will improve the
efficiency of mines or are in the interests of mine workers is a complete and utter fallacy.
Members sitting in this f-ouse may be feeling a little bit tired, but they should compare
our lifestyle when we work the occasional 12-howr shift - we are hardly working in a
physical sense, most are not working in a mental sense and most are not affected in an
emotional way by issues like working 12-hour shifts - with miners on 12-hour shifts.
Mr Bloffwitch: As the Deputy Leader of the Opposition would know this is not the only
part of our 12-hour day.
Mr TAYLOR: Neither is it for the miners. They also have a lifestyle outside their
working day. Anybody who suggests that a 12-hour shift can be worked in an economic
and efficient way is talking nonsense. The member for Eyre is dead right: In a few
years' time this will fall by the wayside.
Mr Kierath interjected.
Mr TAYLOR: The Minister for Labour Relations wants to talk about families loving it.
I deal with people in my electorate who are now feeling the consequence of 12-hour
shifts. My father worked shift work all his life. That was 40 years in the mines. I know
the consequences of shift work for families. I feel for families where the husband or
father is now faced with working 12-hour shifts. The consequences for the fathers and
husbands who are working those 12-hour shifts will be death and injury. Do not be in
any doubt of that. I will give members opposite just one example. The member for Eyre
mentioned the fly-by-nighters, those two bob operations which whack in an underground
mine and expect people to work 12-howr shifts. I will tell members of the consequence
of that in a mine to the north of my electorate where miners were working seven weeks
straight on 12-hour shifts. The management decided the boys were a bit under the
hammer, so they brought in a couple of skimpy barmaids to relieve some of the pressures
on the mine site. The skimpies did what they usually do in the bar, and the like. There
was then a fight over where the skimpies would go that night. One of the miners got
some explosives firom the underground mine and wired up the supervisor's hut and then
blew it to smithereens. It was fortunate that the other people discovered what he had
done and managed to get out through one of the back windows. There could have been
six or seven people killed under those circumstances. I have talked to the people
involved, and it all related to the enormous pressures on workers because of the shifts
they must work. It all relates back once again to the consequences on family and
community life.
[ talked to the people in my electorate who work in the counselling areas and who must
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deal with the breakdown in marriage, and the nervous and physical breakdown that
miners face when they work these shifts. Members opposite should talk to people who
work in counselling areas, like those involved in the Catholic counselling service in the
goldfields. In communities where people are being forced to work these sorts of shifts,
the consequences for families are absolutely horrendous; they arm failing apart.
My colleague the member for Thiomlie will deal in far greater detail with the social issues
that come out of this approach to mining. This approach to mining cannot work. The
Minister for Mines' attitude is that those people who work in the mine place are no more
than another piece of capital equipment. They are not another piece of capital
equipment! They are not prepared to stand by - nor will I - and see families torn apart
because companies like Western Mining decide it is in the interests of the better use of
their capital. If they want to better use their capital they can work three eight-hour shifts
which makes a lot of sense. It does not make any sense to continue to work 12-hour
shifts.
Mr C.J. Barnett: What about those mines up north where 12-hour shifts are worked?
Workers on the North West Shelf gas project enjoy it.
Mr TAYLOR: I suggest the Minister take the trouble to talk to some of the counselling
groups about the consequences for families of workers on those 12-hour shifts. My
views are shared by others. A column in the Kalgoorlie Miner is signed "Controversy".
I am aware of some of the individuals behind this column and they could hardly be
regarded as left wing radical; in fact the opposite. The article referred not only to the
hours of work in the mining industry, but also to the deregulation of trading hours. It
states -

The Chamber of Commerce bounced out of the blocks very quickly when its
member's livelihoods were put under threat. They screamed and are still
screaming that an increase in wrading hours will lead to a breakdown of the social
fabric in our town but, interestingly enough, these very same money men could
not be seen or heard when extended hours on mine sites was an issue.
Maybe the Chamber sees a difference between the hours its membership is
required to work and the hours a miner has to work.
Not withstanding this, the radical workplace reforms being proposed could well
come at a huge social cost to the whole community. The industrial heavyweights
and the big bosses are keen to see change because it will bring them more dollars.
In WA this free enterprise cavalry is calling in all the promissory notes taken up
during the election campaign by the Cowrt Government and are being rewarded
for their support with promises of reform, privatisation and deregulation.
The deals have already been done and it may well take an unholy alliance
between outfits like the Chamber of Commerce and the union movement to
ensure that this mad scramble for profit does not deplete our quality of life nor
wreak social carnage on our lifestyle.

That is indeed what is happening in the mining communities. The people who expected
to have the occasional weekend off now find that they cannot become involved with their
children's sport or they cannot coach the local basketball, cricket or netball team.
Mr Bloffwitch: The same thing applies to the shop owners in my electorate who now
have to work on Saturday afternoon. They cannot play any sport.
Mr TAYLOR: That is right. What is the member for Geraldton doing about it? Will he
continue to support deregulation?
Mr Bloffwitch: I have never supported it.
Mr TAYLOR: I[hope that the member for Geraldton has some influence on his
Government in matters of deregulation because he will receive my support Is the
member for Geraldton going to vote for this legislation? If he does vote for it, he will be
supporting the deregulation of working hours in the mining industry. The consequences
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for those miners and their families ame exactly the same as they are for those people who
work in the retail industries in Geraldion.
Mr Bloffwizch: When I undertook a visit with the Chamber of Mines and Energy to the
eastern goldfields we went to many mines which had 12 hour shifts. The mines were
operating 24 hours a day and I never heard any concerns from the workers. I was told
that with 12 hoar shifts they had more time off and more time to spend with their
families. Any shift worker sacrifices the weekend. I have done shift work and I know
that shift workers get into a different routine from other people. It does not matter
whether shift workers work eight hours or 12 hours, his weekend is different from that of
people who work normal hours.
Mr TAYLOR: They certainly have more rime off, but they do not have more rime to
spend with their families. The reason is that when they are home the wife is generally
working and the children are at school.
Mr Bloffwitch: Every shift worker has to put up with that.
Mr TAY]LOR: My father worked shift work for 40 years and I know what it meant to his
family. However, he worked eight hour shifts - day, afternoon and night shifts. It was a
more reasonable lifestyle than working 12 hour shifts.
I cannot understand how anyone can expect workers to work a 12 hour shift in either the
processing industry or underground. I do not believe that people can be productive when
they are working chose shifts. I gave the example of members of Parliament working in
this place compared with the people this legislation will affect. I know what members
are like at the end of working a 12 hour, or more, shift on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday. I am aware of the impact these long hours have on the lifestyle of the Hansard
staff. They are impossible hours.
Mrs van det Kiashorsi: I have two sons in the Royal Australian Navy and they both work
shift work. The Navy has done some studies which proved that people are happier
working 12 hour shifts instead of eight hour shifts. The Navy has changed its structure
on that basis.
Mr TAYLOR: Working on a ship is a little different.
Mrs van de Klashorst: They still have to do physical work in all sorts of conditions.
Mr TAYLOR: The member for Thomnlie will deal with this issue in respect of land
lovers. Working on a ship is a little different and I have been on the Navy's ships. They
are working crazy hours. I have spoken to officers on those ships who work 20 hours
straight They are in charge of a multimillion dollar machine and are responsible for the
lives of hundreds of people. It is an impossibility to work 20 hours straight and the
sailers admit that.
Mrs van det Klashorst: What happens if there is a war and they have to work those hours
when they are not trained to do that?
Mr TAYLOR: Even in those circumstances it is better to adapt the hours so that people
are on cop of things especially when they have to make important decisions, which they
certainly have to do when in combat. We see what happens in this place when members
try to make a sensible decision after working 10 or 12 hours straight.
Mr Grill: Is there any difference between the fly in, fly out workers and the home-based
shift workers?
Mr TAYLOR: For the home-based shift workers it is much more difficult and that is
evident in Kalgoorlie and Kambalda. The fly in, fly out workers find it a little different
because they do not have many alternatives. I am convinced that even for the fly in, fly
out workers a 12 hour shift is far too long. People are being asked to do far too much
when they work 12 hours straight at either a processing or underground job. Concessions
should be made to the hours workedi
The appalling death rate in the mining industry in Western Australia continued in 1993.
The Minister for Mines said in a press release -
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The Mines Regulation Act Amendment Bill will assist the Government in
achieving its aim of reaching an accident incidence of zero in the mining industry
and increasing mineral output.

A close analysis of chose people who are working long shifts will prove that that is not
the case. People who work a 12 hour shift and have to drive home when they are
exhausted are prone to falling asleep behind the wheel and meeting with an accident.
People must take that into account when dealing with these issues. More than likely,
because of the workers' compensation legislation this Government is pushing through the
Parliament, there will be no cover for people driving home after a 12 hour shift. For that
reason the employers will not be concerned about their meeting with an accident.
I refer now to the commitment the previous Government gave to Western Mining
Corporation in relation to this issue in 1991. As Minister for Scat Development I wrote
to Hugh Morgan on 4 September 1991 as follows -

The Government is committed to the due process of amending the Mines
Regulation Act, with appropriate consultation between the parties concerned, to
allow underground mines to operate throughout a full seven day week provided
the necessary occupational health and safety measures are maintained. The
Government will expedite the process required to make the appropriate legislative
changes.

Throughout the debate between the Government and Western Mining Corporation and in
its numerous advertisements in the goldfields newspapers and The West Australian, that
company misled the people of this State on this issue. Western Mining quite deliberately
ignored that part of the paragraph I read to the House which refers to appropriate
consultation between the parties concerned, including the union movement. That
appropriate consultation related to occupational health and safety measures being
maintained and that is what the company ignored.
I am pleased, as the member for Eyre mentioned, that Western Mining appears to have
woken up. I think its eyes have been opened by the new management that has come into
the goldfields which said, "Don't force us to force our workers to do what they don't
want to do. Let us sit down with our work force and work out the best way of running
the mines." Western Mining has been able to do that quite sensibly and it comes down to
the old lesson; that is. let the managers manage. The nickel mines in Kambalda cannot
be run from the glorified offices of Melbourne. It is a lesson which the Western Mining
board, in particular, and Hugh Morgan, especially, have learnt over the past year. If they
continue to take that approach there will be some salvation for Western Mining in the
nickel industry and it will have the opportunity to sort out the problems which it has had
in Western Australia.
I encourage the Government to put to Western Mining the view that it should not come to
the Government to solve its industrial relations problems and that it should solve its own
problems at the workplace. Western Mining was expecting the previous Government to
work out its problems with its work force and chat is an inappropriate way to tackle
human relations.
Mr C.I. Barnett: Will removing restrictions assist Western Mining or any mining
company to come to the right arrangement?
Mr TAYLOR: Removing restrictions will do that. The problem with this legislation is
that it will be open slather - it has no rules or regulations and we are not in a position to
know what will happen to occupational health and safety issues in the mining industry.
The Government has agreed to raise the noise levels in the industry from 85 to 90 d.B,
and that is a step backwards. If that is the approach the Government is going to take to
occupational health and safety in the mining industry, God help the mining industry in
Western Australia. The same applies with the Pneumoconiosis Medical Board. That
board is falling down on its job and it is going back to the bad old days of its operations.
The Government and the Chamber of Mines and Energy of Western Australia should be
on notice that the Opposition will not sit by and allow that to happen. It will speak out
and encourage the people involved in the mining industry to make sure that it does not
1402fr-19
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happen. I know that the chamber usually reads the speeches made in this House and it
will advise the Opposition on whether it agrees or disagrees with what has been said.
The people who represent the mining industry in Western Australia - members should
remember that the entire pastoral region is represented by Labor members of Parliament
in this House - will not put up with the nonsense that has been handed out this year by
this Government in relation to occupational health and safety in the mining industry.
I advise the Minister that the Opposition is not prepared to support this legislation on the
basis of the promise that is contained in his second reading speech and this Bill.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mrs Henderson.

Sitting suspended from 1.02 to 2 .00 prn
[Questions without notice taken.]

PERSONAL EXPLANATION - AUDITOR GENERAL'S REPORT,
HERITAGE COUNCIL OF WA

MR MeGINTY (Fremantle) [2.33 pm] - by leave: I was appalled at the way in which
the Minister for Heritage handled the issue of the Auditor General's report during
question time. He got his facts wrong, and it is on that basis that I wish to correct the
misleading impression placed before this House in relation to the payment of a stipend to
the Chairman of the Heritage Council as reported in the Auditor General's report tabled
in Parliament today.
I became aware yesterday that the Auditor General was to table that report in Parliament
today which dealt in part with this subject matter. At that time I was made generally
aware of the content of that report. I telephoned the Auditor General, Mr Des Pearson,
and raised three specific matters with him: First, I expressed my amazement, as the
responsible Minister at the time, that I had not been approached in any way shape or form
by anyone from the Auditor General's office regarding the inquiry. I put it to him that
that was wrong, and perhaps even improper. I said the Auditor General should not reach
conclusions without spealdng to the person involved. One might say it was verging on
negligence. His straightforward response was that this report in no way adversely or
otherwise reflected upon my conduct as the Minister for Heritage during 1991-92.
Therefore, he did not see the need for his deparnment to interview me.
I then put it to him that if there was any adverse finding in the report, natural justice, as
well as the propriety of his office, would require that I be made aware of the content of
those findings, and be given a chance to comment on and refute the adverse allegations.
He repeated his view that the report in no way related to my conduct as the Minister. He
went further: He said he was not questioning at a the necessity to make a payment to
the Chairman of the Heritage Council for the work he performed or its quantum. He said
that the need for the payment and the quantum of $50 000 was absolutely proper.
Therefore, he did not believe it necessary to provide me with a copy of the report or for
me to comment on its findings; he did not believe it related to me. He believed the report
related to the procedures by which the decisions I made were implemented by
departmental officers. As he reiterated to me, it was not a question of whether a payment
should have been made; he accepted that without hesitation or qualification. Therefore,
he did not see the need to give me a chance to comment on the report
The third matter I raised with the Auditor General was stories I had heard. I thought it
was appropriate to raise the matter directly with him as the responsible officer. I refer to
the matter of improper interference by the current Minister for Heritage, the member for
Applecross. I had been told that the initial inquiry by the Auditor General's office
several months ago gave the entire transaction a completely clean bill of health and that
everything was above board. That was the advice around at the time.
Mr Omodei: You are getting in deeper.
Mr McGINTY: The Minister should listen. I will cover this personal explanation in
detail.
Mr Kierath: This is a personal explanation, not an attack on another member in this
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House.
Mr McGINqTY: I want to answer this matter in a precise way, but with that sort of inane
interjection -

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Frenmanule is handling his personal explanation
in a most appropriate way. If the member were to engage in the total argument of the
issue - which he has not - that would not be appropriate. However, so far, the member's
explanation has been very appropriate.
Mr McGlNTY: I purposely raised three matters with the Auditor General yesterday:
First, his officers not asking me about the report, not providing me with a copy of the
report and why I bad not been given an opportunity to comment. These matters were
dealt with by the response that the matters did not relate to me in my capacity as the then
Minister for Heritage. Secondly, the Auditor General indicated that it did not reflect on
me or my conduct. He said that the matter of the quantum and necessity of the payment
was not in question.
It related simply to auditing procedures by departmental officers in implementing the
decisions which were made. The third matter I specifically raised with the Auditor
General, and [ know it would have caused him enormous concern, was that people were
suggesting there had been improper interference by the Minister for Heritage in the
conduct of the inquiry because the initial inquiries by the departmental officers had found
there was nothing untoward. Further down the track the allegation was that the Minister
for Heritage had expressed dissatisfaction with that report and that he required further
investigation to be done - no doubt in the hope of finding something which would prove
politically embarrassing to me and to the former Government. I raised that matter
squarely with the Auditor General. Firstly, he denied there was any improper behaviour
by any of his officers; but he did not deny there was the opportunity for the Minister to be
aware of and to perhaps have commented on the progress of the reporting as it took place
over those several months. I do not wish to take that any further other than to say char if
this matter does go to the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee - I will be
more than happy if it does - what will be very much on trial is whether the Minister
intervened or was aware of and made suggestions of an improper nature to the Auditor
General in the conduct of his inquiry. It is necessary to explain my position a little
further.
The issue at stake was something that arose out of rather unusual circumstances. As
members of this House will be aware the Heritage Council was formed in 1991. Initially
it did not have permanent staff associated with it, but at the time of its formation it picked
up a significant number of very controversial heritage matters. There was something of a
backlog of outstanding conflicts in the community which the Heritage Council had to
deal with, not the least of which was the old Swan Brewery conflict.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr McGIN4TY: Notwithstanding the rabble of noise comning from members opposite we
are seeing today a clear recognition of the wisdom of the decision made to preserve and
restore that building. I do not hear an adverse comment these days on that building.
Everyone says to me that there was great wisdom in the preservation of that building.
The SPEAKER: Order! In the last minute the member for Fremantle has moved now to
discuss a matter -
Mr McGinty- It is in response to an interjection.
The SPEAKER: That is another matter. Up to a minute ago we had a personal
explanation. The member is moving away from a personal explanation. The member for
Fremantle has been speaking for 10 minutes and perhaps may be thinking of bringing the
matter to a conclusion.
Mr McG[NT Y: Not quite. I have some distance to go. What was said today was
scurrilous and, with due respect, I need to present the second part of what I wanted to
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say. I dealt with the first pant of my conversation with the Auditor General and his
response by way of explaining his report. I am happy to debate the issue of the old Swan
Brewery, bullI will not let members opposite interject on me.
The SPEAKER:- Order! Continue with your personal explanation.
Mr McGINTY: I will make my position clearly known on the old Swan Brewery. It was
not just the old Swan Brewery, it was the Railway Howel in Perth, the Railway Hotel in
Kalgoorlie, Montgomery Hall, the Coutesloe flour mill and literally dozens of grave
heritage problems throughout the State with which the Heritage Council knew it had to
deal. It did not have a permanent staff. Some three years since its creation there is still
not a permanent executive director of the Heritage Council in Western Australia.
Because of the existence of all those controversies in the heritage area the chairman, Mr
Ian Molyneux a well known Perth architect, had to spend an inordinate amount of time
on matters thai would ordinarily have been the province of full time officers of the
Heritage Council. Mr Molyneux was working almost full time for most of late 1991 and
the first half of 1992 on Heritage Council mactens, and I raised with him the question of
the appropriateness of the remuneration he was receiving. It seemed to me that it was
inappropriate. That is the first error in the Auditor General's report. It is stated in the
report that he raised the matter with me. That is not true. Had the Auditor General
spoken with me I would have clarified that; however, I will leave that to one side. Mr
Molyneux was doing a great service to the people of Western Australia. I raised the
question of his remuneration. I got the bead of the responsible department to write to the
Public Service Commission as section 28 of die Heritage Act requires. That sought the
approval or the advice of the Public Service Commissioner in relation to the
remuneration to be paid to Mr Molyneux. On 17 September 1992 the Public Service
Commissioner wrote stating -

Re: CHAIRMAN HERITAGE COUNCIL OF WA EX GRATIA PAYMENT
TO MR L MOLYNEUX
As requested in your advice of September 10 1992 1 have examined the
circumnstances leading to the extraordinary number of hours being worked by Mr
I Molyneux on Council matters. I am of the opinion that Mr Molyneux and his
private business have been disadvantaged as a direct result of his commitment to
the Heritage Council work. The one off payment proposed by the Minister does
not appear unreasonable in light of the current charge out hourly race for
architects of Mr Molyneux's background and the amount of $50,000 has my
endorsement

Mr Lewis: Read the rest of it.
Mr McGINTY: It continues -

The proposed payment is a one off payment and does not address the cause which
has brought about these circumstances. It is recommended that Mr Molyneux and
the members of Heritage Council of W.A. give, as a matter of urgent priority,
attention to the role and responsibilities of the Chairperson and the administrative
staff of the Council.

The letter is signed by Dr Michael Wood, Commissioner. We had the express seeking, in
writing, of the recommendation of the Public Service Commission. It recommended that
the payment be made because of the exceptional circumstances confronting Mr
Molyneux and his work for the Heritage Council.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Peel should not interject from out of his seat.
Mr McGINTY: It was very clearly the case that I instigated the payment for Mr
Molyneux and it was as a result of my direction that I sought to use the procedures of
section 28 of die Heritage Act in order to effect that payment. For the Minister to suggest
any impropriety in my action is quite frankly a disgrace. It was necessary; it needed to be
done. Even the Auditor General has said that the payment and the need for the payment
are both beyond any doubt whatever.
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Mr Lewis: He did not say that formally at all.
Mr McCIINTY: Why else would I invoke die provisions of the Heritage Act in order to
activate a direction on my part The Minister said, which I take serious objection to, that
there was no formal instruction ftrm me in respect of the payment. That is incorrect.
What was sent to the Heritage Council with the request it effect payment was the advice
from. the Public Service Commissioner and my request to the Public Service
Commissioner for that advice which said that I wanted this to happen; that is, the
recommendation as required by section 28 of the Heritage Act in order to trigger the
necessary payment. All that occurred from there was that the payment was made, and at
the next meeting of the council, in writing, properly recorded to the Heritage Council -

Mr Lewis: Not true.
The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr MCIITY: he iniser s aain misleading the House because I have a copy of the
documentation that went to the Otober 1992 meeting of the Heritage Council.
Mr Blaikie: This is not a personal explanation.
Mr McGINTY: The Minister accused me of lying and I am going to fix him right up.
Mr Blaikie: That is not the purpose of a personal explanation.
Several members interjected
The SPEAKER: Order! I suggest that usually with a personal explanation one has a
much lower level of interjection and that is what I ask from the House. What the member
has been saying in more recent moments is relevant to the matter that has been raised, but
again I ask him to give some consideration to the amount of time he is planning to take.
Mr McG[NTY: I am bringing the matter to an end. I have covered most of the points I
wanted to raise. The Minister said categorically in this House that the payment to Mr
Molyneux was not reported to the Heritage Council.
Mr Lewis: I did not say that.
Mr McGINTY: The Minister did say that.
Mr Lewis: The Auditor General said that.
Mr McGINTY: The Minister should not try to wriggle out Of it. He is misleading the
House. and he should be awart of it, I seek leave to table a copy of the cash flow figures
for the month of September 1992 as presented to the Heritage Council at its meeting on
15 October 1992 which sets out the payment to the Chairman of the Heritage Council for
consideration by the Heritage Council.
[The paper was tabled for the information of members.]
Mr McGINT: The member is misleading this House without any doubt whatsoever. A
memorandum to all councillors from M. Betham on the subject of the financial report and
dated 15 October 1992 stated -

Attached for members' perusal are the cash flow figures for the month of
September 1992.

Included in those figures, under the heading of services and contracts, is an amount of
$50 000 paid to the Chairman of the Heritage Council during September.
Quite frankly, it is disgusting for the Minister to make such a completely and
demonstrably false allegation in this House which reflects adversely on him in tenns of
his knowledge and control over his own portfolio. At all times a lawyer has been on the
Heritage Council who has given advice in respect of this matter. Currently that person is
Mr Michael Lewi, who will be well known to members of this House and who is an
eminent lawyer of considerable standing in the legal circles of Perth. His advice to the
Heritage Council was that because of the provisions of section 28 of the Heritage of
Western Australia Act, which gave to the Minister the power and the responsibility, on
the advice from the Public Service Commission, to determine the question of payment to
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the Chairman of the Heritage Council, the Heritage Council had no duty, role or
involvement in that matter. It was up to the Minister. The Heritage Council has
resolved, as the Minister knows all too well, that in its view there was no proper role for
it to endorse a payment to the chairperson. It was clearly a statutory responsibility and
duty of the Minister concerned.
flat is the view of the Heritage Council, and it is my view. For this Minister to say that
the Heritage Council never had presented to it for its approval something thai should
never have been presented anyway is a nonsense designed to mislead and to tip a bucket
on the Opposition and me, in particular, when it is simply not warranted. The Minister
should read his own Act before he stands in this place and makes completely unfounded
allegations.

QUESTION TIME - MINISTERS' ATITENDANCE REQUIREMENT
Points of Order

MR RIPPER (Belmont) [2.53 pm]: I refer to the conduct of question time. Questions
are at your discretion, Mr Speaker. But one of the requirements for question time is a
complement of Government Ministers to answer the questions. I ask whether you would
advise the Government that its Ministers should be available at question time.
Sometimes individual circumstances require Ministers to be absent, and that is
understandable. However, at one stage during question time today only five inisters.
were on the front bench, and I do not think that is satisfactory.
MR CJ. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the House) [2.53 pm]: I am surprised by
the comment of the shadow Leader of the House. Members axe aware that many
members wished to attend a funeral service, flat is she explanation for their absence,
and I think that explanation was accepted.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [2.54 pm]: I refer to
questions and answers to those questions. I am not sure, Mr Speaker, of your role in this
issue. This week I have asked two questions of the Minister representing the Minister for
Health; one in relation to reviews within the department, many of which have been
ordered since 6 February, and the second about appointments to boards and committees
within the Health portfolio. In bath cases the Minister has refused to provide the
information on the basis that he is unwilling to devote departmental time to providing
that information. The role of a Minister is to provide information requested in questdons
and not just to say that there is not enough departmental time. I am asking what role, if
any, you are willing to have in drawing to the attention of these so-called accountable
Ministers in this so-called accountable Government their responsibility to answer the
questions that are put to them.
The SPEAKER: Order! Neither of those is a point of order. The fact of the matter is that
any Minister may decline to answer any question. Although some very good points were
raised about the need for public information, there is no way that a Minister can be
controlled in his or her answer. I play no part in the questions or the answers.

MATTER OF PUBLIC INTEREST - MINISTER FOR POLICE, LACK OF
CONFIDENCE IN

THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko): Honourable members, I have received a letter from the
Leader of the Opposition seeking to debate as a matter of public interest a lack of
confidence in the Minister for Police.
If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it.
[At least five members rose in their places.]
The SPEAKER: In accordance with the sessional order, 30 minutes will be allocated to
each side of the House for the purpose of this debate.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [2.56 pm]: I move -
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That this House finds that the Minister for Police has lost the confidence of the
Police Force and the community and should relinquish the portfolio forthwith.

This week we have seen the culmination of a series of very unfortunate events involving
the Minister for Police, a deterioration in the relationship between the Minister and senior
officers of the force and a deterioration in the confidence of the community in the Police
Minister and the administration of the Police Force of this State. It has developed over
time. The Opposition has sought on a number of occasions to draw attention to a number
of very important matters: Firstly, the failure of this Minister to answer a series of
questions in this House; and secondly, on occasion, the failure of the Minister to inform
himself properly either by briefings from officials or a willingness to listen to others who
might misinform him, ergo the member for Wanneroo.
We have also seen a failure by the Police Minister to honour commitments given by the
Government during the election period and subsequently about the addition of police
resources in Western Australia. We have seen, too, a series of instances in which police
behaviour has been called into question and the Minister has been reluctant to get
involved to the point of even informing this House properly about the nature of those
events. We have seen a very significant deterioration in the relationship between the
Government and the commissioner which is evident for all to see. The commissioner's
position was undermined by the Minister's refusing in this House to give the
commissioner his full confidence; in fact, suggesting to the House that the Commissioner
of Police was about to retire. In addition to that singular lack of support for the
commissioner, the Minister for Police has also indicated that he and Cabinet are not
prepared to accept the recommendations of a properly constituted panel to enable the
appointment of an assistant commissioner.
The combination of those events means that the people of Western Australia are not
being served as well as they should be. We have members of a Police Force whose
morale is in decay. We have a Minister who is not in control of his portfolio. The
secretary of the Police Union yesterday was calling, in a most unprecedented way, for the
removal of the Minister for Police, not because he had been too tough on the police but
because he was a "lame duct" and he was not able to get the ear of the Premier or other
Cabinet Ministers.
As part of that interview the secretary of the Police Union indicated - the Minister may
care to comment on this - that several serious matters had not been able to be developed
or progressed because the Minister was not able to get an appointment with the Attorney
General for that purpose. I will go through some of those matters in some detail. During
the election period and before, this Government when in Opposition was very firm about
its views on die Police Force and it claimed that law and order was a number one priority
and to achieve an improvement in the position of crime in the State and to reduce crime
in the State and protect its citizens, it had some very clear goals for the Police Force. I
will refer to the Liberal-National coalition's press release of the day on its election
promises on this very important matter, In it Mr Court said that there was overwhelming
concern in the community that the Western Australian Police Force was under-manned
and under-resourced and that morale in the Police Force was at an all time low.
Those two elements are important to highlight - the under-resourcing of the Police Force
and its poor morale. To some extent they do go together, but it is clear this Government
has set about systematically and deliberately undermining the senior officers of the Police
Force to the extent that the commissioner had to take the extraordinary step in recent
days of writing to his members indicating his severe disquiet that there were. some
officers who were prepared to leak information and to be disloyal in a very significant
way - in a way he thought detrimental to the Police Force.
We have seen this Government prepared, when in Opposition, to use the Police Force for
political purposes - and, in the case of the former shadow Minister for Police, Hon
George Cash, to manipulate the Police Force in obvious ways, including paying heed to
people who were not the most senior members of the Police Force and establishing links
below the authority of the senior membership.
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Withdrawal of Remnark
Mr COURT: The Leader of dhe Opposition has accused a member in another place of
manipulating the Police Farce in this State. That remark should be withdrawn.
The SPEAKER: I did not hear the waits, but if the Leader of the Opposition did say
that, it is inappropriate to reflect on a member in another place. I ask that the wards be
withdrawn.
Dr LAWRENCE: I withdraw. But I want to make it very clear that this Government
now, and when in Opposition, was quite prepared to use the police for its own political
purpases. I do not retract that statement. What we are seeing now is the antithesis -
The SPEAKER: Order! I take it the Leader has withdrawn -

Debate Reswuned
Dr LAWRENCE: Yes I did. I said that clearly first about the member, and then I made a
general comment about the Government in Opposition - a perfectly reasonable statement,
unless freedom of speech in this place is to be totally removed.
In the same press release which said theme was a need to improve the resources and
morale of the Police Force, the coalition said that it would immediately redress the
situation by recruiting an extra 800 police offitcers in its first term. As has been said on a
number of occasions, not only has that not occurred, it has not even begun. It is still not
to first base. The additional police contained in the Budget this year were those
appointed in December last year. So, there has been no increase in resources. Another
comment was that the increased strength would be assigned directly to community
protection. Mr Court said, "We want more officers patrolling our streets. A strong police
presence is the greatest of all deterrents to crime." That has not happened; we have had
no more police and no more police on the beat. Indeed, in areas of high crime where
communities have called for particular assistance, as in Geraldton and Mirraboaka, there
has been no response, because it is not possible to provide it given the level of resourcing
that has been made available. In addition to those claims about the need for additional
resources, the coalition said it wanted to establish a police board to advise the Minister on
manpower resources and administrative matters. That has not happened. We have had
some preliminary comments by the Minister which show a very weak forma of police
board to that which the community expected and which we recommended.
The same press release said an independent police complaints tribunal would be
established. Again, the proposals - which is all we have heard from the Government at
this stage - are far short of what is required. We were also told that the Government
would expand and modernise police training facilities - that has not happened; and,
finally, restore police morale. Some of those statements were repeated when the Premier
made observations about the State Budget. They were not true when he made them in
January when the statement came out, and they were not true when the Budget was
brought down. There has been no increase in resources; we have not yet seen a police
board or a police complaints mechanism established. We have seen a Minister who has
been very reluctant to do anything for the Police Force.
The Minister is fond of saying that these matters are matters for operations, they are
operational decisions; but resources are not operational decisions. The application of
resources to the police in this State is very much a political. Cabinet and ministerial
decision. If police are not provided with resources it is not surprising that they have had
to initiate changes in response to the reduction of resources. Subsequent speakers will
talk about some of those. We have seen an increase in the ratio - and increasingly that
will get worse - of police to the community. We have seen specific betrayals of the
promised 800 extra police. We have seen cuts to country police stations over the holiday
period, and a crisis develop in towns such as Geraldton. We have seen the abolition of
the retail theft task forte, at the same time as we have seen the establishment of the
graffiti task force. Although all of us would want to see the graffiti problem attacked, we
should not do that by shifting resources from a very important part of police operations
and putting them into the Premier's favourite charity, apparently, at the moment. Clearly
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there has been political interference in the Police Force because I doubt the police would
have assigned those priorities if they were asked whether they would rather apprehend
those engaged in shop stealing or those engaged in graffiti; they would probably give the
priority the reverse order to that given by the Government. New operations and new
tasks far the Police Force require new resources and that cannot be done by shifting them
around in the way the Minister has.
Inevitably we have seen an increase in crime in this State, and until the Minister and the
Government respond no doubt it will continue to escalate. What has been going on is a
very grave gap between the rhetoric and the reality. The community is starting to see
that. I am receiving letters from a great many people who are saying that the
Government is not fair dinkum; the Minister does not know what he is talking about; he
appears on the television and says that everything is hunky-dory. In fact, it is not. In my
part of the world, break and enters still occur, and violent crimes are worrying. All we
receive from the Minister is assurances, we do not get any reality. When we look at the
police operations, it is clear that the police inevitably will lose their appetite for the task.
The commissioner is not being supported by the Minister. His tenure is being
undermined. The appointments made to the assistant commissioner's position are on
hold indefinitely. The Cabinet apparently has overruled the Minister on this question,
probably particularly a member in the other place, Hon George Cash. We have seen in
answers in this place the Minister not prepared even to inform himself about what is
going on in his portfolio. That lack of knowledge does not go unnoticed by the police, If
they have a Minister who is not on top of the details of the portfolio, who is not prepared
to brief himself properly or argue with Cabinet for legislative changes that have been
promised, who is not able to achieve the level of resourcing necessary for the Police
Force, and who also makes very serious errors of judgment when answering questions in
this place - all of that also undermines the Police Force. Add to that die agreement and
support by the Government for the establishment of an inquiry in the upper House - an
inquiry that we will tolerate, although we are not enthusiastic about it; an inquiry with
such broad terns of reference which is already showing that it will be used for political
purposes - it is not surprising that the Police Force is saying that it has had enough. I
would not hesitate to bet that the Police Union and ordinary police members will start to
agitate in a very public way about this Minister and this Government, because none of us
can stand by - least of all in this Parliament - and watch resources diminish, staffing
levels decline, community confidence erode, and police morale deteriorate. if the
Government thinks that police morale was bad when it came to office, it was a shining
example compared to what it is now.
The Minister, undermined as he is - particularly by the former shadow Minister for
Police; and not enjoying the support of his Cabinet colleagues - should do the decent
thing and insist when the Premier is reshuffling the Cabinet in January or February, that
he is given another portfolio. That is, give someone else a go and ensure this question of
the resourcing of police and the morale of police is given the attention it deserves.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [3.08 pm]: I second the
motion. I have some feeling for the Minister for being placed in the predicament he faces
today, and in the last few weeks - having filled the same shoes myself for a couple of
years. The Minister for Police and I have had some discussion about the very difficult
nature of the Minister's job. In many ways, it is all responsibility and no power.
However, the motion is necessary for one very good reason: As Minister for Police a
person needs, without doubt, the backing and support of his ministerial colleagues. Over
the past couple of months, I have come to the view that for whatever reason - and I could
name a few if I really wanted to - some of the Minister's colleagues are not giving him
the proper backing and support that he needs to do the job of Minister for Police. Those
people who are not prepared to give the Minister that backing and support should be
faced with the issue and should be put in die Minister's shoes because they will then find
it is not as easy as they believe it is but that it is a complicated task. Some of the lack of
support and undermining of the Minister's position by members of the ministerial ranks
is more connected with some of the intricacies involved with management of the police
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than it is to undermine the Minister because he is the Minister for Police. That is the
greatest concern Western Australians should have about the running of the Police Force
today. It concerns me that a very conservative union such as the Police Union would
tackle the Minister for Police in a conservative Government as it has done. It must have
a good reason for doing that. I believe it is concerned that the police are not getting the
attention they deserve. It is concerned that the Minister is not being given the support he
needs and the support he called for prior to the Budget being brought down so that the
department would have additional resources to tackle the issues that must be tackled in
policing in Western Australia. There is a need for additional resources. I know that in
my own electorate there is a need for additional officers and more facilities. That call is
being echoed in electorates throughout Western Australia. The only way to salve those
problems is to make sure that the resources are provided so that the police will not have
to do away with the task force, and the police will not have to say out loud that they will
not have enough petrol to see them through the financial year or that they will not be able
to man country police stations when the local policeman takes leave. The Minister has to
tackle those issues by making sure that he has the resources. While I have no doubt that
the Minister has adopted that position, I also have no doubt he is in the impossible
situation of not receiving the backing and support that is necessary to allow him to do his
job. That support starts with the Premier and goes right through Cabinet ranks.
From my knowledge, a couple of people are being mischievous in relation to the role of
the Minister for Police. Not only are they trying to undermine his position and make life
difficult for him, but also they are trying to undermine the position of the Commissioner
of Police. I say to them publicly today that my workings with the Commissioner of
Police, Brian Bull, were such that I have no doubt that he has the steel in his backbone to
face up to those mischievous people in the Cabinet. Unless the inister receives support,
especially from Liberal members in Cabinet, he should take my advice and get out of the
job and let those people who are seeking to undermine him and make life difficult for
him rake over. They should be put in the hot seat and be told to deal with the task. That
may seem to be an easy way out for the Minister. However, there are a couple of them
who, over the past few years, have had lines into the Police Force and have used the
Police Force for their own malicious reasons and they have done so quite inapproDpriately.
They are still there today.
MrBlaicie: Name them.
Mr TAYLOR: No, I will not name them. That may be the member's way of dealing
with this issue. The Minister knows who I anm talking about and so do the people in
Cabinet who watched these same people turn over Ayron's position as Deputy
Commissioner of Police. The Minister put Ayton's name forward to be deputy
commissioner and he was rolled. Thie Minister knows who rolled him in Cabinet. He
knows who I am talking about. I will not name them.
Mr Blaikie: I don't know thenm.
Mr Court: I don't know, either.
Mr TAYLO)R: The Premier was there and he saw what happened.
The Minister could have addressed his resource problems with the mioney spent by some
of his Cabinet colleagues on false campaigns. It was possible for the Government to find
the millions of dollars to spend on the false Mabo campaign, the millions of dollars to
spend on the propaganda campaign on the industrial relations campaign and the millions
of dollars to put the face of the Minister for Labour Relations on pamphlets that went into
every home in Western Australia. If his ministerial colleagues could find the money in
the Budget for that sort of propaganda, they should have been able to find the money to
allow him to keep open country police stations, to keep the task forces and to make
certain there was not a question mark hanging over whether there would be enough petrol
for the police to get through the financial year.
Mr Bloffwitch: That is your view.
Mr TAYLOR: The member for Geraldtox might well talk because he has been on the
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receiving end. He could not get dhe police officers to deal with the issues in his
electorate. He should talk to a few ministerial colleagues about where they spend money;
they should be spending it on the issues that are important for Western Australians. He
should also talk to them about the total lack of support they are giving to the Minister for
Police who has the most difficult job of all to do in the Government.
Mr Bloffwitch: You forget that you were the people who put die police in place.
Mr TAYLOR: We put an extra 10COO police officers into the force. That is what we
promised and that is what we delivered. Members opposite promised more and have
delivered nothing. We are now watching the ratio of police officers per head of
population falling. We heard all sorts of commitments about police morale leading up to
the election. However, that is disappearing out die backdoor and the Minister for Police
is being put in an impossible situation because he cannot get the support he needs and
deserves from the Cabinet. That is what this motion is all about. It is not about standing
here and giving mealy-mouthed support to the Minister. The Premier should give him a
bit of support in Cabinet where it counts. The Premier should stand up to the people who
are making life difficult for him. He should show a bit of backbone that is needed to sort
a few of them out. He has certainly not done that to date and I doubt whether he will in
the future. Until he does, the Minister's job will become more and more difficult.
Mrs Edwardes: Your solution to the problem was to keep changing the job.
Mr Court: How many did you have?
Mr TAYLOR: Jeff Canr, Gordon Hill, me and Graham Edwards.
Mr Court: Four. Two year terms?
Mr TAYLOR: They were not two year terms. I will be interested to see how many of
the Premier's Ministers are left in their portfolios after two years. They certainly will not
be there after 10 years.
The Premier has a responsibility to give the Minister not only the public backing he
deserves to do his job but also the private backing. Unless he is prepared to do that, the
Minister should step down, otherwise his job will be impossible as it is now being made
impossible by a few of the Premier's mates. That is what he has to face up to when it
comes to dealing with police in Western Australia and that is what the motion is all
about.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Premier) (3.18 pm]: We have heard some pretty weak advice
from the Deputy Leader of the Opposition. The Opposition had 10 years in Government
to handle police matters. I will talk later about what happened during those 10 years in
Government. The lirst thing I want to say is that the Minister for Police is a good man, a
good Minister and a straight shooter. He has brought a refreshingly -

Mrs Henderson: No-one believes you. The public doesn't believe you. They think it's a
joke.
Mr COURT: They think the Minister for Police is a joke?
Mrs Henderson: Yes, they do.
Mr COURT: I think the member has that completely wrong. The Minister for Police has
the total support of all the Cabinet and all members of the Government. This nonsense
members opposite run around with about his not having support in Cabinet, publicly or
privately, is absolute hogwash. The best the Opposition can do is pump that sort of trivia
around.
Several members inteajected.
Mr COURT: I ani happy to talk about what the previous Government did when in office.
After 10 years of a Labor Government motor vehicle thefts had increased by 257 per
cent, breaking and entering by 183 per cent -

Mr Catania: What are they today?
Mr COURT: I am telling the member what his Government did. During its term it had
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four different Ministers of Police. As a result the number of serious assaults increased by
349 per cent, assaults on police up 280 per cent, stealing with violence up 249 per cent,
drug offences up 520 per cent, and damages offences increased by 178 per cent.
Several members intceijcted.

Withdrawal of Remark
The ACT1ING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): Did the Leader of the Opposition say that the
Premier was dishonest?
Dr LAWRENCE: I do not know whether I did. I said it was a dishonest use of statistics.
The ACTING SPEAKER: I believe the Leader of the Opposition said that he was
dishonest beyond belief.
Dr LAWRENCE: In relation to that matter.
The ACTING SPEAKER: I ask the member to withdraw.
Dr LAWRENCE: I withdraw it. I am not sure of the exact words I used. You asked mue
what I said and I tried to elaborate. I do not know exactly what I said but I withdraw if
you, Mr Acting Speaker, find them offensive.
The ACTING SPEAKER: I know exactly what the Leader of the Opposition said.

Debate Resumed
Mr COURT: The Labor Party in this place has become an absolute rabble. If any one of
them sat in the Public Gallery and watched the way members opposite perform, they
would be absolutely ashamed of themselves. We understand what politics are about, and
that the Labor Party had a very close vote this week which has split it down the middle.
The best it can do is come into this Parliament and make up something about the Minister
for Police, who is doing a good job. The member for Kalgoorlie was correct in saying
that it is a difficult job, and certainly the Minister is doing it well.
What did the McCarrey report say about this portfolio? It outlined the inaction of the
previous Government. The ratio of salaries to contingency expenditure deteriorated from
70:30 in 1988-89 to the current level of 83:17.
Dr Lawrence: Dragging out the McCarrey report every day you give a speech is
becoming tedious, especially as you ignore its recommendations.
Mr COURT: I am explaining what happened when the previous Government had
stewardship of the Police Force.
Dr Lawrence: Explain why you have not kept your election promises. You always avoid
that question.
Mr COURT: The Government has started improving the situation that it inherited from
the previous Government. Have members opposite seen the conditions of the houses in
which police around this State are living? They have been at the bontom of the barrel.
As a Government, we shall start introducing changes to improve the situation.
Mr Graham: You are putting up their rents, and you are not building any new houses in
the north.
The ACTNG SPEAKER: Order! The member for Pilbara.
Mr COURT: Some of the areas McCarrey said should be addressed include -

Wr Graham: Don't talk to me about housing.
Mr COURT: The member for Pilbara should stand and speak next
Mr Graham: I would love to.
Mr COURT: Then get permission and do itl The recommendations of the report were:
Improved accommodation; secure communications; provision of adequate equipment and
assistance to review resource management procedures; management consultants be
engaged to assist with the review of present management procedures, leading to police
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officers being trained in modemn management practices; work scheduling practices being
overhauled and reporting systems being more formalised. It continues with a number of
recommendations to improve the Police Force. Contrary to what members opposite say,
both I and other members of Cabinet have been working with the Minister for Police,
going through these recommendations and working out how to implement them to
improve the Police Force and lift its standards. The Government has been doing exactly
the opposite of what the Opposition said it has been doing. This Government
understands the difficult job that a Minister for Police has. The Government respects and
appreciates the work the Minister is doing. Only one group of people in this community
seem determined to undermine the police and to make their job more difficult; that is, the
Opposition. It is hellbent on doing that. As a Government we will work closely with the
Minister for Police to ensure that this State has a more efficient and better Police Force.

Amendment to Motion
Mr COURT: I move -

To delete all words after 'House" with a view to substituting the following -
finds the Minister for Police has the total confidence of the Police Forte
and the community.

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [3.26 pm]: I confirm the confidence
the community has in the Minister for Police. Not only does the current Minister have
the confidence of the community but also, contrary to the member for Thomnlie's
statement, he has the absolute confidence of Cabinet and the Premier.
Dr Lawrence: Why do you not meet with him?
Mrs EDWARDES: We meet on a regular basis. I have meetings with the Minister
almost daily, sometimes two or three times a day.
Dr Lawrence: Obviously you do not talk sense to one another in that case.
Mrs EDWARDES: Members opposite may like to offer their advice but they are
seriously lacking with regard to support for and confidence in the Police Force. In last
night's debate the Opposition totally rejected the requirements of the Police Force. The
member for Balcatta knows that only too well. On 30 June in this Parliament the
member for Balcatta said that he had met with various units in the Police Force, and that
the police were not made aware of the intentions of this Government. The member asked
me when I met with members of the Police Force, and I gave him that information. The
member said the police wanted the Government to move amendments to the serious and
repeat offenders legislation to close the loopholes in it. The member for Balcatta said
that he had met with the police not long ago, and they wanted to know what was
happening with the serious and repeat offenders legislation. He offered to give me
amendments to the Act to strengthen it, and close the loopholes it contained. The
member for Balcatta also said he would support any amendment to the Act, and asked
whether I wanted him to provide the amendment. Members opposite must be joking
when talking about the lack of confidence of the community in the Minister.

Point of Order
Mr RIPPER: I have had a chance to examine the amendment moved by the Premier, and
I draw your attention, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Johnson), to the footnote to Standing
Order No 180 which states that an amendment must be relevant to the motion and not a
direct negative. I submit that the amendment moved by the Premier is a direct negative
to the motion moved by the Opposition and, therefore, should be ruled out of order.
Mr C.J. BARNETIT: This matter of public interest asserts that the Police Force has lost
confidence in the Minister for Police. The Government clearly does not share that view.
It is very difficult to disagree with that motion other than to say that we have confidence
in the Minister for Police. The very nature of it is that it must be worded in that way. It
is a matter where the House has to decide whether, in its collective opinion, it believes
the Minister for Police has the confidence of the Police Force. It is by its nature either
one or the other.
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Mr RIPPER: Mr Acting Speaker, the Leader of the House has, in those last few
comments, conceded the merit of my point of order, because if he wants to take that
position what he should do is vote against the motion, not move an amendment which is
a direct negative.

Acting Speaker's Ruling - Amendment out of Order
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): I have obviously taken advice and made a
decision. I find that one does negate the other. There is very little difference from one to
the other. Therefore, I must rule the amendment out of order.

Debate Resumned

Mrs EDWARDES: The community has lost confidence not in the Minister for Police but
in the Opposition because, late last night, the Opposition abandoned its duty to the
community by voting against important amendments to legislation to improve the level of
parental responsibility, protect the community, and provide a system of identifying
recidivists at an early stage, because if we are to have any hope of reducing the crime
rate, we need to reduce the number of recidivists. The police need our support. They do
an important and difficult job, and they do not often get a lot of thanks for the work that
they do. The firt thing that people, including members opposite, do when they get into
trouble is call the police. Members opposite should support the police rather than
continually try to undermine the Police Force and the Minister for Police.
Members opposite when in Government had some difficulty with serious and repeat
offenders. They set up a task force to deal particularly with high speed car chases. The
Police Force need not only the resources but also the legislation to assist it to do its job.
The former Premier stated 19 months ago when she introduced the Crime (Serious and
Repeat Offenders) Sentencing Act that the emphasis of that Act would be on the
protection of the public. Yet 19 months later, that Act has caught only two juveniles and
one adult, and the Opposition identified only weeks ago that there are loopholes in that
Act which needed to be closed if the police were to have any chance of dealing with the
problem of juvenile crime. How do members opposite think the police feel when they
process juvenile offenders through to the court system and then find that those offenders
are able to circumvent the provisions of this Act because of the loopholes that are in it?
Last night, when amendments to that Act came before this Chamber, members opposite
ran for cover. They ran for cover because they decided after they went to New South
Wales to learn how to be in Opposition that they would oppose everything, even if they
firmly believed in it.

Point of Order
Mr RIPPER: Mr Acting Speaker, for the Attorney General to canvass last night's debate
about another piece of legislation is hardly relevant to the motion before the House.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): I assume that what the Attorney General is
trying to do is incorporate that debate into the Government's support for the Minister for
Police. I have not as yet come to a decision that I should rule in a different direction.

Debate Resumed
Mrs EDWARDES: Members opposite know that the police want those loopholes closed.
They want support from that Act to enable them to do their job. Members opposite were
not prepared to support the amendments to that Act yet they were prepared to talk about
them - all words but no action. When it comes to the crunch, members opposite are not
willing to put up their hands. They an not prepared to say that they support the
amendments to this legislation, which are critical if those loopholes are to be closed. The
Police Force have that support from the Government. They do not have that support
firm the Opposition.
The community is losing confidence in the Opposition because the Opposition is not
prepared to support amendments to legislation that would protect the community with
regard to juvenile crime. During the debate last night, the Opposition did not put forward
any new proposals. The Opposition wanted to ensure that the serious and repeat
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offenders legislation would sunset, yet the member for Balcatta said that had the
opposition been in Government, it would never have let the legislation sunset.

Points of Order
Mr RIPPER: Mr Acting Speaker, we had a five hour debate on that legislation last night.
and the Attorney General appears to want to continue that debate. Last night, she was
appealing to us to hurry up. I suggest she return to the subject of the motion.
Mrs EDWARDES: Mr Acting Speaker, it is very clear that this does relate to the motion
because we are talking about the confidence of the Police Force and the community in
the Minister for Police. I am saying that it is the Opposition that does not have the
confidence of die Police Force and the community.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): The Attorney General is speaking in general
terms about the Minister for Police and his role with the Police Force.

Debate Resumed

Mrs EDWARDES: The Minister for Police has the full confidence of his department, the
people of Western Australia and this Government, and we certainly do not support the
motion.
MR CATANIA (Balcatta) [3.40 pmj: I support the motion and I also have a certain
amount of sympathy for the Minister for Police because he is not receiving support from
his coalition colleagues, especially those from the Liberal Party. He has been given the
most difficult portfolio, with no money to conduct the business of that portfolio, and he
has been put in an invidious position with his department.
Prior to the last election this Government promised that it would increase by 800 the
number of police officers in the Police Force in its first term in office. That is not true,
Mr Premier and Mr Minister. This Government also said that it would place a high
priority on restoring morale in the Police Force. That is not true, Mr Premier and Mr
Minister. In addiion, the Government said it would formally recognise the role of the
spouses of policemen who sometimes act as de facto police officers. Again, that is not
true, Mr Premier and Mr Minister. The Government said that it would make sure that the
regional areas would have a full complement of officers. Not true, Mr Premier and Mr

inister. It also said that it would make sure that police manning levels remained at an
acceptable level. Again, that is not true, Mr Premier and Mr Minister. I have given an
example of the fraudulent promises made by the Government when it was in Opposition
which coaxed the public to vote it into office.
When it was elected this Government dumped the underprivileged people who cannot
protect themselves and has played Russian roulette with the security of Western
Australians. The Minister has presided over its actions. Contrary to the Government's
promises the inister for Police has said that there will not be an additional 800 police.
It appears that the Government is pushing the recommendations of the McCarrey report
onto the Minister because it states that there is no need for additional police. The Police
Forte is labour intensive and it needs additional officers in every division. It is no use
giving police an extra handset, because a handset cannot investigate burglaries; the police
need additional officers and the Minister has stated that there will not be an increase in
the number of officers employed by the department.
I repeat that the Government, when in Opposition, said that it would make sure that the
morale in the Police Force was restored, but it has completely destroyed it. It is evident
that the Government and the Minister for Police do not have any confidence in the
Commissioner of Police. In fact, a Government member in the other place said openly
that the commissioner should resign. When the Minister for Police took the
commissioner's recommendation for the deputy commissioner to Cabinet, it said that it
did not want to accept it. Cabinet does not want Superintendent Les Ayton to have the
job because it believes he cannot do the job. It believes that when the commissioner
retires and the new commissioner is appointed, he should appoint the deputy
commissioner. That is an example of the lack of confidence that this Government has in
the commissioner.
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The final death knell to die morale in the Police Force is that the human and financial
resources have dried up. When the Treasurer brought down the Budget on 16 September
1993 he said the coalition's first Budget placed a strong emphasis on law and order and
the Police budget had been increased substantially. He also said that the boos: in funding
was an important first step in improving police resources. He has a funny idea of what
police resources are. The Treasurer also said that the resources that the Police Force
required to do its job properly were high on the Government's list of priorities. However,
the Government has transferred the heavy haulage inspection unit from the Department
of Police to the Department of Transport the Police budget has been cut by 2.5 per cent,
the retail theft unit has been abolished, which will put an additional burden on small
business, and die victims of crime unit has been transferred to the Attorney General's
department.
The Government added to the low morale in the Police Force by closing country police
stations when police officers take their annual leave. This action will affect the
Minister's electorate, but he has not had the strength to tell his colleagues in Cabinet that
he is aghast at the step which has been taken. In addition, leave time in the Police Force
has been reduced.
It was pointed out during the Estimates Committees debates that by March or April next
year the Police budget will overrun by $20m.
Mr Wiese: This is garbage!
Mr CATANIA: If the Minister thinks this is garbage, he should read the comments he
made during the Estimates Committees debates.
MR WIESE (Wagin - Minister for Police) [3.48 pm]: What we have heard this
afternoon is typical of what this Opposition has been doing to the Police Force for the
nine months I have been Minister for Police. The Opposition has asked question after
question in this Parliament and they have been absolutely baseless. Its attack on this
Government has been absolutely baseless and the debate this afternoon is a typical
example of that.
The Opposition spokesman for Police said that the Government is closing down country
police stations. Who went into die public arena and made the announcement that officers
at two-man police stations would not be replaced when they went on annual leave? It
was the Opposition spokesman for Police. Who went out in to the community and said
that Yalgoo and Gascoyne Junction police stations, which axe one-man police stations,
would not be manned when the officers took their leave? Again, it was the Opposition
spokesman. Time and again this Opposition has destroyed the confidence not only of the
Police Force, but also die general public in relation to what this Government is trying to
do with policing. The Opposition knows exactly what it is doing; it could no: cam less
what it is doing to the image of the Police Force.
The Opposition stands condemned for what it is doing. Opposition members been taking
this action in this term of Government, but what did they do with the Police Force in the
previous 10 years when they were in Government? I have said it before in this House,
and I think it bears repeating: We should look at the inheritance with which this
Government was left. The Police Force was totally and absolutely demoralised. Who in
this House can remember the meeting where about 2 000 police officers passed a vote of
no confidence in the previous Minister? That is the sort of thing that the Labor
Government did to the Police Force while it was in power. We should look at the
resources that the Police Force was left with and that we inherited upon coming into
Government. The expenditure on resources, on contingencies and all of the basic things
that a Police Force needs to be able to do its job were run down from 30 per cent to 17
per cent of the Police budget. How could a Police Force be expected to do irs job
properly when its resources had been run down to that extent?
We should look at the police stations out of which police officers are forced to operate.
Who is responsible for that? Not this Government. That is the legacy with which this
Government was left. That is what the previous Government, the current Opposition, did
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to the Police Force during the time that it was in power. I did not intend to talk about the
crime figures, but they bear repeating: Motor vehicle theft rose by 250 per cent; breaking
and entering offences rose by 180 per cent; and serious assaults rose by 349 per cent.
The Premier has already mentioned those figures. That is the legacy that this
Government has been left with by the previous Government. We have been left with a
build up of long service leave of over 500 years. and we, as a Government, must deal
with that.
Mr Taylor: What do you mean by that?
Mr WIESE: There is a build up of 500 years of overtime and long service leave in the
Police Force with which we must deal somehow.
Mr Riebeling: How are you going to deal with that?
Mr WIESE: We are trying to deal with that right now. That is part of the problem that is
in the force at present. This Government and the Police Department are trying to get rid
of some of that enormous backlog of unused long service leave. In trying to do that, of
course, there will be police personnel shortages in various places. That is the legacy that
we were left with by the people who are now in Opposition, the legacy which is now
being used to try to crucify this Government and me as the Minister. I have the greatest
faith that we, as a Government, and 1, as a Minister, will deal with that situation during
the time that has been allotted to us by the electors. However, this Opposition is doing
everything it can to ensure that it does not happen.
I want to deal with a couple of matters that have been mentioned in this debate. This
debate was brought on as a result of two matters that hit the headlines in the past week.
The first is the letter by the Commissioner of Police to his officers. Those who are
criticising the letter put out by the commissioner - and there are plenty of critics - should
look at it to see what it is all about. My belief is that in putting out that letter the
commissioner is carrying out part of his responsibility to manage the force and to require
his troops to adhere to their routine orders and regulations. The commissioner is seeking
loyalty to the Police Force. Surely that is a major responsibility of the commissioner he
has the responsibility for the whole of the Police Force. He is urging any of his officers
who have a problem or a concern with anything that is going on within the Police Force
to bring that directly to him as commissioner. Surely, again, that is something that the
commissioner should be doing. He is pointing out to his officers the damage that can be
done to the Police Force by those who convey gossip and rumour to the Press and
politicians. In the past week what we have seen totally and absolutely justifies his
concerns in that area.
Members of this House need to be made aware of the responsibilities of a police officer
to the commissioner under the regulations. They need to be awart that regulation 607a of
the police regulations states -

(2) A member or cadet shall not, except with the express permission of his
officer in charge or the Commissioner -

(a) publicly comment, either orally or in writing, on any
administrative action, or upon the administration of the Force;

That is a responsibility and a requirement under the regulations. Paragraph (c) of the
same regulation states -

communicate to the public, press or to any unauthorized person any matter
connected with the Force.

Another regulation also states that a member of the force or a cadet shall not canvass the
commissioner or any Minister of the Crown or any off icer of the Minister's department
with regard to any matter concerning the force.
That is a very sensible regulation. The regulations have stood the test of time. The
commissioner is absolutely right in requiring his officers to be aware of and to work
within those regulations.
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There is another matter which I believe should be addressed within the short time
available to me: The relationships between me and police officers and between me and
the union. The relationship between me and the Police Force is a positive and a good
one. My working relationship with the commissioner is also a good one, contrr to what
is being touted by the Opposition. The relationship with the public has been mentioned
by the member for Victoria Park. I also believe that members of the general public have
enormous support for both me, as the Minister, and for the Police Force in its very
difficult job.
We need to talk very briefly about the police union and dhe problems which were
highlighted last night. This House and the public need to be aware of what is behind the
outburst - if we could call it that - that we saw last night from the Police Union Secretary,
Mr Stingemore. The general public should be aware that the Police Union has a very
severe fund shortage at present as a result of its inability to get ex gratia payments, but
the public also need to be aware, Mr Deputy Speaker, that die ex gratia payments go back
to 1988. Those ex gratia payments, all except for $15 000, are the result of the inaction
of the previous Government. They were allowed to build up in the previous Minister's
term of office and were never dealt with through his term of tenure. Those ex giratia
payments appear to have disappeared somewhere between the previous Minister's office
and the previous Premier's office, and they were never able to be found again. Do not
ask me why or where they went.
Several members interjected.
T'he DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr WIESE: My office spent an enormous amount of time endeavouring to find out the
background to all of that. This is in the process of being put through the system, and I
have every hope that we will be able to deal with it in a short space of time. The reality
is that the union is very much aware what is going on and, I believe, the union has upped
the ante and gone into the public arena in an endeavour to put pressure on both me, as
Minister, and on this Government to help the union meet a funding shortfall, which I am
sure it has. That is the basis of what has been going on in the media last night and today,
and the general public should be awart of it. I have totally supported the union in its
endeavours to get these matters sorted out, some of which are way outside the guidelines,
but we will address them and deal with them. I have also been working with the union in
an endeavour to establish a set of guidelines for the future, and the union knows that very
well.
We must look at some of the positives. Contrary to what the Leader of the Opposition
said, I put in place a set of guidelines which give the Ombudsman a very positive and
good oversight of the complaints against the Police Department. I developed those
initiatives in negotiations with both the union and the Commissioner of Police. Initially
there was some strong opposition to the changes, but we have put them in place. This
Government has set a budget of $266m for the Police Department, which is the biggest
budget that department has ever had and an increase of $17.1m. In that budget I made
sure money was allocated to some of the resources that had not been provided over past
years. I have argued strongly for the amendments to the serious and repeat offenders
legislation because I totally support the police requirement for those amendments. They
axe in the process of being put in place.
I believe that I as inister and this Government have done a very good and positive job
of endeavouring to establish a system which will enable the Police Force to go forward
very strongly into the twenty-first century. As a result of the McCarrey report we are
also taking up some of the recommendations dealing with the future management of the
forte, and that will put the Police Force in a strong position to go ahead from here on in.

Division

Question put and a division taken with the following result -
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Ayes (22)
Mr M. Bamnett MrGrill Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Bridge Mrs Henderson Mr Taylor
Mr Drown Mr Kobelke Mr Thomas
Mr Catania Dr Lawrence Ms Warnock
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Dr Watson
Dr Edwards Mr McGinty Mr Leahy (Teller)
Dr Gallop Mr Rieteling
MrGrahamn Mr Ripper

Noes (26)
Mr Ainsworthi Mrj:,hnson Mr W. Smith
Mr Blaikie Mr K...agii MrStrickland
Mr Board MrLexvs Mr TreJOatti
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marshall Mr Tubby
Dr Constable Mr McNee Dr Turnbull
Mr Court Mr Omodei Mrs van doe Kiashorat
Mr Day Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Mrs Edwardes Mr Pendal Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Dr flames Mr Shave

Question thus negatived.

COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 8 July.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [4.09 pm]: After a delay
of 12 months we are finally dealing with this legislation. As members will be await,
after the recommendation of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of
Government and Other Matters Contained in part 11, the forner Government brought into
this Parliament in November 1992, just a short period after the second commission report
was released, a Bill to establish a Commission on government. For various reasons,
which do not bear very close scrutiny, the Opposition of the day combined in the upper
House to prevent this Bill becoming law, If it had become law, not only would we have a
commission on government already in operation for nearly 12 months, but also we would
have had a commission on government examining issues to the extent recommended by
the royal commission. In this Bill we are debating a much morn limited set of terms of
reference than was envisaged by the royal commission and a much more limited scope of
its activities.
In some cases, to the contrary, the Government has made recommendations to the
Commission on Government which the royal commission made as firm recommendations
in its report to be implemented. Commitment had been given by the Opposition that it
would implement those recommendations if returned to Government. Rather, this
Government has decided that many of those questions are too difficult and they should
not be implemented without another 21 months' inquiry, thus insulting the
commissioners and the work they did and the very firm and clear recommendations they
made on a number of questions.
To refresh memories and to tell new members for the first time a little of the history of
this report, members will be awart that the royal commission had two tasks: The subject
of volume one of the report was to find whether theme had been impropriety and the like;
and to investigate corruption, illegal conduct or improper conduct in the affairs,
investment decisions and business dealings of the Government
On the basis of their experience and observations of our system, the commissioners were
also asked to undertake a second and important term of reference; that is, examine
changes to the law of the State or in the administrative or decision making procedures
which are necessary or desirable in the public interest. That term of reference was not
lightly made. It needs to be examined carefully to understand why we am examining,
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through this Bill, the establishment of another body, a Commission on Government. The
farmer Government clearly understood that some of the changes to the law of the State or
administrative or decision making procedures, would require legislation. However,
others were simply a matter of political will and could be policy or administrative
changes by the Government and implemented without undue delay.
The other key point about that term of reference is that it is clear that the public interest
test is uppermost. The term of reference refers to changes that 'are necessary or
desirable in the public interest" - not for the convenience of members of Parliament or
Government or for the comfort of people in this place, or bureaucracies, but in the public
interest. I intend to return to that question several times during my speech.
As members will be aware, in its second report, the commission made a number of clear
and firm recommendations about matters that should be immediately implemented. For
example, it very clearly stated that freedom of information legislation should be enacted
as a matter of priority. At that time, the Bill was before the Parliament, having been
subjected to very considerable delay because of the reluctance by the then Opposition -
which has controlled the upper House in this place for 100 years - to embrace the very
clear requirements of rigorous and effective freedom of information legislation.
The member for South Perth is fond of making the observation he made a while ago. I
attended a conference recently, attended by a number of people including Hon Fred
Chancy and Professor Richard Bartlett, and others, on the subject of Mabo legislation.
We were discussing the history of the treatment of Aboriginal people in this State and
some of the laws this Parliament has passed at various times, to the shame of both sides
of politics, often restricting the activities of Aboriginal people. We were talking about
the land rights legislation which was brought before this Parliament in the niid-1980s
and, as an aside, other legislation. Professor Bartlett leaned over to me and said - I am
sure he will not mind my repeating what he said publicly - that, with due respect to the
Leader of the Opposition, the Labor Party has never governed in Western Australia. In
elaboration, he said that the principal reason was that for 100 years. since responsible
Government in this State, the upper House has been controlled by the coalition of
conservative parties. In other Parliaments, to some extent, upper Houses may well
modify the force of the numbers a party has in the Assembly or the House of
Representatives where Governments are formed. However, they usually do so through
middle groups such as Greens, Democrats, Independents and, in the past, the Democratic
Labor Party - groups which are not necessarily the opponents of the governing party.
What the commissioners comment adversely on, and what the Government chooses to
ignore, is that, unlike any other Parliament in the country, in this State, not only is the
upper House elected on a malapportioned basis, but also as a result, the Labor Party when
in Government must deal with its political opponents, yet the Liberal Party when in
Government must take notice of nobody. That is a very serious risk for this Government.
The member for South Perth said that the freedom of information legislation was
delayed. It was. Much of that was as a result of negotiations which took place with
members of the upper House and some Independents in this House, in order to enable
that legislation to pass. If one reads the debates - the member for South Perth was not in
this place; I cannot speak for the other place - one sees the then Opposition was not
enthusiastic about this legislation. The speeches of the former member for Cottesloe, Bill
Hassell, the former Leader of the Opposition, Barry Maclinnon, and the Attorney
General, indicate that at various times there was considerable reluctance to implement
that recommendation. That is a recommendation I give by way of exemplar where the
royal commission said that freedom of information legislation should be enacted as a
matter of priority. As a matter of fact it was then already in the Parliament and
subsequently went through quite quickly.
In its second recommendation the commission suggested some amendments which were
incorporated by the then Government into the Bill before it completed its passage. Thte
second category of recommendation, the subject of this Bill today, covered areas of
investigation in which, for various reasons, the royal commission felt that they were of
such wide impact that it could not conclude its investigations in the time available. It
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therefore recommended, as one of the principal recommendations, the establishment of a
commission on Government. In its report it has devoted a whole appendix in some detail
to what form such a Hill should take. The commissioners recommended that a
commission on Government should investigate a range of matters including official
secrecy, press secretaries and the media and so on; electoral reform was a key matter.
They also felt that a commission on Government should have a broad brief, but it should
be established as a matter of urgency and priority. A year later we are debating a matter
that the royal commission said had urgency and priority. Clearly, this Government never
thought so, otherwise it would have been the first Bill which we would have acceded to,
although we object to some of its provisions now that they have been modified against
the wishes of the royal commission's explicit report.
This Bill was introduced some time ago - in July. I believe. It languished at the bottom
of the Notice Paper for a very long time. It was only when in our impatience we drew
attention to it in the media that the Government suddenly discovered it should have some
appetite for this reform. Sadly, this Bill falls well short of the recommendations of the
royal commission. I will comment on those recommendations in order to ensure that we
see the extent to which the Bill does not satisfactorily meet the needs identified by the
royal commission. I will quote directly from the 1993 annual report of the Director of
Public Prosecutions where he says that if we forget the findings and recommendations
the royal commissioners have made, we do so at our own peril. That applies to all of us;
it is not just an observation that is made to. and about, my party. One of the things the
Government has failed to recognise is that what the royal commission identified,
particularly in its second report, were structural problems within our system. Although
the Premier is fond of saying that because his party is in Government there is no problem,
that is not a view anyone else shares. It is certainly not a view the media share. Having
watched this Government in operation for nine months there is no good reason for
anyone in the community to be sanguine that any political group left to its own devices,
without structural reform, will be able to meet the very important principles enunciated
by the royal commission as necessarily underpinning our system of Government.
Before I discuss the report - because I am sure they will be raised by Ocher members - I
am appalled by comments made by the Deputy Premier and previously by the member
for South Perth when he was in the other place about this second royal commission
report. Suggestions have been made that the second volume of this report somehow did
not enjoy the authorship of the royal commissioners. That would be saying they were
either so stupid they did not know what they were signing, or so derelict in their duties
they did not care. I do not believe either of those propositions to be true. It is quite clear
that the royal commissioners, since we signed the cheques and reported the amounts to
Parliament, had a very considerable support staff - investigative support staff, legal
support staff, academics reporting to them, people expert in Government, accountants,
lawyers and just about everyone else. Those people assisted them not only in assembling
the material but also in writing large sections of both reports. In the end, the shape of
those reports was obviously dictated by the commissioners, otherwise members would be
accusing them of dereliction of duty. The conclusions were all signed off by the royal
commissioners. 'They did not say that they felt mom strongly about one than the other.
The truth of that is contained in the tone of the recommendations.
I repudiate the observations that have been made by the Deputy Premier and the member
for South Perth for reasons that have more to do with the fact that they disagree with
some of the recommendations than to do with their real assessment of whether the
commissioners would be so careless as to sign off on a report over which they had no say
and no control. In Hansard of the upper House, it is reported that the member for South
Perth said that he wanted information for this debate on who wrote the second report of
the royal commission. He suggested that he was not satisfied.
Mr Pendal: We never got the information. Tell us why you wouldn't answer the
question 12 months ago?
Dr LAWRENCE: When the request for information was put to the commissioners, they
said that as far as they were concerned they were the authors of the report.
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Mr Pendal: No, that's not what Parliament was told. Go back and check.
Dr LAWRENCE: The three eminent fanner judges who signed off on the report
certainly acknowledge that a range of people provided material for them. Those people
have been identified and are identified in the various pages associated with the report and
in their report. The insult that was and is again being made by the member for South
Perth and has been made by the Deputy Premier is that the royal commissioners would be
so derelict in their duty that they would sign off on a report without accepting the
recommendations themselves. That is what we art meant to conclude from the
reservations of the member for South Perth and the Deputy Premier.
I doubt that the commissioners wrote every word of either report - not merely volume 11.
If the member for South Perth looks at the style, he will note that various sections of
those reports were written by different people - sometimes counsel assisting, sometimes
people associated with universities, sometimes accountants. The member will find that
the body of the text of those reports has been written by a large number of people. To
say that the commissioners did not endorse the report is an insult to the commissioners.
They very clearly signed off and handed to the Governor of this State under an Act of
Parliament which governed their activities two reports, recommendations of which they
supported. If they did not, they would not have signed off on the reports. They would
have said, "These 29 recommendations art ours and these other 10 belong to some other
mavericks whom we employed for the purpose." The member for South Perth should not
be ridiculous. Although the commissioners may not have written all the report or carried
out all the investigations, they reached their conclusions on the evidence put before them.
Only they could tell the member who the authors and investigators were. I do not know
because I never asked them in that direct form. I reached the general conclusion that they
had clearly undertaken the work, accepted the commission, accepted the responsibilities
that went with it and accepted the responsibilities that went with signing off on the
recommendations. The member for South Perth cannot have it every way. I am fed up
with him wanting to have it both ways.
The member for South Perth thinks that some parts of the report are eminently sensible
and some may be a bit dubious. That is a reasonable argument for him to make. He does
not have to agree with all the recommendations of the royal commission. But he should
not do it on the basis that the commissioners themselves did not support their own
recommendations. That makes them sound like idiots, and they are not. Why would they
Eubmit a report which is not their own?
The royal commission report was important, and it still is. The reason that I quoted the
Director of Public Prosecutions was that there was a lot of backsliding going on in the
benches opposite. Some of it is on the basis that the royal commissioners did not mean it
because they did not write the report. Some of it is by including in this Bill various
qualifications which will render it extremely difficult. They have also delayed to such an
extent that many of the changes that this Commission on Government will undoubtedly
recommend have no chance of being implemented in this term of Government. That is
precisely what the Premier wants to achieve.
As I said earlier, it is not enough for the Government to say that, just because it is in
Government, all will be well. Nobody believes that. The lessons to be learnt from the
1980s art lessons which we all have to learn, and they are critically important to the
development of true liberal democratic values in this State and the rest of Australia.
Many people could learn from those events and from the recommendations.
I am not talking about some peripheral or trivial matter. The royal commission was a
szrious and expensive exercise. The commissioners were eminent people who took their
responsibilities seriously. We took their findings seriously to the extent that, when in
Government, we immediately put out a paper on the implementation of the
recommendations of the royal commission indicating what would be legislated for, what
would go into the Commission on Government, what would be done immediately and
what would be a matter of further discussion. We very clearly responded to every
recommendation of the royal commission.
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This Government has done nothing of the kind. We have not seen any commitment from
the Government on the scope of the royal commission recommendations. In some cases,
we have seen a considerable dilution of what the royal commission recommended. I put
that in the context that the lessons of the 1980s demand not a peripheral and by-the-way
response from the Government. During the time of the royal commission and the events
leading up to it, there was a lot of rhetoric, a lot of demands for changes to Government
and a lot of desire to punish individuals, but theme was a refusal to look at the structural
problems in our system chat had led to some of those difficulties in the first place.
Quite clearly, the commissioners believe, and we on this side believe, that those events
and the royal commission reports clearly indicate that the community demands, and we
should demand, not only a reappraisal of personal business and professional ethics but
also a complete reassessment of our institutions of Government - institutions which are
designed to and should protect and advance the public interest and the roles and functions
of political parties. That is not something that can be tossed off in the dying days of the
parliamentary session, as this Government is seeking to do after 12 months' delay.
The second volume focused very clearly on the need for reassessment of our State
institutions of Government. The recommendations are not peripheral; they are
fundamental to our system of Government. They have as their source a fundamental
analysis of our democratic values. They do not just skint around the edges saying, "Let's
tinker with the system here and there"; they go to the heart of the matter.
One of the consultants to the report asked whether the mainstream political parties -
especially this Government - are capable both intellectually and politically of accepting
the force of the recommendations despite the dictates of short term political expedience
to the contrary.
Mr Court: Who said that?
Dr LAWRENCE* That is quoting from a paper of Mr ichael Barker.
Mr Court: He is the chap who wrote the report on our Mabo legislation last week.
Dr LAWRENCE: He is one of three I do not have the surname of the third person on
the tip of my tongue at the moment, but he is a member of the Liberal Party. A friend of
his approached me recently at a function and said that that person was disgusted with the
way in which the Premier had chosen to characterise his report. Three people wrote the
report - Mr Viner, Mr Barker and a third person whose name I will supply to the Premier
later who was a sWong Liberal supporter and was very offended by the way in which the
Premier had chosen to represent that report as being politically biased. If I were the
Premier, I would be very careful about making those observations. Mr Barker did say
that, and it is a reasonable question. He asked, "Does this Government, this Opposition,
this Parliament have the political and intellectual will to accept the force of the
recommendations despite the short term political expedience to the contrary?' I am sorry
to say that it would appear that the Government does not. Sadly, short term political
expedience seems to be winning. We need to be reminded that the royal commissioners
made conclusions not just about individuals in politics and business, as the Government
would want us to believe, but about serious weaknesses and deficiencies in our system of
Government. I draw members' attention to the royal commission report. I hope that they
will read it in the course of this debate, because it is obviously the source of the
Commission on Government legislation.
Section 1.2 of the royal commission report begins the argument with reference to what it
calls the fundamental principles of Government. That clearly indicated to me that the
commissioners were bent on very serious business; they were not trifling, like the
members opposite seem to suggest The Government claims that the commissioners
deny ownership of the report; they own it all right. The report reads -

Our system of government has evolved as one of representative democracy and
responsible government. In practice this means, to use the language of the Chief
Justice of Australia, "the sovereign power which resides in the people is exercised
on their behalf by their representatives' .. .
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All of us should remember that point when we speak in this place. We have no power,
nor does the Government except for that derived from the people. We exercise our
power on their behalf as their representatives. It is appalling that the efforts of the
Opposition, in its attempts to exercise the power and responsibility on behalf of those
people, are prevented. That has been done by way of the gag, the guillotine and the
curtailment of question time resulting in the refusal of certain questions being asked.
We have a contemporary indication that this Government does not understand that it
derives its power from the people, as we all do, and nowhere else. It is important, if
people need to be reminded, to go back to the royal commission report to read various
recommendations regarding directions for change. The commissioners emphasise the
need for openness, and chat has been a failing in this Parliament in the first six months of
the operation of the new Government. The Premier is fond of pointing to the failures and
failings of previous Governments. In many respects no-one would argue with that as
previous Governments had failures and failings and it was inevitable there would be.
Many of those were exposed with previous Governments in more detail than that to
which any other Government had been subjected, through the royal commission. That
makes it even more important that these failings ame not let go unremarked and the report
sink into the status quo. This would be despite the pain our society went through with the
royal commission, I do not understand how the Government can stand by and be
unconcerned about its behaviour on these key issues.
The commission went on to indicate that the fundamental principles of government not
only include the sovereign powers which reside in the people, but also other aspects. The
report quoted from the case of Australian Capital Television Pty Lcd v the
Commonwealth, and endorsed this sentiment -

'iMhe representatives who are members of Parliament and Ministers of State are
not only chosen by the people but exercise their legislative and executive powers
as representatives of the people. And in the exercise of those powers the
representatives of necessity are accountable to the people for what they do -

That point should be underlined -

- and have a responsibility to take account of the views of the people on whose
behalf they act.

I indicated by brief example that the first reference is being denied in this Parliament;
namely, that we are accountable to the people through the mechanisms of questions
without notice and debate and that such mechanisms are being denied at the moment.
Mr Court: The royal commissioners are quoting. Can't you tell a straight story? The
former Speaker chopped off question time -on a number of occasions.
Dr LAWRENCE: If the Premier listens, he will understand the thrust of my argument. I
referred to question time by way of example -
Mr Court: Do not make things up.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Premier's ability to follow this argument is severely curtailed. He
should keep quiet and wait until he has a chance to speak later.
The representatives - all of us, particularly the Government with the numbers - have a
responsibility to take account of the views of the people on whose behalf we act. We
should not try to persuade the views of the Government - which is crying to usurp the
people's power - on the people. Rather, the Government should take account of the
views of the people for whom it acts. Thai principle has been violated on a number of
occasions by this Government; for example, the people of Perth were told that their views
did not matter. I draw the Premier's attention to the fact that a referendum will be held
on the weekend. If the Premier takes seriously the comments of the Chief Justice of
Australia, endorsed by the royal commissioners, he should desist from dealing with the
Perth City Council until the referendum is completed and the views of the people on
whoe behalf we act are dezennined.
Mr Court: Do you think we should do that on Mabo?
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Dr LAWRENCE: The Premier has not consulted anybody on Mabo; he has not reached
first base.
The Government is required to mice account of people's views. The Premier likes to be
cute on this issue, but I will not be drawn into that. This matter requires some
sophistication, and the Premier is known as the king of cliche so he is not likely to get on
top of this subject.
The commissioners enunciated two complementary principles which express the values
underlying our constitutional arrangement: The first is the "democratic principle", as
they call it, by which people determine by whom they are to be represented and
governed. That states something which is not exceptional and is stated in many pieces of
legislation and judgment in courts in similar jurisdictions; namely, that the principle
carries with it certain consequences, the first of which is the institution of representative
government - the Parliament. The report indicates that representative government should
be constituted in a way that fairly represents the interests and aspirations of the
community. That does not involve certain sections of the community having greater
interest and say than others. It indicates that all members should be treated equally in
their representation. The report reads -

Public participation in, and support for, candidates, parties and programmes is to
be encouraged. However, electoral laws should aim to prevent sectional interests
from purchasing political favour -

That point applies whether those people are in the country or in the city. It continues -

- and to prevent those seeking election from attracting support by improper
means.

That includes rorting die electoral boundaries. That quote is worth emphasising. The
report elaborates the democratic principle; it is certainly not a throwaway line to be
dispensed with on the basis of the objections of the member for South Perth and the
Deputy Premier. It is fundamental. The first issue the commissioners addressed was the
fundamental principle of the representative nature of the Parliament and the need for all
electors to be treated fairly.
The second principle, which I have already mentioned - already violated on a number of
occasions by this Government - is the trust principle, which is the condition upon which
power is given to the institutions of Government. The report outlines this principle -

The institutions of governments, the officials and agencies of government exist
for the public to serve the interests of the public.

It is for that purpose and no other. The system is not created to further the interests of the
party of the day, Premiers or Ministers. it is not to service the interests of the political
party which is in Opposition, nor individual members of Parliament. It is about the
interests of the public as a whole. None of us is so naive to think that serving the
interests of the public as a whole is an easy matter - it is not. On occasions clear conflict
of interests arise. The report refers to a test of single importance, on which I shall make
some observations. This test has been failed not only by this legislation on key issues,
but also by this Government.
Mr Court: This legislation is stronger than your legislation.
Dr LAWRENCE: I am sorry that the Premier has made that interjection because we will
demonstrate during the Committee stage that the Government has taken the soft option.
If the Premier wanted to introduce strong legislation, he would have done so as a first
priority when coming to Government. Instead, he has introduced this Bill as an
embarrassment towards the end of the parliamentary session.
Regarding the public interest question, if the reasons given by any Government for any
actions when held up to the light of day are shown not to be the real reasons, one can rest
assured that the proposed action cannot be justified from the point of public interest.
That is a reasonable test and is worth emphasising.
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That is absolutely true of the Mabo legislation we have just seen go through both Houses
of Parliament. That is one of the reasons it has been rammed through both Houses of
Parliament. As people have looked more carefully at the legislation they have seen that it
does not even begin to achieve the goals that the Government claims to have set for itself;
that is, to provide native title rights that are equivalent to those contained in the Mabo
judgment. The Premier said that on a number of occasions in this place. Any test of that
legislation, holding it up to the light of day, shows that is not the case. The Premier has
also indicated that this Bill provides certainty, that those people who have competing
land uses will be able with certainty to make investments and decisions about new
projects. Again, any careful assessment of this Bill shows that not to be the case.
The Premier does not want that to be the case. He does not believe either Aboriginal
people deserve equal rights with other Western Australians or this legislation will work,
and he does not want it to. It fails the rest of public interest, because he knows it will fail.
If a Government brings a piece of legislation into this Parliament which it knows to be
defective, only one conclusion can be reached - the Government wants it to fail, and fail
for a reason other than the public interest. That reason clearly is vested political interest
and personal political survival. The Premier believes he and his party - I am not sure in
which order - are best served by making this Mabo legislation his clarion call.
Mr Court: The royal commission said the Labor Government was prepared to put the
interests of its party ahead of the interests of the people of Western Australia. Read that
pant of the royal commission report.
Dr LAWRENCE: That is why I am underlining it. That is the sont of comment the
Premier made from this side of the House over and over again. I simply turn that around:
The Premier should practice what he preaches. The Government knows this legislation is
not ink the public interest in either the components of our society or the society at large
which is served by the Mabo legislation - that is true of this legislation, too, by the way -
but it serves the interests of the political parties in coalition.
The Premier made the Mabo legislation and issues surrounding it his clarion call. He
thought he was able to identify a strand of sentiment in the community which could be
exploited and which, if the Federal Government became involved, would be added to the
anti-Canberra sentiment, which is also a feature of our society, to his advantage. He is
not interested in solving the land problems or the title problems; he is interested in
solving the conservative coalition's problem and his own political popularity problem.
The public interest is not served by the Mabo legislation or by this.
The public interest is not easily determined, and any Government must work very hard to
do so. It will probably never be determined precisely. It is a bit like the holy grail; it is
niot something tangible and capable of clear definition in every case. Clearly a
Government must commit itself to the process of trying to identify what choices and
valid alternatives exist in the community, listening to arguments put to it, and making a
decision based on a reasonable assessment of the public interest in the broa The
process by which an option is chosen is also important. Having had arguments put in the
case of Mabo by interests representing mining, the agriculture sector and the Aboriginal
communities, any decent Government would attempt to put those conflicting interests
together - in this case, with cooperation of Mnother level of government - to achieve a
solution which would result in security for all Western Australians including Aboriginal
people. No, that is not what has happened.
The process of choosing an option of public interest is very important. Such a process
must be conducted in good faith, not with the sort of malice we have seen in this case;
with Aboriginal people being excluded; with some examples of Aboriginal people who
are concerned about the Mabo decision being inflated in their priority and importance in
the Aboriginal community; with the Premier claiming to have consulted with the
Aboriginal people but not being able to identify a single group with whom he has spoken;
and with the Premier saying that in his view there is a whole Aboriginal industry which is
not to be trusted yet accepting the mining industry and its legal and professional
representatives as appropriate lobbyists. The Aboriginal people are not allowed to bring
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along their lawyers and representatives. People they have chosen, people they accept as
their representatives are somehow not seen as appropriate, whereas the mining, fishing
and tourism industries, and everybody else, can employ as many people as they like. The
Government, of course, has the best legal advice - so it says - that money can buy. The
Aboriginal industry, God help us, must be dealt with one by one, although this Premier
has not done that either. So this process of deciding on the public interest and weighing
up the various options in any legislative matter must be done openly and in good faith.
The reasons one interest has been advanced in preference to another should be known.
The community should know why it is that one interest has been put ahead of the other.
Take the example of the Perth City Council legislation. Why is it that the interests of the
business sector and a particular portion of the building sector - the Building Owners and
Managers Association - has been advanced against those of ratepayers and residents of
the whole City of Perth? No reason that makes any sense has been given. There is a
passing reference to city planning but the legislation says nothing about city planning.
Again, that is a clear example of the public interest test simply not being seen to be met.
When one holds the legislation up to the light of day it is seen not to be in the public
interests. Those negotiations, discussions and weighing up of possibilities have not been
done in good faith and no reasons have been advanced for preferring one group of
people's interests over another. In the case of Perth City Council the people who were
affected by that decision did not even know they had to have an opinion until it was too
late.
One of the most important observations that the royal commissioners made was that we
derive our power from the people. We should make decisions on behalf of the people,
not inflict favoured views on them. In the case of the Perth City Council legislation no
program or policy was put to the people during the election. The people did not confer
power on this Government because they wanted it to make those changes to the PCC,
among other things; they did not know about it. In fact, they thought the reverse, because
candidates and the published statements of the Liberal Party would have led them to
believe, were there to be any changes in this or any other council, a referendum would be
held. A deliberate deceit was practised on the people during the election campaign and
that question of public interest clearly has been totally defied.
Dr Gallop: That is an interesting point. Deceit like that and processes of government
described in the way you have just described them always indicate that some particular
interest is being supported rather than the general good, otherwise members opposite
would not have to go through the deceit.
Dr LAWRENCE: That is right. They go through that tortuous process and then give
transparently silly reasons for acting as they are, and angering the people even further
because they have to swallow those reasons.
The second volume of the royal commission further emphasised a fundamental
proposition; that is, the sovereign power resides in the people and that those who exercise
that power are accountable to the people. That is also something I have found severely
lacing in this Government's behaviour and something I hope it will try to remedy in the
next 12 months of its time in Government. Secrecy has surrounded many of the
decisions of the Government. The Perth City Council is a good example. The
Government has not accounted for its actions. We were critical of the Minister for Police
today. I question time we have been told as a matter of ruling that the Government is
not required to answer questions, but as a matter of the principle that underlies the very
existence of this Parliament, the Government is required to answer questions. it may not
be in our standing orders, it may not be written down in the book that guides the
procedures, but it is definitely written down in the principles that should guide our
behaviour and was certainly endorsed by the royal commission as fundamental to the
second principle, the trust principle that it enunciated. That trust principle expresses the
condition upon which power is given. It basicaliy means that our institutions must be
open; they must account to people and be able to justify themselves and protect
themselves against any abuse of power. The commissioners' report identifies three goals
that they say are necessary to safeguard the credibility of our democracy and to provide
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an acceptable foundation for that public miust and for confidence in the system of
governlment.
Before enunciating those, I want to reiterate that I was conscious, as a former Premier at
the time we formed the royal commission, even if members warnt to say it was delayed,
protracted and too long, it was nevertheless called, that one of the reasons for calling it
was to restore confidence in our institution. One of the things that sticks in my throat is
not, as the Premier is fond of saying, my chagrin at not being in Government - certainly
one prefers to be in Government than in Opposition - but that the very significant step
taken and those lessons may be lost and we may have to repeat it. The member for
Geraldton may smile, but I do not think he would want to go through that process, and
Western Australians should not be asked to either. The member for Geraldcon already
has members on his side who are in trouble on the questdon of accountability and
openness principles, and there may be more. I would not be so sanguine, if I were him,
to think that all of the apples in his barrel are entirely wholesome.
Those three goals are worth repeating, because they are important. The first is that
Government should be conducted openly. I have indicated some examples that show that
is not happening. The second is that public officials and agencies must be made
accountable for their actions. That is something this Parliament must attend to carefully.
I am very sorry that some of the firm recommendations the royal commission made about
matters that could be advanced immediately, particularly in relation to administrative
decisions, are now referred to the Commission on Government for further consideration,
which means another two years and we will not see anything done about it. The third
goal the commissioners enunciate is that or integrity, both in the process of Government
and in the conduct expected of public officials. Following the enunciation of those basic
principles, they go on to address a quite wide range of issues to do with openness,
accountability and the administrative requirements to give effect to those things.
I have referred to the freedom of information legislation. I want to go on to those matters
included in the Bill chat the Government is bringing forward, and why they should be
included for further consideration by the Commission on Government. The royal
commission quite rightly pointed out that the official secrecy laws of this Stare requird a
systematic review. They found that through various Statutes there were scattered
provisions that required various forms of secrecy, many of which were out of date and
some of them were obviously inimical to that principle enunciated earlier of openness
and accountability. Unless the information is available, one cannot be held accountable
for one's actions. Although the commissioners did not have the time to do it, they
thought that all of the necessary legislation that might provoke secrecy could be
subjected to close scrutiny. Obviously, their intention was that to the extent it was
consistent with good administration - which probably leaves only Cabinet secrecy, if
that - there should be as much openness as possible, To the extent that information
paternalism took place the commissioners thought it should be destroyed, by which they
meant that bureaucracies have a habit of holding information to themselves and do not
like to give it out. The freedom of information legislation helped a little, but obviously
our Statutes have provisions in them which prevent open dissemination of information in
the best interests of the wider community. Therefore, the commission recommended a
review of the secrecy laws, both statutory and at common law, because there am some
principles, as you will appreciate, Mr Acting Speaker, that may by right of common law
restrict access to information ordered by Governiment, its officials and agencies. We
have no problem with that recommendation and endorsed it right at the outset. I am
pleased that continues to be one of the recommendations for investigation by the
Commission on Government.
The second matter referred by this Government to the Commission on Government was
not described in the following terms or any other by the royal commission, and we will
wait to see what precisely it means. This is a strange phrase, but the second matter to be
investigated by the Commission on Government is Cabinet secrecy. Obviously Cabinets
ensure that their discussions and decisions, as they are made, are a matter for Cabinet and
only disseminated once they have legislative or policy effect, otherwise they remain the
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property and the province of the Cabinet. I have not seen this Government departing
from tlhac longstanding convention, nor indeed does it propose to do so. Nevertheless, it
has put that reference in the agenda of matters to be investigated by the Commission on
Government, and we will watch with interest to see what on earth the Government
intends tha: to cover.
The third matter the commission referred to was the need to reform the Financial
Administration and Audit Act. It said that action should be taken right now, not referred
again to the Commission on Government. Sadly, the Government has seen fit to add this
to the considerable list of things the Commission on Government should examine as a
matter for further discussion. The royal commission mounts a very good argument for
making die changes now, and die same argument was mounted by the Government when
in Opposition. The recommendation is that section 58C of the Financial Administration
and Audit Act be amended so that the Minister is obliged to notify both Parliament and
the Auditor General in writing of an action that is taken or obligation incurred to which
that section is relevant.
Mr Pendal: What is the reference?
Dr LAWRENCE: It is section 2, page 219. T'he preamble basically says that these are
not matters for the bureaucrats or die Minister to bang on to but they should be reported.
Some of its observations derive from the events reported in the first royal commission,
and I am surprised die Government has seen fit to take them off for further examination
by the Commission on Government I would have thought the recommendations by the
royal commission are sufficiently clear to make the necessary changes and get on with it,
rather than have to examine it all over again.
The next matter that the royal commission actually recommended be sent to the
Commission on Government, because it had not concluded its investigation of it, was the
question of Government media units. I read this section with a wry smile on my face,
because the Government made a lot of fuss about what it called the sleazy propaganda
machine of the former Government, one which it has accelerated in size and now
expanded to various sections of the Public Service which were never part of it. The
findings here are not conclusive but basically say that the commissioners understand the
need of the Government to communicate with the public but wonder sometimes where
the line is drawn between communication and propaganda. I wili quote from a section of
it, because I think it is relevant to some of the discussions we have been having about the
use of Government funds for the promotion of the Government's Miabo position, the
industrial relations arguments, the workers' compensation legislation, and the glossies on
the Perth City Council, to name but a few. The commissioners say that no doubt an
effective system of links between the Government and the media is today an
indispensable part of the process of informing the public of Governmental affairs. That
is not a contestable statement. They say that press secretaries and the Government media
office appear to be an integral part of that system, and the Government and its agencies
no less than the Parliament have a responsibility to communicate information to the
public about issues, affairs and practices of the day. Inevitably, there will be a political
dimension in that communication, and it would be naive to believe otherwise. There is
no clear line between information and propaganda. 1Terefore, some constraints are
necessary.
The commissioners go on to say that they were concerned about the potential for abuse of
the system by way of what they called deception, disinformation and positive political
manipulation. They must have been prescient, because that is what we have seen, not so
much from the Government media office but from the Mabo propaganda unit that has
been set up, from the Minister for Labour Relations' propaganda unit and the Minister for
Local Government's propaganda unit, which put out that pamphlet on Perth City Council.
There was a very scathing letter from John Bowes who, as a former university senior
registrar, I believe, maybe familiar to the Minister for Local Government. That letter
pulled this apart in a very academic fashion, and if the Minister is interested I will send
him a copy of it. He saw this, as I do, as hardly being information. I will not put words
into John's mouth, but it is my view and that of the commissioners that deception,
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disinformation and positive political manipulation may attend the Government's use of
its own media officers. In this case it is not so much the media officers, but the many
people the office appears to be employing - same of whom have close contracts in the
Liberal Party - to research and to disseminate this propaganda, because it is not
information. The commissioners go on to say that the direct dissemination of
informnation to the public is a practice to be encouraged The media constitute a vital part
in the dissemination process but the commissioners say, and 1 underline this, Mr Speaker,
the public are entitled to be protected from information which is tainted at its source. I
urge the Government to look very carefully at the way it is using polling, where it is
effectively not researched but, as it were, product researched and propaganda in the
community.
We will be moving amendments at the Committee stage to expand this term of reference
on the basis of our experience with the first nine months of this Government The
commission recommended that the Commission on Government inquire into the
organisation, role and functions of press secretaries and of the Government Media Office.
Sadly, this Government, has taken it a lot further and there are many more people in
Government engaged in what is effectively information manipulation that was talked
about by the commission.
Further on, the commission made some very clear recommendations in the section
dealing with accountability, administrative decisions and the like, on the need for
admninistrative appeals and administrative review procedures. A considerable amount of
work has been done already by the Law Reform Commission on the question of
administrative appeals and judicial reviews and decisions. Basically, the commission
recommends, without any further frills, that the recommendations contained in the report
of the Law Reform Commission on those matters be implemented, yet the Government
again is refusing to deal with the matter directly and is passing it off to the Commission
on Government. It is reinventing the wheel, and going through the same process as the
Law Reform Commission went through, and unnecessarily tying up the resources of the
commission on something that should be done as a matter of course. Why that has been
done, I do not know. I will be interested to hear during Committee why the iCnister has
refused to act on that clear recommendation. Instead, we have seen it referred for
consideration for a further 21 months at least. From the time the commission is
appointed it will be two effective years which gives just 12 months between the time the
finding might be brought down and the end of the term of this Government - too late for
most of these matters to be the subject of legislative change, if that is necessary.
Other references are made to bodies such as the Auditor General and his activities. One
of the clear recommendations is that all public sector bodies, programs and activities
involving any use of public resources be the subject of audit by the Auditor General.
Members who have been in this place for a while will be aware that members on both
sides of this House were very keen to ensure there were no agencies or authorities which
escaped the scrtiny of the Auditor General. For some reason, again, that matter has not
been dealt with directly on its merits after a recommendation of the royal commission;
rather it has been set aside for further consideration. That is most unfortunate. I do not
understand why the Government is being so chary of implementing some of these
recommendations. Perhaps some people have indicated to the Government the reasons
the commission was wrong. I am unaware of what those reasons might be. Again, we
will be watching with interest to determine precisely what the Government thought it was
doing when it set aside some of those recommendations. It is disappointing that the
matter is recommended firmly and clearly, but is not acted on.
A further set of recommendations appear in the report. They are clear recommendations
for actions right now. The Government could have done them by now but has chosen to
refer them to the Commission on Government; that is, t necessary framework for
legislation governing, monitoring, control and parliamentary scrutiny of State owned
companies, tading enterprises, partnerships and statutory authorities. Again, the royal
commissioners make it clear that they think there is no reason no: to do that; yet the
matter has been referred for further consideration. I find it surprising that another matter
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has been flick-passed to the commission; that is, the recommendation on the appointment
of officers employed in the public sector to boards and committees, with reference to pant
2 of the royal commission in chapter 3 - in other words, having the potential conflict of
interest arise with those Public Service members. Again that has not been implemented
but referred for further consideration.
There are other matters, and they are very important ones, which arc referred in this
report, not the least of which is the whole question of electoral reform. I turn briefly to
that matter. When we come down to it, that is why this Government has been very
reluctant indeed to bring this Bill forward and to give it any priority. When we brought
in a Bill to this House last year there were two things the Government did not like. One
was the fact that we were doing it at a time when members opposite felt we were trying
to manipulate the appointment of members of the Commission on Government. First, it
would have been extremely politically foolish to do so but, second, the royal commission
had just concluded and the commissioners had said clearly that it was necessary to have
the agreement of the parties or at least proper consultation before such people were
appointed. The third point is that we had appointed the royal commissioners - men
beyond reproach - who would then have gone about the business of appointing their staff,
people they thought were competent, and able and willing to undertake the task. There
had been no complaint about the calibre of either the commissioners or their report, apart
from some quibbling by the member for South Perth and the Deputy Premier about who
actually put pen to paper in the end. It is clear that we were perfectly capable as a
Parliament of appointing a Commission on Government 12 months ago.
I do not think that was the final objection of the Government. The objection was that we
put fairly and squarely at the top of the agenda the question of electoral reform, reform of
the Assembly and the upper House, reform which was underlined as necessary by the
commission. The commissioners put the particular mechanisms to achieve it to the
Commission on Government for its deliberation. They do not say it may be a nice thing
if we considered it. They clearly enunciated the principles of electoral reform, and the
need for electoral reform, and they tie it in to the very important principle that I
enunciated earlier, the so-called democratic principle. The commissioners reached the
same conclusion as everyone else who has looked at the Western Australian political
system - that the malapportionment that underpins this system is one of the reasons for
the problems that beset it, the problems that beset us in the 1980s, and that beset us today.
We have done away with property franchise and we have given women the vote but
apparently as a Parliament we cannot come to terms with the fact - whereas most of the
people in our community clearly can - that all votes should have the same value. The
United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and New Zealand - all similar Parliaments
throughout the world that owe some allegiance to the English speaking system of
government, and Parliaments way beyond that - established the principle of equality of
franchise, and they devised a system on that basis. 'They do not quibble about it. There
is none of this stuff like, "We need vote weighting to protect the interest of the country
areas." It does not make sense to have a system weighted because of geography. The
Federal Parliament is perfectly capable of representing the interests of all its members
with very much larger seats than we have here. The principle which people cannot
appear to understand is that fairness, justice and reasonableness in any system is critical
to the confidence people have in it. As long as it is the case that in the metropolitan area
people's votes in this place are worth roughly half those in the non-metropolitan area,
and in the other place it is three to one, there will be a great many people who look at the
Western Australian political system and say that it stinks. It is not based on that
fundamental pillar that is critical to any democracy working, and that is the democratic
principle. This Parliament is not elected on that basis and until it is, it will have all. the
flaws and difficulties that have been identified by the royal commission, and will
continue to be identified by reasonable observers of the Western Australian political
system.
MR PENDAL (South Perth) 15.07 pm]: For the first time in Australian constitutional
and political history the concept of Cabinet secrecy is to be subjected to scrutiny from an
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outside, independent body. If members like to ponder that for a while as a means of
understanding Executive power within our system, on that measure alone the
Government must be congratulated for the contents of the Commission on Government
BUi. Members may not be aware that the not just novel but probably almost radical
notion to submit Cabinet secrecy to the scrutiny of the Commission on Government goes
further than the recommendations contained in the second part of the royal commission's
report. For some purposes - and this is acknowledged by the royal commission - official
secrecy has a necessary and proper place. It is difficult to see how we could operate a
modern day Cabinet and wider Government without some confidentiality being attached
to its workings. However, it is excessive secrecy that we all know is the antithesis of
accountability and openness, both of which were reflected upon by the royal commission
in its reports. Therefore, somewhere in between that excessive secrecy on the one hand
and the open slather concept where we would not have Cabinet secrecy lies the answer to
many of the questions that were posed by the royal commission arising out of the WA Inc
years of the 1980s.
Mr Kobelke:- Would you attempt to def ine what is meant by "Cabinet secrecy"?
Mr PENDAL: I would be happy to if, at the end of my 28 minutes, there is time. The
Bill attempts to do that without being too prescriptive.
Dr Gallop: I will have a wager. Whatever the definition is, we will not have it in 1997. 1
am sorry, I meant we will have it.
Mr PENDAL: The member should make up his mind; we will have it or we will not. He
cannot have it both ways. The member who just interjected of all members will know
that many of the problems that grew out of the WA Inc years would never have arisen
were it not for that element of excessive secrecy by the Labor Government of the day.
Mrs Henderson: What rubbish!
Mr PENDAL: It is not rubbish that the Labor backbenchers were denied information and
knowledge which means that excessive secrecy cut them out of that scrutiny process.
Members opposite do not need to take my word for that. They need only to have listened
to some of the members of the Labor Party who told me about it. One notable person in
the other House who has since retired told me on many occasions privately that the
backbenchers did not know what was going on. However, he said that he would never
forget that I had reminded him that they were like the three wise monkeys; they heard no
evil, they saw no evil and they spoke no evil.
Mrs Henderson: How much of that information do you get?

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr PENDAL: I will tell the member how much information the coalition party room is
given. We ask all the pertinent questions before we are prepared to endorse a decision of
the Cabinet in order that the Cabinet and the Premier of the day are able to come into the
Parliament with the knowledge that they have the full backing of their parliamentary
colleagues. There is nothing novel about that. That is the first thing that should be
known.

Mr Kobelke interjected.
Mr PENDAL: The member is correct. However, his argument fails in the comparison
between the Labor backbenchers. of the 1980s and the coalition backbenchers because we
are entitled to ask questions - we have the courage to ask them - and we are given the
answers by Ministers.
Mr Graham interjected.
Mr PENDAL: The members opposite have immediately misunderstood the point I am
making.
Dr Gallop: You always say that.
The SPEAKER: Order!
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Mr PENDAL: I know, because it is true. [ can understand why members opposite are in
Opposition. They misunderstand not only things that are explained to them in one or two
syllable words, but also die message that the voters gave tern on 6 February.
What difference is there between the Bill that ironically I handled in the Upper House one
year ago today. 2 December - the Labor Government's COG Bill - and the COG Bill with
which we are dealing today? If members had listened to the Leader of the Opposition,
who has just resumed her seat, they and the media would believe there are fewer
provisions in the current Government's Bill than were contained in the 1992 version
introduced by die then Premier Lawrence. Let me disabuse members by telling tern that
the first significant departure - and addition to this Bill that was not present in the
previous Bill - is that that element of Cabinet secrecy will be the subject of scrutiny by
the Commission on Government. I repeat, that will occur for the first time in Australian
history.
Mr Kobelke: I challenge you to define what is meant by that.
Mr PENDAL: No fewer than eight area of the second report of the royal commission
are included in the current Government's COG Bill that were not included in the previous
Government's Bill.
Mr Kobellce: No, because a lot of them were up to the Government to deal with; not just
put them on a shelf and forget about them.
Mr PENDAL: Members opposite were the people who insisted by way of the words of
the Leader of the Opposition a few minutes ago that we stick to the letter and the spirit of
the royal commission's second report. I repeat, Cabinet secrecy is the first of the
specified matters in schedule 1 of the Bill.
Mr Kobelke: Where was it in the royal commission report?
Mr PENDAL: It was not. Therefore, the current Government has gone beyond the spirit
and the letter of the royal commission report in including eight areas that were not
included in the previous Bill. I now intend to enumerate them and ignore the
interjections. The second is that the Financial Administration and Audit Act is included
in the current Government's COG Bill. That was not included in the former Bill.
Mr Kobelke: No, because it is a matter for the Government.
Mr PENDAL: It is not just a matter for the Government; it is a matter for the Parliament.
The third matter relates to the Auditor General and the wider question of his
independence and his resources; the fourth matter touches on the questions of boards and
committees; the fifth on the official corruption commission; the sixth is the thorny
question about what a caretaker Government should and should not do between the time
it is defeated and is replaced by its successor, the seventh is the adequacy of the way in
which we change the Constitution in this State - incidentally that may well raise the
spectr of citizens' initiated referendums because that is an alternative to some people
that has not been attempted in Australia before. Therefore, it is untrue and false in the
extreme for the Leader of the Opposition to imply as she did a few minutes ago that the
contents of the Government's Commission on Government Bill is somehow at variance
or deficient with die contents of the royal commission report. I have demonstrated that
there are areas that this Government has added to this Bill compared with the former
Government's Commission on Government Bill.
Mr Strickland: It is all of last year's plus a little bit extra.
Mr PENDAL: In a nutshell, it cannot be simpler than that and I hope that even the
Opposition will understand that.
I turn now to a third element that I think is of vital importance, and one that was included
in both the previous Government's Bill and the Bill we are now debating. I want to draw
a distinction between the attitudes of those two Governments towards the matter. The
new Commission on Government will have access to all the royal commission records
that have been effectively impounded as a result of the Royal Commission (Custody of
Records) Act passed by Parliament last year. I mention that because of the great irony
14025-19
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attached to the fact that neither the previous Government's Commission on Government
nor the current commission would have had access to all the records, had the then
Opposition acceded to the then Government and passed the Royal Commission (Custody
of Records) Act in its original form. The original Bill gave the staff of the royal
commission the power to destroy records of the royal commission. Some members may
recall that the Opposition at the time - I was among the members who led the fight -
wanted to ensure that no-one at the royal commission had the right to destroy those
records before they were assessed in the proper way by archival experts employed by the
State Government. It would have meant the staff of the royal commission could sanitise
the record. I have strong views about the notion of anyone sanitising the public record.
Those public records should be kept - perhaps under embargo, as has happened with the
royal commission records - for students, historians and, for that matter, for participants in
later years. This Government fell for the three card trick. I was subjected to
extraordinary pressures from the Government of the day, which sent no less a person than
the Solicitor General, Mr Kevin Parker, QC, along with senior Parliamentary Counsel
and a bevy of political heavies to plead with the then Opposition to withdraw the
amendments I had moved, on behalf of the Opposition, that would have prevented, and
ultimately did prevent, the destruction of any royal commission records by the staff. A
program of gross misinformation was waged by some of the staff of the royal
commission who were feeding information to the public media dishonestly, and saying
the Opposition was putting at risk the lives of some of the delicate witnesses at the royal
commission. Those things appeared throughout The West Australian in November last
year as a reason that the then Opposition should back off. It was one of the great
decisions of the previous Opposition that, notwithstanding royal commission staff were
demanding that it fall into line and that some reporters at The West Australian were
giving it a hard time, the Opposition stuck to its guns and said no records would be
destroyed until put through the proper archival test under the standing committee on
public documents. That is a significant comment to make about the provision the current
Government has made to ensure that the new Commission on Government has access to
all the records currently under the control of the State Archivist. Thank goodness, the
Opposition did not pass the amending Bill last year because, if it had, heaps and heaps of
the most important documents from that royal commission would have been in the
shredder, and none would have been available to the new Commission on Government
when it begins its work.
Dr Gallop: What is your evidence for that proposition that the documents would have
been shredded?
Mr PENDAL: That is why the then Government wanted the Bill to go through to allow
Mr Wicks and others the chance to shred those documents, so that they would not be
made part of the archives. The argument was put that at stake was the safety of
witnesses. I said publicly, and to Opposition members in the other House, that if it were
true that anyone's life was at risk by giving evidence to the royal commission, that in
itself was a criminal offence. I challenged Mr Wicks and other people -

Dr Gallop: What is your evidence?
Mr PENDAL: The member for Victoria Park can make his speech in a moment. I know
that they were going to shred the documents.
Dr Gallop: What is your evidence?
The SPEAKER: Order! The interjection has been clearly made.
Mr PENDAL: In the course of the speech by the Leader of the Opposition she made
much of my remarks in another place on 3 December 1992, a year ago tomorrow. It
shows, incidentally, how little changes around the place when one listens to some of the
comments made. The Leader of the Opposition took exception to my asking the
Government of the day - through Hon Joe Berinson to the then Premier, Dr Lawrence -
who was engaged to compile the No 2 report we had been discussing, what those people
were paid, and how much each received. That question was asked on 24 November in
another place. By the time the debate took place 1O days later, the question had still not
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been ansWered. That was a pattern with which we put up year in and year out, and it led
to a reasonable assumption that when questions were not answered, the Government
obviously had difficulty providing those answers. In die absence of any other
explanation, we presumed that the Government was not answering questions because of
some embarrassment in relation to them.
My complaint last year was not against the royal commissioners but, again, was against
some of the people on the payroll of die royal commission. I know diat some of them
belonged to academia. I knew who wrote the stuff, but there is a difference between
knowing and having it on the public record.
Dr Gallop: It is not relevant.
Mr PENDAL: That is why 1 wanted -
Dr Gallop: Only a crypto-Fascist could say something like that.
Mr PENDAL: I have known the member for Victoria Park for a long time, and he resorts
to that sort of academic claptrap when he is losing the argument.
The SPEAKER: Order! I thought it was a shrewd interjection, but I ask the member for
Victoria Park to cease the quantum of interjections. It is disruptive.
Mr McGinty: We all know you are a left wing -
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Fremantle who by now
should know not to interject when I am on my feet.
Mr Lewis: That is the fifth time.
The SPEAKER: No, it is the third time.
Mr PENDAL: My complaint at the time was not that the royal commissioners were
somehow stymying the work of Parliament, but that die then Premier and the Leader of
the Government in another place were doing what they were so fond of doing; that is,
refusing to answer a question, knowing that a debate was about to start and that the
answers to that question would provide ammunition to be used in that debate. We
became used to that. However, what was important over die years and what will be
important to the historians of the future is that the questions were asked, not necessarily
that the answers were given. The then Opposition knew what questions to ask because its
information was good, and its being denied access to the answers to those questions
invariably gave rise to the view that the Government was covering up information. Of
course, that is precisely what die royal commission found.
I turn now to the freedom of informnation legislation that the Leader of the Opposition
was so cock-a-hoop about when she spoke half an hour ago. She spoke of the reluctance
on die part of the then Opposition to bring about P01 legislation. She also, if I remember
correctly, spoke about the obstrctiveness that went on in another place in order to ensure
that we did not get FOI legislation. I think the Leader of the Opposition has the disease
of her colleague the member for Kalgoorlie, who admitted to us a few weeks ago that his
memory was starting to fail because he was drinking out of aluminitum cans. I had to
remind him that it was not the aluminium cans but it might have been the contents of
those cans that was affecting his memory. Clearly, the Leader of the Opposition has
picked up the same malady. I say that because the Opposition of the day was not seeking
to prevent FOI legislation going onto the Statute book. It was in our interests to get that
legislation onto the Statute book. In 1983 during the election campaign, the then Labor
Opposition promised P01 legislation. However, was it a priority? Did it bring it in in
1983? No. In 1984? No. In 1985 or 1986? No. In 1987 or 1988? No. We now know
that after six years in Government, the Labor Party had everything to cover up. which has
since been brought out in the royal commission, and there was no incentive at all for it to
bring in I'OI legislation.
I will remind members of what happened. On 20 September 1989, freedom of
information legislation was at last introduced into this Parliament, not by the Labor
Government but -
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Mr Trenorden: By a man who was sitting on the Opposition benches.
Mr PENDAL: That is right. It was introduced by the then member far Coutesloe, a
former Leader of the Opposition, who brought in the very Bill that had been promised six
years previously, on which the Labor Government had failed to deliver - the absence of
which from the Statute book would accommodate all of the cover-ups that had gone on
for the previous five years. The truth of it was that the Government of the day had finally
got to the point where it said "If we bring in POT, we will be hoist with our own petard".
The Government knew that would be the end of it because the Opposition, the media and
everyone who could not get information via the parliamentary question system would be
able to use the P01 legislation that had been promised six years earlier. The Government
of the day knew the dire risk and peril that it would run if it introduced P01 legislation.
Thlerefore, let us forget the nonsense and the falsities contained in the remarks by the
Leader of the Opposition that somehow or other the Labor Government of the day had
this burning, passionate commitment to bring in P01 legislation. I believe there was a
burning, passionate commitment, but it went back an awfully long way to the early 1980s
when the Labor Party was constituted by decent men and women, who gave it the support
in 1983 to win the election.
It is passing strange to hear the Leader of the Opposition say, as she did today, that all of
this has occurred because of her decision, heroism and leadership in 1990 to bring about
a royal commission.
Mr Shave: She did not bring it about.
Mr PENDAL: That is quite right. She did not bring it about. That interjection makes
my point. The Leader of the Opposition was dragged like an urchin from a tart shop,
totally reluctant, and with no heroism or leadership on her part, to give us the royal
commission, that ultimately gave us the report, and that ultimately gave us the
Commission on Government Bill. Everyone knows that it was under the most extreme
pressure that ultimately Dr Lawrence caved in and gave this State what it had to have -
the cleansing process that ultimately the royal commission turned out to be. Yet the
Leader of the Opposition has the temerity to tell us today and on other occasions that she
was the one who brought it all about. She said as late as 8 May 1990, at page 349 of
Hansard, that -

... the critical argument in relation to the holding of a Royal Commission is that
it would severely prejudice the bringing to justice of those wrongdoers and the
wrongdoing that it so absolutely wants to pursue.

Mr Graham: What is Laurie Connell's defence right now?
Mr PENDAL: Laurie Cannell's defence, I would suggest, should not be talked about
here because Laurie Connell's defence is entitled to go ahead in a court of law without
the member's interjection and without my adding to that interjection.
In the last eight or nine years, we have seen a corruption of the principles of the Labor
Party. That corruption was injected into all of the institutions of Western Australia,
including the Parliament. This Government will be judged well by history, not only for
its willingness -

Dr Watson: It is being judged now.
Mr PENDAL: Yes, it is, and I find it interesting because 48 per cent will beat 32 per cent
any day.
My only regret is that the royal commission did not recommend that Parliament appoint
the Commissioners on Government. It recommended that the Government of the day
should do that. I commend the Government not only for the Bill but also for everything
that it has added to what was a rather wishy washy Bill introduced by the Labor
Government last year.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) [5.39 pm]: People always take a risk when they elect a
conservative Government. At best, conservatives are very lukewarm about civil and
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political liberties but, at wanst, they are very contemptuous of democracy and all dhe
processes that make democracy work properly. I refer to recent history. Firstly. I refer to
the attempt of a previous conservative Government to restrict die right of political
assembly through the notorious section 54B. Secondly, I refer to die gerrymandering of
electoral boundaries which occurred in 1975 and 1981 to a system which was already
malapportioned by the conservatives. Thirdly, I refer to the assault of the conservative
Government on the right of Aboriginal people to vote in the late 1 970s. I am pleased to
be able to say that members of the National Party at that time and also the Speaker. Hon
Ian Thompson, made sure that that legislation never went through the Parliament.
Fourthly, I refer to the continuing contempt with which conservatives treat the Parliament
through the exercise of their Executive power. People always take a risk when they elect
a conservative Government.
In the February election it was clear that the majority of the people had made up their
mind to change the Government in Western Australia and that is how they voted. They
voted on the assumption that whatever misgivings they might have about conservative
Governments - and they have plenty of them and they are based on the evidence they
have had about conservative Governments in the past - they were relieved that the Royal
Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters had been
appointed and had reported. In its second report, the royal commission recommended the
setting up of a Commission on Government which would ensure that political reform
occurred in this State. Thus, despite the misgivings of the public about Western
Australian tories, they were relieved to know that the Commission on Government would
be set up because it would lead to political reform. That was the assumption upon which
people voted at the last election and they have been sadly disappointed by what has
happened.
In his second reading speech on the Commission on Government Bill the Premier said -

The fact is there is little inherently wrong with the system of government in
Western Australia. If we had honesty and integrity in government during the past
10 years we would be contemplating only a few changes to the system. Thre
almost total lack of honesty and integrity shown by previous Labor Governments
have not highlighted a failure of the system as a whole but only of some of the
checks and balances within it.

I refer members to the second report of the royal commission which states -

Individually, the matters upon which we have reported reveal serious weaknesses
and deficiencies in our system of government. Together, they disclose
fundamental weaknesses in the present capacity of our institutions of government,
including the Parliament, to exact that degree of openness, accountability and
integrity necessary to ensure that the Executive fulfils its basic responsibility to
serve the public interest. . .. What is now necessary, however, is a systematic
reappraisal of our institutions of government.

Further on in that report it states -

The Commission's recommendations in relation to the Parliament are so vital to
the scheme and purpose of our report that we consider it desirable to state at the
outset the considerations which have led us to make them.

Members should note the very interesting difference between what the Premier and the
royal commission report said. The Premier said there was nothing inherently wrong with
our system and the royal commission said there were fundamental weaknesses in our
system which needed addressing.
Since February 1993 there has been a turning back of the clock. We have had almost 12
months of a conservative Government in this State and those 12 months represent almost
11I years. The Western Australian clock has been turned back to February 1983 when the
people of the State elected a Labor Government. The attitudes, values and commitments
we now have are exactly the same as the attitudes, values and commitments that
prevailed in 1974 through to 1983.
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I will summarise what has gone on in this State since February 1993. The process has led
the lead writers, Barker and Gilmour, of The West Australian to say on 20 November
1993-

The Premier Richard Court has failed to live up to die high standards he set
himself when his team came to power in February.
The Government has been secretive, evasive, dogmatic and contemptuous of
Parliament and its proper role as a forum for the people.

Further on it states -

Election promises have been broken and there has been no sign of any let-up in
the discredited practice of providing jobs for the boy....
The Court Government is becoming notorious for its brutal use of parliamentary
numbers.

The first thing the Government did which pertains to this debate on political reform
occurred in February when the Premier announced that there would be five Ministers and
one Parliamentary Secretary in the Legislative Council. It was a clear sign of the attitude
this Government would adopt to the Parliament of Western Australia. When that
decision was announced Professor David Black from Curtin University was reported as
saying -

"The increase is dramatic and in theory it doesn't seem a good arrangement," he
said.
"It's a very unusual decision to have 17 ministers and have five of them from the
Upper House when traditionally I think there have been no more than three.

What chance will the Legislative Council have of being a House of Review with five
Ministers in it?
Then in April the Government said it would not carry out the royal commission's
recommendations in respect of official corruption; it would merely carry out the
recommendations of Hon Ian Thompson's parliamentary committee. Of course, we have
seen the legislation in this Parliament to implement those recommendations and it was
debated earlier this week. It will restrict the ability of the Official Corruption
Commission to investigate corruption in Western Australia.
Then we had the Premier's statement in respect of public sector management. I am
pleased that since the Premier made his initial statement about public sector management
and the role his department would play in supervising those arrangements, he has had a
change of heart. After a campaign conducted by the Opposition and the media through
The West Australian, the Premier has retracted from the position he originally held on the
royal commission's recommendations in respect of Public Service standards.
Later in April, when the issue of electoral reform was raised, the Deputy Premier made it
very clear he would not accept any electoral reform based on the principle of one-vote-
one-value that had been articulated in the royal commission's report. The Premier made
some very interesting comments that are totally contrary to the royal commission's report
and on l6 April 1993 he was reported as saying -

"The pure concept of one vote, one value is not a fair electoral system in a state
with such remote rural areas and which has its major wealth-creating industries
outside the metropolitan area," Mr Court said.

He also said that the Legislative Council would become obstructive if the electoral
system was changed to give single interest groups a say in the Parliament. The royal
commission had made it clear that the system of proportional representation should be
amended so that there was more chance for smaller interests in our community to be
represented in that Chamber. But in November the numbers were used in this Parliament
to reject legislation that would have reformed the Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly on the basis of one-vote-one-value. In May, the Premier made it clear he
would reject a call that was made by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, the member
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for Kalgoorlie. to create a joint standing committee to monitor the implementation of the
recommendations of the royal commission. The Premier said that it was not necessary;
that Parliament could debate the issues; that theme was no need for a joint standing
committee; and that it was a bit of a stunt. He said that it was amusing that the Labor
Party since the election had taken such an interest in the royal commission's findings.
Mr Ptndal intetjected.
Dr GALLOP: Does the member for South Perth think that it was a stunt to have a
committee to monitor the implementation of the royal commission's findings?
Mr Pendal: I will have to think about it.
Dr GALLOP: The member will have to. Since that time, the Premier has changed his
niew. He now accepts the Opposition's position; he will have a joint standing committee.
It is just as well the member has paused to think about that.
Mr Pendal: It is in the Bill!
Dr GALLOP: That is right.
In June, we saw the notorious guidelines for the disclosure and non-disclosure of official
information being released. A warning was sent out to public servants by the
Government that if they leaked official information they would be subject to action under
the Criminal Code and the Public Service Act.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Dr GALLOP: In some cases, public servants feel that the pressure of the knowledge they
have about what goes on in Government leads them, as conscientious people, to make the
information public knowledge.
Mr Lewis: It is illegal.
Dr GALLOP: It may be illegal, but sometimes in our system of Government -

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Dr GALLOP: Has the Minister for Planning ever received any confidential information
in that way?
Mr Lewis: Not directly from any person.
Several members interjected.
Dr GALLOP: So the Minister has never received information directly from any person.
Who gave it to the Minister if it was not directly from any person?
Mr Lewis: It arrives on the doorstep.
Dr GALLOP: The point of the exercise was to threaten public servants. Later, in June,
we saw the Government reveal its attitude to parliamentary committees. A proposition
was put forward by the Opposition that the Independent member for Floreat should chair
the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee, flat proposition was rejected.
I do not want to embarrass the member for South Perth agatin, so I will not go through the
process by which he was dumped by the National Party in an interesting strategic alliance
with the Labor members in the Parliament.
Several members interjected.
Thec SPEAKER: Order!
Dr GALLOP: A headline in The West Australian newspaper described it very well -
"Accountability chance missed". In July, the attitude of the Government to parliamentary
committees was further revealed to the world when the question of upper House
committees was placed on the Notice Paper in the other place, and a move was made to
have the independent Greens (WA) member for South Metropolitan on the Estimates
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Committee was rejected. The Government made it clear it would control upper House
committees and not allow Independents or the Opposition to be in the position - as they
were in the whole decade of the Labor Government - to have the numbers on select or
standing committees of the Legislative Council.
Mr Pendai: What did you do?
Dr GALLOP: We never had the numbers in the Legislative Council, and chat was
reflected in the committees.
Mr Pendal: Of course it was; chat is the way it should be.
Dr GALLOP: Why would the House of Review not replicate that situation?
Mr Pendal: They have!
Dr GALLO)P: Replicate the situation in which Opposition numbers - the member will
not accept that proposition but it is essential to a House of Review -

Ms Pendal: Exactly - it is die same thing.
Dr GALLOP: The conservative parties in the Legislative Council do not represent an
electoral majority. The member should add up the number of vote for the Independents,
the Greens and the Labor Party; he will find chat more people voted for those members.
Under a system of proportional representation that should be reflected in the Parliament.
We saw the attitude of the Government to parliamentary committees revealed in June and
July. In August, the guillotine descended upon us in the Legislative Assembly, and only
a few weeks ago the guillotine descended on the Legislative Council - the so-called
House of Review.
Several members inteijected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Dr GALLOP: The Legislative Council reminds me of the section in the Sunday Times
that deals with personal services. The Legislative Council is a house of convenience for
the Government. The Executive totally controls it.
Several members inteijected.
Dr GALLO)P: We have also seen the Attorney General's appalling position on the
political disclosure legislation.
Several members inteijected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I have allowed a fair few inteijections because some
of them were to the point. Now we have people engaging in cross-Chamber
conversation. It is not acceptable, and if it continues I will leave the Chamber.
Dr GALLOP: We have seen the Attorney General's attitude to legislation requiring the
disclosure of political donations - but that legislation has not been proclaimed. We all
know how easy it would be: The two clauses that cause a problem could be taken from
the Bill, and it could pass through this Parliament in a couple of days. It was not
proclaimed because the Government was frightened that there would be a by-election in
the North Metropolitan Region. One thing that members who represent the conservative
party in the northern suburbs do not want is a declaration of all political donations that
are given to them from time to time. That is their attitude to this all-important
legislation.
I will quickly summarise the main points: The number of Ministers in the Legislative
Council, the attitude taken to the corruption commission recommendations by the royal
commission, the attitude to electoral reform, the attitude to parliamentary committees in
both the Assembly and the Council, use of the gag and the guillotine in debate, and the
failure to proclaim the political donations disclosure legislation - reveal for all to see the
attitude of conservatism in this State to political reform. Finally, the Commission on
Government Bill has come to this Parliament.
Several members interjected
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Dr GALLOP: I think the National Party in Western Australia supported the "Joh for PM"
campaign.
Mr Trenorden: Yes.
Dr GALLOP: And would that have been a good thing for the country?
Mr Trenorden: Absolutely.

Sining suspended from 6.00 to 730 pm
Dr GALLOP: Before the dinner suspension I concluded a summary of the major
problems that had emerged since February 1993 in respect of the recommendations of the
royal commission on political reform generally, particularly as it applies to our
parliamentary and electoral systems. It is pleasing to note chat we are finally debating the
Commission on Government legislation. It was most distressing to us on this side of the
House who are keen to see a commission on Government established, that there has been
such a gap between the introduction of the legislation in July and irs debate today, early
in December. Thai in itself indicates where the Government stands.
Mr Strickland: Are you going to support it?
Mr GALLOP: We will put forward some very good amendments and will be keen to see
where the Government stands on those. The version of this Government's Commission
on Government Bill has two important aspects The first is, as I indicated earlier, the
assumption that there is nothing really wrong with our system of government and that the
only change needed in Western Australia was the change from a Labor to a conservative
Government. Of course dhe royal commissioners adopted a different point of view. They
believed there was a major problem with the system of government in Western Australia
and systematic reform of it was required. However, because this Government assumed
there was nothing really wrong with the system it placed a rider on the considerations
that wI be made by the proposed Commission on Government.
The rider is chat the proposed Commission on Government may consider its terms of
reference only to the extent that they appear to be relevant to the prevention of corrupt,
illegal or improper conduct by or involving public off icials. That will be all right as long
as the proposed Commission on Government interprets that in the spirit in which the
royal commission put forward its recommendations. As an Opposition we must point out
that the royal commission did not put that rider on the work of the proposed Commission
on Government. We hope that when the commission is established, it will interpret that
rider in a very general way and not use it as an excuse for severely restricting its work.
Concern has been expressed, however, by lawyers such as Michael Barker, QC, that that
clause is designed -

Mr Kierath: Isn't he President of the ALP?
Dr GALLOP: [ have no idea. I do not think he is a member of the Labor Party now. He
did not give me any joy when I was Minister for Education when he rook me to the
Supreme Court. He is a man of principle and that is something about which the Minister
for Labour Relations knows very little.
Mr Kierath: I know a lot more than you do.
Dr GALLOP: The member does not He is sanctimonious; he uses religion as a cover
for impropriety. He has no principles at all.
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the member for Victoria Park to address himself
physically to the Chair and we will make more progress.
Dr GALLOP: I find it very hard to keep my cool with the sanctimonious in this world.
That member is sanctimnmous.
The SPEAKER: I task you to continue please.
Dr GALLOP: Mr Barker, QC, said -
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It is as certain as night follows day that this formula, which owes absolutely
nothing to the recommendations of the royal commission, is designed to limit the
inquiry.
The Royal Commission said unambiguously that the systematic reappraisal of the
State's institution of government was needed to remedy the weaknesses its
inquiry had found.

There is no doubt about the fact that this Government put that clause in to limit the
inquiry. However, I hope the commissioners who are appointed will not limit their
inquiries in that mailer.
The second aspect of this Bill which causes concern to the Opposition is that clear
recommendations by the royal commission are to be referred to the proposed
Commission on Government itself rather than provide the basis for action by the
Government. Thie Leader of the Opposition mentioned the royal commission's
recommendations about financial accountability, an independent corruption commission,
the powers of the Auditor General, the scrutiny of Government trading agencies, the
appointment of public servants to boards and committees and the review of
administrative decisions. The royal commission was very clear about those matters, but
rather than the Government acting upon them, it merely intends to refer them to the
proposed Commission on Government. That is certainly of concern to the Opposition in
that it is indicative of an attitude this Government takes to political reform.
The report of the royal commission is quite clear in its basic thrust; that is, our political
system needs reform if some of the problems it addressed in its first report are not to
repeat themselves. In the 1980s, we experienced a period of excessive speculation and,
without question, too much deference was given to those with wealth. It was also a
period in which some of the necessary standards of behaviour within the corporate and
political sides of our system broke down. In a boom period like that in which the culture
of speculation takes over, it is very difficult for the political system, no matter how it is
structured, to provide a proper check and balance. However, those booms will come
again- For that reason, it is important that our political system be structured to provide
the proper checks and balances in relation to the greed and speculation that can become
rampant in our economic system. Unless we, as legislators, now address those issues,
there will be future periods of excess in our system. The royal commission has put the
challenge to us as legislators and we must meet that challenge.
All the signs from the Government so far are that it is not really interested in meeting that
challenge. We have seen in the Government's approach since February that political
reform is very low on its agenda. In this Bill we have seen that the Government will not
be particularly bothered if the Commission on Government restricts its inquiry and does
not take up some of the major issues of concern particularly in areas such as the electoral
system which the royal commission called upon us to address.
The Opposition supports the legislation but will be moving some amendments to it which
wili give it much greater teeth. The major disappointment is that the legislation has taken
so long to be debated in this Chamber.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [7.40 pm]: This
legislation is a long way from what we in Government initially envisaged would be the
outcome of the second report of the royal commission. It is legislation that is politically
motivated and which does not deal with, as it should, the second report of the royal
commission. A repont on the future direction of Western Australia had this to say about
the second report -

Court's reluctance to endorse the Second Report may be mainly due to the
recommendations for review of the Legislative Council electoral system by a
Commission on Government. This House has always had Australia's most
unequal voting system and the National Part vehemently opposes equal voting
values.

it goes on to say -
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Though the Royal Commission recommended legislation for administrative law
reforms, the Coalition has not committed itself to them, despite constant calls for
greater accountability of government. Instead, after numerous inquiries, the issue
of an Administrative Appeals Tribunal has been referred to the Commission on
Government, further delaying any reforms.

That is typical of the Government's action on the second report of the royal commission.
It has very conveniently ignored most of the recommendations in that report. It has
found it very convenient to ignore the most critical recommendation of all - a
recommendation for a proper and democratic system of election in Western Australia.
Mr Pendal: It is in the Bill.
Mr TAYLOR: It may be in there, but I refer the member for South Perth to a recent
debate in this place when the Opposition put forward legislation to deal with this very
issue and the Government voted against it.
Mr Bloffwitch: Your version.
Mr TAYLOR: No, a very simple version that deals with equal votes. Although it may be
in the Bill, the Government will ignore this very critical issue of democracy in Western
Australia.
There are massive differences between the first Bill that was introduced in November last
year and the Bill that is before us. It is informative to read the second reading speech by
the Premier when he introduced this legislation in July 1993. It is now the beginning of
December, and the Premier said in July 1993 -

The Government is anxious to get useful results from the commission which can
be quickly adopted into the administrative framework of the Government sector.

If the Government is anxious to obtain quick results and useful results, why are we
debating this legislation almost six months later? That is how anxious the Government is
in relation to this legislation? It is not at all anxious to put together a Commission on
Government. Even though the Government will make the decision on who is appointed
to the Commission on Government, it is not anxious to ensure that this State has the
benefit of those people making decisions on the critical issues that were dealt with in the
second report of the royal commission. Those issues were so critical at that time that,
when we were in Government, we decided to put together a report that dealt with the
implementation of the recommendations in the second report of the royal commission.
We welcomed that second report which contained 40 recommendations, giving an
indication of a new era in terms of improving the process of government and public
sector management in Western Australia. There is no way in the world that any person,
when looking at the activities of the (bunt Government since its election in February this
year, could suggest that there has been an improvement in the process of government in
Western Australia. There is no way that public sector management has improved in
Western Australia. Instead, the Government has chosen to put together a politically
motivated Public Service. It has set about tearing apart the very good Public Service in
Western Australia. It has set about sacking people, redeploying people and giving them
one day's notice purely because it believes that some of those people may have been
connected with the Labor Party.
Mr Kierath: I have kept a lot of people from the Labor Party.
Mr TAYLOR: There may be truth in that. I have been involved in the Labor Party for
many years. I have worked in Treasury as a member of the Labor Party. No-one in
Treasury could ever accuse me of using information gained from the Treasury to the
advantage of the Labor Party.
Mr Pendal: I agree with that
Mr TAYLOR: I hope that that is noted in Hansard.
Mr Pendal: You were very professional, and more's the pity that while you were in the
Ministry a few other people didn't follow the very high standard that I agree you set.
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Mr TAYLOR: I invite the member for South Perth to continue along that line. It is very
encouraging. I intend to follow die approach of the former member for Dianella, Keith
Wilson, who made a point of taking some choice remarks from Mansard and putting
them in his next election pamphlet. If the member for South Perth would like to continue
to contribute, he is more than welcome.
Mr Pendal: I now see the error of my ways!
Mr TAYLOR: The Government is doing a grave disservice to public servants in Western
Australia.
Mr Kierath: They get to speak to Ministers directly without going through ministerial
advisers and they welcome the chance to have a Government of integrity where they can
come and discuss things directly, one on one.
Mr TAYLOR: It is not the message that I get from die Public Service. Public servants in
Western Australia live in fear that the Government will sack them because it believes
they have certain political affiliations.
Mr Kierath: What a load of rubbish!
Mr TAYLOR: It is not rubbish. The member for Ashburton is well aware in the area in
which he has special interest - Crown Law -

Mr Kierath interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister will not talk over the member on his feet. If the
member were taking his inteijections, that would be all right.
Mr TAYLOR: The member for Ashburton will be well aware that die fine Crown Law
section, which has served Western Australia well for decades, has been torn apart by the
Government - the Attorney General in particular - because of a belief that some of those
people may have political motivations. There is no way in the world that the Crown Law
Department in Western Australia contains people who are politically motivated.
Mr Kierath: if your claim is true, why have I employed Senator Peter Cook's wife in one
of my departments?
Mr TAYLO)R: That is fine, and so die Minister should.
Mr Kierath: Neil Bartholomaeus was a candidate for your party at die election, and he
has been maintained at occupational health.
Mr TAYLOR: Without naming people, I could give a long list of people who have
worked in die Public Service in Western Australia in a manner which is highly regarded
who have now lost jobs since this Government came to office. This has been for no other
reason than some political motivation.
Mr Kieradi: What about those people who were sent to Coventry when you came to
power?
Mr TAYLOR: When we came to power we treated people with respect and proper
consideration. We ensured that people who were moved sideways, for whatever reason,
were treated with respect; diey were not rung up and told that they no longer have a job
as members opposite have done.
Mr Lewis: Tell us who.
Mr TAYLOR: I will not.
Mr Kieradi: It is not happening in my department.
Mr TAYLOR: If that is the case, I -m pleased, however, the Minister must be the only -
Mr Lewis: It is not happening in mine.
Mr TAYLOR: That is not true; it is happening in the office of the Minister for Planning
office!
Mr Lewis: Who?
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Mr TAYLOR: The Minister knows very well that at least one person has been fired by
the Minister because of that person's political connections. I have known that person for
about 25 years; he is one of the finest public servants I have known in my life. His
treatment was an absolute disgrace, and it is happening to others.
When we were in Government we heard members opposite preach about the second
report of the royal commission, about how Parliament should be accountable, about how
Ministers should answer questions and the fact that question time should make Ministers
accountable. However, we have found ourselves in the situation, as I expected, that all
that preaching mean: nought. It has all fallen away in the space of the months between
February and June, when the parliamentary session started. The Government forgot all
its commitments and promises made to the people of Western Australia about
accountability.
Mr Kierath: I challenge you to sir in the Public Gallery during questdon rime and see the
action of this House.
Mr TAYLOR: I know the House is pretty rough at question time; sometimes it gets out
of control and the Speaker attempts to bring it back to order.
Mr Kierath: You were brought to order twice today.
Mr TAYLOR: Yes, but I am aware that the Ministers for Labour Relations and Planning
do not properly answer questions at question time. Also, questions placed on notice are
not answered. I indicated to the Speaker that the Minister representing the Minister for
Health had refused to answer a question I asked in this place. It was a proper question
dealing with issues associated with his portfolio. The reason I was given for this refusal
was that it would take too much time to answer the question. It is not as though the
Minister takes out his felt-tipped pen and writes the answer himself; the bureaucrats write
the answers. This Government has fallen down dramatically in this regard.
Mr Lewis: You should reflect on what you people did in Government. Don't be
hypocritical.
Mr TAYLOR: It may seem to be hypocritical to the Minister, but when members
opposite were in Opposition they would lecture us about how Parliament should be run
and about how the royal commission had stated that Parliament was no longer
accountable. Members opposite went to the electorate in February telling people how
this situation would change.
Mr Lewis: What are we doing wrong?
Mr TAYLOR: For a start, I have been through the issues associated with question time.
This Government has a guilotine motion on the Notice Paper, and it has guillotined
through this House some of the most important pieces of legislation ever considered in
this place.
Mr Lewis: Every Parliament in the world uses the gag and guillotine.
Mr TAYLOR: That is not right. When in Government we tried the gag and guillotine,
and the lesson of that exercise is that it does not work. The Government guillotined
legislation through the Parliament before we had an opportunity to properly debate
serious matters.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The cross-Chamber comments axe interfering with the speech,
and I am sure it makes things difficult for Hansard. Members will cease intrjecting.
Mr TAYLOR: The other day the Minister described his legislation as the most important
development in industrial relations in this State, yet we had no opportunity for debate.
Mr Kierath: That is because your people are incompetent. They would not come to any
semblance of order. People in the Public Gallery were appalled
Mr TAYLOR: Some of the Minister's friends sat in the Public Gallery. I sat opposite
the Minister during the Committee stage, and he relied on his advisers to provide
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answers. The Minister did not have the depth of knowledge of the legislation and he
guillotined it thrugh the Parliament without giving us a proper opportunity for debate.
The same situation arose with the workers' compensation and Mabo legislation. Last
night, the upper House was given five minutes to debate the third reading of the Mabo
legislation, which is one of the most important pieces of legislation ever introduced into
this Parliament.
Mr Kierath: Do you remember the debate on the Kings Park Bill?
Mr TAYLOR: I read the debate the other day.
Mr Kierath: On that Bill we behaved almost as badly as you did in the industrial
relations and workers' compensation debates - not quite, but nearly. We had 14 speakers
in that debate, and you had 19 speakers on die Workplace Agreements Bill.
Mr TAYLOR: A great gap exists between the importance of the Kings Park restaurant
legislation when compared to the future of workers in Western Australia as defined in
those industrial relations Bills. The legislation I dealt with was basically to establish a
longer term for a lease in Kings Park to allow the restaurant to operate. Members
opposite were made to look stupid in that debate by the National Party and the then
member for Darling Range, Hon Ian Thompson. The Minister for Planning was talking
about opening a Hungry Jack's and chicken fast food outlet.
The SPEAKER: Order! Will the member return to the matter before the Chair?
Mr TAYLOR: I was diverted.
The SPEAKER: The member should address himself more directly to the Chair. It is
hard to tell whether he is being disrupted because of his skill in debate. I am keen to
ensure that the member is not disrupted.
Mr TAYLOR: I am rarely disrupted in this place, Mr Speaker.
The second volume of the royal commission report clearly dealt with the matter of how
Government should operate in a parliamentary sense. However, no sooner had this
Government turned up in dhe Parliament, and begun running the issues of this State in a
parliamentary sense, than it ignored those recommendations. Also, the Government has
comprehensibly ignored the recommendations regarding the nature of a democratic
system which should operate in Western Australia.
Mr Kierath: We are getting onto that now.
Mrt TAYLOR: My point is that the Government is not getting onto it. It had the
opportunity in this place from the start of this session to set the standards which were
outlined by Government members during the election campaign, and the standards of
accountability which members opposite referred to frequently when they sat on this side
of the House.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister for Labour Relations is interjecting excessively.
Even though interjections are being accepted by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition.!I
do not think it gives the Minister the fteedom to interject. I would not tolerate it if the
situation were reversed so I ask the Minister to interject rarely if at all.
Mr Riebeling: Chuck him out!
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr TAYLOR: During January-February 1993 this Government took to the electorate the
promise of a new standard of accountability. The Government has proved to the people
of Western Australia that it has failed that standard of accountability.
Mr Kierath: It has not even been 10 months.
Mr TAYLOR: I am happy to accommodate the Minister for Labour Relations.
The SPEAKER: That is a mixed bag. It is not reasonable and I will have to take action
against the Minister for Labour Relations if he proceeds to interject as he is doing.
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Mr TAYLO)R: Mr Speaker, I am more than happy to name the member if you do not feel
so inclined.
The SPEAKER: I am just as inclined to name him as anyone else.
Mr TAYLOR: I will continue to bait him, Mr Speaker, so you can have that opportunity.
In relation to tis issue the Minister has failed the test of accountability. One has only to
read The West Australian.
Mr Kierath: You should read their polls. You are 14 per cent behind. You cannot even
get in front when we are doing the cough stuff.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr TAYLOR: The Minister should remnenmber what goes around comes around. The
next election will probably be in 1997, although I would not be at all surprised if the
Government called an early election in 1995 or 1996 on the basis of the High Court
decision on Mabo.
Mr Kierath: If there were an early election the member for Kenwick would be a casualty
under the current figures.
T'he SPEAKER: Order!
Mr TAYLOR: The figures will change. That brings rme back to the quality of the
electoral system the Government is prepared to impose on the people of Western
Australia.
Mr Kierath: You reckoned it was good enough last time.
Mr TAYLOR: It was not good enough last, and that was because we could not get the
changes through the Legislative Council. If we had in Western Australia a fair and equal
voting system it would have gone through that Legislative Council. We knew where we
stood on that issue. The Premier when introducing this Bill into the Parliament said -

The Government disagreed with the previous Bill in terms of the very restrictive
provisions that the chairperson had to have a sound knowledge of, and
background in, ethics and constitutional and administrative law. The Bill now
before the House widens that definition to provide that Minister, in appointing the
chairperson and other commissioners, must be satisfied that they have knowledge
and experience relative to the specified matters or a majority of those matters.

Once again it is the Minister who is involved. The Minister is making the appointments.
Although this Bill says the Opposition should be involved in that consultation process we
do not even have the Minister responsible for the legislation, the Premier, in this place
tonight. We do not even have the opportunity to ask the Premier what guarantees we
have as an Opposition that this will be an apolitical body, a body in which we can have
some confidence. It will be the exact opposite. What this Government will do, as it is
now doing to boards and committees throughout Western Australia, is sack whom it
considers to be Labor appointees and put its friends and mates on those boards and
committees.
Mr Bloffwitch: You did not do that when you were in Government, did you?
Mr TAYLOR: Rather than doing that we kept those mates of yours on boards and
committees.
Mr Kierath: Rubbish!
Mr TAYLOR: We allowed them to have that opportunity. I will give one example: As
Minister for Health one of the first things I did was to appoint Ray Young as the
Chairman of the Authority for Intellectually Handicapped Persons.
Mr Bloffwitch: Obviously you thought he was capable.
Mr TAYLOR: Ray Young is probably one of the best appointments I made.
Mr Day: Peter Foss gave Keith Wilson a job.
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Mr TAYLOR: It is a litule bit different. He has not given him the responsibility of
chairing a major authority or a board. I will be interested to get the answers to questions
we have asked Ministers about appointments to boards and committees over tke past few
months or so. The information I get back is that friends and mates of the Liberal Party in
particular have been appointed to boards and committees.
People who have been involved in fundraising on behalf of the Liberal Party have been
appointed to boards and comnictees. That is completely contrary to the
recommendations of Ike second report of the royal commission. T'hat is what has been
going on and it will be proved when we start to get answers from questions. We will be
able to track down a few of these jobs for the boys die Government has been involved in
over the past few months.
Mr Omodel: You would be surprised if we go through those committees and tell you
how many of your mates were appointed.
Mr TAYLOR: The Minister for Water Resources has just proved the point I was making
earlier. The Minister and his ministerial cronies are trying to identify supposedly Labor
appointments. They are going through and saying, "He is Labor, she is Labor" and
getting rid of them.
Mr Omodel: Thai is how you operate.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr TAYLOR: That is purely because of their Labor connections. In a State the size of
Western Austraia it is always difficult to find talent and to exclude people purely
because they are Labor - or thought to be Labor it is not oniy bad but also very stupid
government.
Mr Lewis: That is a presumption.
Mr TAYLOR: That is not a presumption. When Ministers start answering questions we
put on the Notice Paper about boards and committees -

Mr Lewis: Name one.
Dr Gallop: Start with the Superdrome.
Mr TAYLOR: I do not really like naming people. Does the Minister for Planning want
one, two, or more? Roger Hussey is one.
Mr Lewis: I did not know he had been appointed
Mr TAYLOR: The Minister for Planning is a member of Cabinet. Does the Minister
want two? Does he want another one? Ian Laurance is another.
Mr Lewis: He is a worthy one.
Mr TAYLOR: Whom did the Government sack? What was wrong with his predecessor?
Why did the Minister sack him?
Mr Lewis: I did not sack him.
Mr Bradshaw: We wanted fresh blood.
Mr Lewis: What is wrong with having new people take positions on a board when
positions have expired?-
Mir TAYLOR: I have no objection to new people taking positions. I object to the
Government sacking people such as Denis Mclnerney purely because the Minister for
Sport and Recreation, Norman Moore, is of the view he is Labor. He was in the process
of saving $3m in the way the Supetdome heats its pools, and the Government sacked
him. It is sheer stupidity. Worse than that, it is total and utter political bias in the way
the Government goes about appointing people.
Mr Omodei: What happened to Hussey's predcessor?
Mr TAYLOR: He moved on, as!I undertand it.
Mr Omodei: That is right.
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Mr TAYLOR: What made Roger Hussey, sacked Liberal candidate, such an
extraordinary candidate?
Mr Otnodei: That is not true either.
Mr TAYLOR: The member for South Perth will tell us the story. Hussey was
preselected and the reason he chose not to stand is that Bill Grayden made it very clear
that if they ran Hussey, they would have a real problem.
Mr Oniodei: That is not what happened.
Dr Gallop: That is exactly what happened.
Mr TAYLOR: The Liberal Party saw Bill Grayden coming over the hill with his gun and
bayonet fixed and said, "Hang on, we will get out of here while the going is good." It
then preselected the member for South Perth.
Mr Omodei: Didn't Bill's son stand?
Mr TAYLOR: Yes, but the member knows full well that had Hussey been the Liberal
Party candidate, he would have lost his seat and Grayden's son would have been elected.
Hussey did not live in South Perth. At least the member for South Perth had some
connection with that area and had half a chance. That is what it came down to. The
Minister and his cronies are continuing to select people purely on the basis of their
political affiliation. Worse than that, they are continuing to sack people on the basis of
political affiliation, and to run this place like a little fiefdom of the Parliament where the
Government decides which questions will be answered, how this place will -be run and
which issues will be debated. They are all of the things that the Government complained
about when in Opposition. The Government decides how this Parliament is to run.
However, it is not being run in the way that was identified by the royal commission as
being appropriate and responsible.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr TAYLOR: That is the problem that Government members have at the moment. They
have a problem with accountability to the people of Western Australia. The Government
went to the electorate promising the world and it has absolutely failed that test, the test
which was set in the second report of the royal commission.
MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) 18.11 pm]: I will show in my contribution this evening
what are the real intentions of this legislation.
Mr Osborne interjected.
Mr KOBELKE: The member for Bunbury is quick with his quip but as we have seen he
makes very little contribution to this place. If he thinks he has something to contribute
on this Bill, I hope that he has the guts to make a speech and not continue with those
inane remarks. The intention of this Bill is quite contrary to that which the Government
purports it to be about. I will attempt to show that in my contribution to the debate. This
Government is clearly trying to avoid the recommendations contained in part UI of the
royal commission report.
In debate on this issue the Government has shown a lack of understanding of any of the
key matters raised by the royal commission. While the Government sees that it can take
advantage of findings about individuals mentioned in part I of the royal commission
report, it will not take up the fundamental, underlying issues put forward by the royal
commission. We see a great deal of doublespeak, words being used to project an image
or an intention with respect to the Bill, but when we look to the Government's actions
and the content of this Bill, we find that it is trying to avoid those key issues. If we look
at the time it has taken this Government to bring on this matter, we will find very clear
support for the proposition which I am putting for-ward this evening. This Bill was
introduced as the ninth Bill in this Government's legislative program on 8 July this year.
The Bill we dealt with last Thursday - the related one covering the Official Corruption
Commission - was introduced two months later on 9 September, and we have already
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dealt with that Bill. There is certainly a clear connection between those two Bills. The
official corruption Bill covens a related area. The only reason that the Government
brought that forward was to try to take the heat off its total inaction on the
recommendations of the royal commission and its total lack of accountablitey. Hoisting
up to the masthead the flag of the amendments to the Official Corruption Commission
Bill was a way of taking the heat off the lack of action by this Government.
This Bill establishes a parliamentary committee to oversee a Commission on
Government. The Official Corruption Commission Bill which we dealt with last
Thursday alluded to the establishment of a joint standing committee of the Parliament.
During that debate a little matter came out which clearly indicates the Government's lack
of purpose in this area. While in the wording of that Bill there was a clear reference to a
joint standing committee, we had from the Attorney General a total unwillingness to
accept that such a committee should be formed. We had a form of words used to avoid
the issue and to suggest that the establishment of such committees are the prerogative of
Parliament. The Government can quite easily establish committees by legislation. We
do not have to wait for the Parliament to set up a committee;, it can be done by
legislation, as is the case here. For the Government to say that it cannot form standing
committees of Parliament is totally false.
In that debate the Deputy Premier made reference to the fact that this Government did not
see its way open to appoint a joint standing committee of the Parliament. I recall that the
Deputy Premier said that he did not favour that. If one accepts that the Government has
some trouble with the establishment of joint standing committees of the Parliament. why
bring forward a Bill which has, as an integral part of its operation, as a program against
corruption, the establishment of such a committee? It simply does not make sense. We
can make sense of it only if we judge the Government to be incompetent in bringing
forward that legislation; that the Government brought forward the legislation without
properly considering it; and the establishment of a committee slipped under the
Government's guard when it did not intend to do that. A more likely explanation is that
this Government is using this Bill, as with the Official Corruption Amendment Bill, as a
smokescreen to hide behind so that its lack of activity in taking up the royal
commission's recommendations can somehow be deflected. That is what it has done in
this Bill. Why then has the legislation been brought on? The answer to that is fairly
clear. The Government has been forced, kicking and screaming, to bring on this
legislation. It is incompetent. There have been suggestions of corruption, dishonesty and
such in the general community and the Government has had to act. It simply could not
let the matter drift.
While one could refer to many articles in the newspaper, I will use just a couple of brief
statements to show the depths to which this Government has sunk and how that is
reflected in the general community. The editorial in The West Australian newspaper on
26 November states -

Its handling of the complex and sensitive Mabo issue in Parliament is an ominous
sign that the Government will brook no interference with any planned action. In
the process, the Legislative Council has lost what little remained of its claim to be
a House of review and returned to its familiar role as a rubber stamp for
conservative governments.
What we have as a result is a real contempt of the Council - contempt for its
forms, traditions, and most importantly, for the people the chamber is meant to
represent.

That is specific to one piece of legislation. However, we could go back through a whole
lot of this Government's actions and pieces of legislation to see similar comments which
clearly indicate that this Government is not accountable and not willing to make the
forms of the Parliament work properly so that people will see that it is an accountable and
honest Government, one with integrity. It totally avoids any opportunity to establish that
it has integrity. In the same edition of The West Australian newspaper, the political
editor, Thomas Stephen Loxicy. says -
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The WA Inc royal commission said that without dhe Upper House becoming a
proper House of review, it was unlikely Parliament could exact the level of
accountability necessary to avoid a repetition of WA Inc-like events.

Very clearly the commentators in newspapers and on television and die general public
are seeing this Government for what it is. It is a Government without integrity that does
not wish to address the recommendations of the royal commission report. Because this
mounting chorus has built up the Government has had to act. It is fairly Clear that we
would not be debating this legislation tonight if there had not been that clamour of public
opinion and press pressure to get the Government to address these issues. When we turn
to the Bill we find that it is trying to avoid the issues, and the Bill is simply a
smokescreen for the Government's inactivity.
I make one further comment on that lack of accountability, which relates to today's
question time. This Government is certainly trying to cover up a number of activities of a
very dubious nature, which I am sure in the future will lead to very clear accusations of
impropriety and corruption. Those things were common words during the days of the
royal commission, and I am sure that under this Government they will have even greater
currency and validity. When we look at question time today we find that of the 32
minutes which you, Mr Speaker, allowed for questions without notice, the Opposition in
both asking its questions and having them answered took up a total of three and one
quarter minutes in which it was able to ask four questions.
The SPEAKER: I hope you are not reflecting on the Chair in the way you art putting
your argument.
Mr KOBELKE: Mr Speaker, I am suggesting that this Government is unaccountable,
and the way it has abused the forms of this Parliament has put very great pressure on you.
Thai is something which is absolutely unacceptable. This Government must carry the
burden for that, because it has ridden roughshod over the established forms of this
Chamber and this Parliament. It is a Government that lacks honesty and attempts to be
unaccountable as it tramples on the forms of this Parliament. This Bill is just a way of
trying to avoid the issues, and the amendments we will be bringing forward will
hopefully give it a few more teeth so it can take up the issues the royal commission
suggested. This Bill is an amended form of the Bill that was brought here 12 months
ago. That Bill was defeated by the conservatives in the upper House, which is something
the member for South Perth seems to take great pride in, but I cannot understand how he
can do that.
It is instructive to look at some of the differences between the two Bills. The structure is
basically the same and many of the clauses are the same, but there are a few significant
changes. If I may allude to part of the Premier's speech when he introduced this Bill, he
stated -

.. work needed to be done on the previous Bill because it missed that central
point by a long way. The fact is there is little inherently wrong with the system of
Government in Western Australia. If we had honesty and integrity in the
Government during the past 10 years, we would be contemplating only a few
changes to the system.

The Premier in his second reading speech clearly indicated that the previous Bill missed
the central point. It is not clear from the Premier's speech what that central point is. lie
follows that by saving that there is little wrong with the system of government in Western
Australia. One is assuming that what he said was in total support of the proposition I am
arguing this evening, which is that as far as this Government is concerned the Bill does
not set out to achieve anything. This Government is not about addressing the central
issue, because the Premier in his own speech said that the Bill missed the central point so
it had to be tinkered with and he saw nothing really wrung with the present system of
goverrnent. If that is the starting point how is one going to address the fundamental
issues? Relating to the changes in this Bill compared to that of last year, the Premier in
his speech stated -
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The Government has focused the Commission on Government squarely on the
very reason we needed a royal commission ...

I emphasise the word "focus". The Bill that was brought forward in 1992 very honestly
and directly took up the recommendations of the royal commission in part 11 of its report.
No-one from the Government side has argued otherwise. If one looks at the wording in
part U1 and the wording of the legislation from last year, one sees there is a very close
parallel. Theme are a couple of minor differences which will always happen when taking
recommendations and trying to put in place a large body, such as a Commission on
Government, which is to be established by legislation. Anyone who looks at both the
recommendations of the royal commission and at the legislation introduced by the Bill in
1992 will find a faithful taking up of those recommendations. The Premier said that it
needed to be focused. Mr Speaker, if you look at what is meant by the word "focus", I
think you can very clearly see that the Premier meant to manipulate, sidetrack and get
away from the issue. He gave no real indication of what he meant by focus. There again
we see this Government's ability to engage in doublespeak, which is saying one thing to
give an impression and, on the other hand, trying to make sure that this Commission on
Government cannot be effective. This Bill is about neutering the recommendations of the
royal commission. I think you can see. Mr Speaker, from the words I have chosen from
the Premier's comments that is very clearly what this Government would like to do.
The Government is trying to indicate that it is taking a stronger position than the previous
Government with this Bill. That is a subtle little piece of window dressing to try to avoid
the facts. The member for South Perth certainly took this up in his contribution, and I
would like to address the matters he raised there. By suggesting that the terms of
reference have been expanded, this Government is simply trying to con the people of this
State, because it has done absolutely no such thing. If we look at those additional matters
that were brought in, the bulk of them were direct recommendations from the royal
commission which it suggested the Government should take up. Those recommendations
covered a whole range of issues and suggested different projects in which the
Government could take steps to meet those recommendations. It suggested the
establishment of an official corruption commission on quite a different basis from the one
we have presently. What do we find? We find that in these additional matters the
Government says that the Official Corruption Commission should be reviewed by the
Commission on Government. That is not enhancing the terms of reference of the
Commission on Governiment but is a huge step backwards. The royal commission said
the Government should do something about the Official Corruption Commission. What
does this Government do? It sends the report off to the Commission on Government in
the hope that it will get lost so that they can put it on a dusty shelf somewhere, the
clamour will die down and they can just forget about it. That is what this Government is
doing with the recommendations of the royal commission with regard to the Official
Corruption Commission. They are trying to duck the issue and add the recommendations
to the terms of reference and say that is somehow strengthening the Commission on
Government. That is to totally misrepresent the situation and to try to mislead people.
Mr Pendal: Are there more terms of reference in this Bill than there were in your Bill
this time last year?
Mr KOBELCE: I have spent a minute explaining that, so perhaps the member for South
Perth should go back to sleep. For the benefit of the member I will try to explain it,
because he seems to run one line and then jump on another horse. One of the other eight
terms of reference the member for South Perth referred to was the Financial
Administration and Audit Act. That was recommendation 4 of the royal commission; but
the royal commission did not suggest that the Financial Administration and Audit Act be
referred to the Commission on Government. It suggested that the Government do
something about it. What does this Government say? "We don't want to do anything
about it. We can't make decisions." This Government is supposed to be about better
government, but all it does is produce worse and worse government. It cannot actually
do anything about the royal commission report and recommendations. What it says is,
"Let's put it on that dusty shelf which we are going to form, called the Commission on
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Government, and let's hope people will forget about it." It is a bit too hard for this
Government to make a decision that is meaningful and helpful! Scrutiny of State owned
enterprises was recommendation 19 of the royal commission. Members should be able to
guess that the royal commission said the Government should do something about that.
What is it going to do? It will send it off to die Commission on Government to deal
with! The Government could not take up a recommendation of the royal commission and
do something meaningful with it! Recommendation 17 related to public servants serving
on boards. This Government will not tackle that one; that is a bit too hard! It will
therefore send it off to the Commission on Government to deal with. The Government is
going to let die Commission on Government go around in circles on that one so that it
will avoid taking any action.
However, the Government did put in some new ones. It put in Cabinet secrecy which I
challenged the member for South Perth to try to define. He spoke a nice little bit of
gobbledegook on that matter. That will go off to the Commission on Government!
There is no recommendation in the royal commission report on that matter. The
constitutional laws of the State is a fairly minor issue! The Commission on Government
should be able to spend an hour or two on that and do something quite substantial on the
constitutional laws of this State! It has passed that off to the Commission on
Government also. It is an absolute joke!
For the member for South Perth to suggest that the extra eight terms of reference
somehow strengthen the Commission on Government is not worth our attention.
Members can see from the paints I have made that the Government is using the
Commission on Government as a way of avoiding making decisions and implementing
the clear recommendations made by the royal commission. If members opposite want to
prattle on, that is how they will be judged because they have not taken the time to read
the recommendations of the royal commission report and get the Government to address
them in a rational and forthright way. Members opposite are setting out to avoid those
recommendations by shovelling them off to the Commission on Government.
The plot that is being weaved by this Government is somewhat more sinister than simply
avoiding some of these matters. When we consider the additional matters that have been
included in the terms of reference and the fact that the Government has shortened the
period in which the Commission on Government will operate from 24 months to 21
months, we can see that the Government is trying to ensure that the Commission on
Government will be totally unworkable and that nothing comes out of it that the
Government will have to implement It has given the Commission on Government so
many things to do that the commission will not be able to deal with them properly; if it
does deal with them in a meaningful way, so many things will be flying around and there
will be so many loose ends that the Government will be able to crawl out from under and
not make any decisions. That is what this Bill is about. It is about the Government
avoiding its responsibilities, particularly the very clear recommendation for a review of
the electoral system for both Houses of Parliament. It is avoiding those very important
recommendations in setting up a commission that it hopes from the outset will not
function. We hope that is not the case. We hope the commissioners will be people of
such standing that they will not want their names associated with such a shoddy
organisation as this proposed Commission on Government. We hope they will be able to
overcome the obstacles which this Government is trying to put in their way and produce
results which reflect the recommendations of the royal commission and serve this State
well.
In his second reading speech, the Premier said -

The Government is anxious to get usefuil results from the commission which can
be quickly adopted into the administrative framework of the Government sector.

That is totally dishonest If it was about implementing the results into the administrative
framework of the Government sector why does it not do what the royal commission
report recommended? Why does it not do it with the recommendation on the Financial
Administration and Audit Act? Why will the Government not take up those
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recommendations? Why shovel them off to a Commission on Government that will
operate for nearly two years? I will tell members why. By the time it finishes its
inquiries and the legislation is prepared, the next election will be out of the way and
whether the coalition wins or loses Government, the issue will have been killed off. That
is what this is about. For the Premier to say that the Government wants to quickly adopt
the results into the administrative framework of the Government sector is a load of tripe.
Anyone can see that. The member for South Perth might have difficulty because he
seems to have a problem with the truth. However, anyone else will be able to see that if
the Government is taking the recommendations and shovelling them off to the
Commission on Government, the Premier cannot say with ariy truth that the Government
is anxious to get useful results quickly adopted into the ;Aministrative framework of the
Government sector. That is an absolute load of tripe!
In order to further try to make sure that the Commissior on Government does not achieve
anything useful, the Premier said in the same paragraph -

This means, for example, that members of the public may make submissions to
the commission asking it to add topics to the list specified in the Bill.

Not only is the Government adding a further eight termis of reference which are totally
unnecessary, but also there are a million Western Australians who could add a whole lot
more! Why does the Government need to have its backromr boys and girls thinking up
eight more topics; the Premier has suggested that we get the public involved! He
suggested that the number of matters be wound up to an even greater number! The
Commission on Government could be so snowed under in paperwork that the
commissioners may never see the light of day, let alone make decisions relating to the
recommendations of the royal commission! This is really quite laughable. The Premier
poses as the leader of this State and as someone who will do something about
implementing the royal commission's recommendations. I suggest that the member for
South Perth actually read some of the material and then when he opens his mouth he Will
not make such a fool of himself because the Premier's words are in Mansard.
The Premier is suggesting that the Government will do something in a hurry; he will
ensure that it does it in a hurry by making it take on more matters and by having the
public give it a few extra things to do. This is the result of this State spending $30m on
the most powerful and largest royal commission that this State has ever established! It
deliberated on a range of matters relating to the functioning of government in this State.
No obstacles were put in its way. It had access to all the information it wanted. Because
it saw the implementation of its recommendations being an ongoing reform program, it
recommended that another body called the Commission on Government be established to
take on some of those matters in the hope that its recommendations will be implemented
and improvements made to the system of government in this State.
That is something that this Government cannot cope with. Therefore, it will set up
another pseudo royal commission to push bits of paper backwards and forwards and
consult as widely as it likes up and down the State in the hope that when its inquiry is
finished alter 21 months, it will not have time to do anything which the Government will
have to adopt If it does make good recommendations - members on this side hope it
does - by that stage there will be such a mass of possible recommendations that this
Government will not be forced to do anything about any of them. If the Government had
any intention of taking up these matters, it would be doing it now. It would be bringing
forward recommendations and legislation to implement the different royal commission
recommendations. That is what the royal commission suggested the Government of the
day should do. In a large number of cases, it clearly specified the areas to which the
Government should give attention. In some others it suggested they be put off to a
Commission on Government. However, that is not what this Government is concerned
about.
The other change this Government has made, which fits in very clearly with the point I
make, relates to the guidelines required for the appointment of the chairman of the
Commission on Governiment. The Premier said in his second reading speech -
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The Government e'sagreed with die previous Bill in terms of the very restrictive
provision that the chairperson had to have a sound knowledge of, and background
in, ethics and constitutional and administrative law.

The suggestion by die Premier is that the previous Bill was somehow defective or had a
problem in that area and, therefore, this Government has improved it. He did not say that
the 1992 Bill very accurately and honestly reflected the royal commission report. It was
not put in the Bill because the previous Government thought it was a good idea. On page
7 - 3 of part II of the royal commission report it states -

Each of the members of the Commission should have releva 'nt knowledge and
experience in the major subject areas of inquiry. The chairperson should ...
ideally hold qualifications in constitutional and administrative law.

Those words were adopted into the 1992 Bill to faithfully reflect die recommendations of
the royal commission report. This Government is so dishonest that it cannot get its lines
straight. When it comes to a matter which addresses honesty and integrity in taking up
die recommendations of the royal commission, it is all at sea. It is dealing with a subject
about which it knows nothing. When a Government is not honest and is without
integrity, it must run from recommendations which might bring it to account. It must
walk away from and avoid the possibility that it may be forced to be accountable, and
may have to tell the truth for a change. This Bill reflects the standing and operation of
this Government. The Opposition hopes it will succeed, but the Government has tried to
twist and turn the Bill into a piece of dishonest legislation that will avoid the
Government's responsibilities to implement the royal commission report
recommendations.
MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [8.42 pm]: The way in which this debate has been
conducted and placed in the parliamentary session very much reflects the performance of
the Court Government on the matters sought to be addressed by the Bill. It is being
debated at 8.40 on Thursday night in the dying days of the Parliament.
Mr Bradshaw: We started the debate at four o'clock.
Mr THOMAS: It is now 8.40 pm.
Mr Bradshaw: Only because you rabbits over there are getting up and talking.
Mr Pendal: It is a bit of a cheek your even making a speech on this since you were one
of the casualties.
Mr THOMAS: If the member for South Perth wants to raise that I suggest he do so by
substantive motion, because I am quite happy to debate the matter alluded to any time he
likes,
Mr Pendal: That is what the commission said, not me.
Mr THOMAS: The commission was wrong.
Mr Pendal: Just in your case or in all cases?
Mr THOMAS: The Commission on Government Bill is before us essentially because of
the second report of the royal commission. Members opposite like to refer frequently to
the first report of die royal commission, but they are somewhat reluctant to refer to the
second report because that gives them some difficulties. Let us talk about the
antecedents of this Bill, and how we reached the position we are in. For some years
during the life of the Dowding and Lawrence Governments, the catchcry of the then
Opposition was to have a royal commission appointed to inquire into matters which the
then Opposition called WA Inc. The then Leader of the Opposition. Mr Barry
Mac~innon, came to be parodied because on almost every occasion possible he would
call for a royal commission to be appointed. Eventually, the then Leader of the
Opposition - who later was knifed in the back by his colleagues - had a win and a royal
commission was agreed to. The then Premier, die current Leader of the Opposition,
appointed a royal commission, gave it terms of reference and provided the resources it
needed to do the job. Whatever results the royal commission achieved, they are in part
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due to those decisions, and I hope members opposite will give credit where it is due to
that extent. The royal commission was an enormous political boon for the then
Opposition - there can be no doubt about that. The delivery of the first report was an
enormous boon to the then Opposition, although the second report slipped by unnoticed.
The matters that were reported on contributed a great deal to the Liberal Party's win at
the election three or four months later.
Having bad that experience one would have thought that this matter would be the highest
priority of the incoming Government. The most important recommendation from the
royal commission in the second report was that a Commission on Government should
inquire into many of the matters raised by the royal commission. Therefore, one would
expect that legislation to be on the top of the agenda at the first Cabinet meeting after the
election on 6 February.
Mr Bradshaw: Trying to put the State right may be the first priority.
Mr THOMAS: I hope so too. However, given the circumstances in which the
Government came to power and the matters it said were the most important, this item
should have been at the top of the agenda at the first Cabinet meeting. The member for
Wellington is the Parliamentary Secretary to the Cabinet, which is a position I once
occupied, and I have some understanding of the Cabinet agenda. Perhaps it was at the
top. I do not expect the member to tell me, and I would not ask him.
Mr Day: I went to a briefing on it in May and it was substantially developed by then.
Mr THOMAS: That is great! The member for Darling Range has said it was
substantially developed by May. That was four months after the election. It is not as
though this were a subject new to the incoming Government, because a Bill was already
prepared when it took office. The Bill before the House is almost the same as the Bill the
previous Government had prepared. It had not been put through the Parliament because
the then Opposition was fearful that the Government might appoint commissioners who
were not acceptable to the Liberal Party and who would prejudice the proceedings.
When this Government came to office it did not have a difficult task in presenting the
legislation - it did not have to reinvent the wheel - because the Bill had already been
prepared. This Government has been tardy about implementing the recommendations of
the royal commission.
M& Bloffwitch: Sit down, let us go through the Committee and get it into law.
Mr THOMAS: No, there are some very important matters that must be dealt with.
Mr Bloffwicch: Let us get on with it.
Mr THOMAS: The member for Geraldton and I both know how important this is,
because we were members of a select committee of this House which inquired into
official corruption. We have some knowledge which I think we should share with our
colleagues. The member for Geraldton knows as well as 1, although he is more reluctant
than I to reveal it to the House, that the Government has been very tardy in taking action
which could have been done sooner and more easily.
Mr Bloffwitch: That is your view.
Mrt THOMAS: I will see whether the member agrees with me. I have read the Premier's
second reading speech on this Bill, and apart from the fact that in every second sentence
he feels the need to slag the former Government - I can understand why he wants to do
that, although of course I do not agree with him - a lot of what he says has merit. He
says, essentially, that no system of government will guarantee a lack of corruption and
good standards in the conduct of public affairs. Essentially, we must depend on having
people of good integrity occupy public office. We have to create a system where people
are subject to scrutiny and are accountable in the way in which they conduct themselves
in public office, whatever the system is. I agree with that.
I also agree with the recommendation of the royal commission to establish a Commission
on Government. That is a good idea. However, I have a few reservations. I am a bit
wary, for reasons that the member for South Perth would understand, if he was here,
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about accepting the recommendations of the royal commission as being holy writ and
about accepting recommendations from lawyers and judges in general, because those
people are not experienced in the practicaities of public administration. Were I to make
any recommendation to the Government, my recommendation would be that it appoint to
the Commission on Government people who are experienced in public administration.
Theioreticians and lawyers are not necessarily the right people to make sensible
recommendations, and they may well make silly recommendations, such as that there be
citizens' initiated referendums, which theoreticians seem to find interesting and exciting
but which in practice can be the death knell for sensible administration. That is a
decision for the Government to make.
Mr Bloffwitch: You are not in favour of citizens' initiated referendums?
Mr THOMAS: No. That is absolute madness.
Mr Bloffwitch: I want to get that on record.
Mr THOMAS: That is not a new question to get on record, I have spoken about that on a
number of occasions. I believe it is absolutely absurd.
Mr Bloffwitch: You would not have lasted 10 years had you had one!
Mr THOMAS: I will give the member a test on that. The then Leader of the Opposition,
because he was trying to court the far right - the neo fascist right - which advocates
citizens' initiated referendums, said that were he to come to Government, he would
examine the feasibility and practicality of citizens' initiated referendums. Now that he is
holding the reins of Government and has responsibility for governing this State and for
ensuring that houses are built and that people have jobs, and all the other onerous
responsibilities that go with being in Government, I would like to ask him whether he is
prepared to seriously examine that proposition. Were we to introduce that proposition,
we would have a situation similar to what happened in California. It could lead to the
introduction of capital punishment and that sort of prejudice and bigotry, and after that
we will end up with propositions like no taxation, and other propositions which will
make Government impossible. I do not want to have a debate about that now; I am more
than happy to debate that subject with the member for Geraldton at some other time.
The Premier states in his second reading speech that -

Preventing corruption, illegal or improper conduct by public officials, including
Ministers, is what this exercise is all about.

That is true, of course, and this arises out of the second report of the royal commission.
Members opposite, and everyone, should not that the second report of the royal
commission found that there had been very little official corruption in this State.
Mr Bloffwitch: Our committee found that there was very little.
Mr THOMAS: Precisely. Therefore, the subsequent statements by the Premier in his
second reading speech, which essentially are that there is something rotten in the State of
Denmark and that the polity that we live in is polluted or corrupt, are probably
inappropriate for the actual matters which this commission should address. Certainly the
commission should address the mechanisms of government. Certainly it should look at
the matters to which my colleague the member for Nollamara. alluded - matters that the
Government would not want to address; for example, is it appropriate that the votes of
some citizens in this State are considered more wonthy than the vowes of others?
Mr Bloffwicch: Are you sure that the commission will not look at that?
Mr THOMAS: It depends upon how it construes clause 5(a). I hope it can look at that. I
suspect that the Government will try to hamstring the commission so that it will not
examine that matter. I hope it can examine it. and it should examine it. If we are to talk
about corruption, we should talk about the corruption of the concept of democracy, where
a person who lives in Merredin, Geraldton, Waroona or Harvey is in some sense more
worthy than a person who lives in Spearwood. I find that concept wrong and offensive.
If we want to talk about corrupting concepts, then that is a corruption of the concept of
democracy.
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Mr Blo ffwitch: I do not believe it is.
Mr THOMAS: I suggest the member for Geraldton make a submission to a properly
constituted Commission on Government, and I will make a submission, and we will see
what it suggests. The point is that ultimately it will only be a recommendation, and that
recommendation will have to be accepted by the people who are elected - the members of
Parliament, who ame responsible to the State - and that is as it should be, although [ would
prefer that they were more democratically elected.
The Official Corruption Commission is. according to the Premier's second reading
speech, central to the Bill that is before us, which seeks to prevent, inter alia, corruption -
I presume official corruption. I believe we would all regard that as important. I said
earlier that the Government, in handling this matter, was, to use the kindest word that one
could put on it, tardy. This Bill has come into this place in the dying days of this
Parliament. This Bill should have been the premier Bill, and one would think that it
would have been introduced in the first days of this Parliament. I am sure that is the way
that Governments with more sense of style would have done it, and it would have been
easy to do it, because the Bill had already been drafted by the previous Government. Had
the Government wanted to delete or insert a paragraph, that would not have been a
difficult job. It could probably have been done in an hour, and competent Parliamentary
Counsel could have drafted a new Bill by the end of the day. It has taken the
Government until 9.00 pm on Thursday, 2 December, in the dying days of this
Parliament, to debate the second reading of this Bill.
Mr Day: It is not the dying days of this Parliament. We have three years to go.
Mr THOMAS: The dying days of this session.
Earlier this week, we considered a Bill to amend the Official Corruption Commission
Act. Again, if the Government was concerned about official corruption, and if, as the
Premier states in his second reading speech, we have not had honesty and integrity in
Government in the last 10 years, and there is something rotten in the State of Denmark, a
body is already set up in this State to investigate matters of official corruption; namely,
the Official Corruption Commission.
Mr Bloffwitch: We had to have a royal commission that cost millions of dollars.
Mr THOMAS: T7he royal commission stated that there is very little official corruption in
this State. Therefore, the assumption by members opposite that millions of dollars have
been lost through official corruption is incorrect. In his second reading speech the
Premier said that there had been widespread official corruption and the reason for this
Bill was to establish the machinery to prevent it from occurring, If that is the case, why,
in this same late week that we are debating this Bill, did the Government bring on for
debate the Official Corruption Commission legislation? The delay in debating that
legislation was not because of a major drafting problem because it was drafted by the
previous Government. Minor changes could have been made to it -
Mr Bloffwitch: Do you support it?
Mr THOMAS:, The Opposition abstains in disgust and I am about to tell the House why
it is disgusted. I amn sure that the member for Geraldton, in his heart of hearts, shares its
disgust. A select committee of this House recommended that there should be
amendments to the Act and they were reflected in the Bill which this House has debated.
The select committee also recommended a complementary provision; that is, that there
should be a joint standing committee of this Parliament with responsibility to oversee
bodies concerned with official corruption. The committee would oversee the operations
of the Official Corruption Commission and monitor its performance and adequacy in
relation to the matters it has to address and compare them with other agencies. its brief
would be to ensure that official corruption is prevented and minimised in the public
sector. Members of Parliament could not have a greater responsibility than to undertake
that task. We can appoint as many royal commissions, set up Government inquiries and
create all the machinery we like, in one way or another, to prevent official corruption, but
ultimately the responsibility is ours. It is to that end that a joint standing committee of
both Houses was recommended by the select committee.
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The Official Corruption Commission Bill actually referred to the join: standing
committee. it cannot be constituted by a BiU-t it must be constituted by a motion of both
Houses so that it would form part of the standing orders.
Mr Bloffwitch: When we set up the original committee we decided that it should be by
way of the standing orders. We all agreed that the standing orders provided flexibility
and that was the way to set it up.
Mr THOMAS: [ concur with die member for Geraldion that joint standing commiittees
should be constituted by resolutions of this House and the other place rather than by
legislation. That was the advice of die Clerks and the committee accepted it. As a result,
the select committee's report contained not only a draft Bill, but also a draft resolution of
this House. When we debated the Bill earlier this week in this place the Opposition
noted that the Bill referred to the creation of a joint standing committee which is
consistent with the select committee's recommendations. It came out inadvertently
during the Committee debate on that Bill that the Government was not committed to
creating a joint standing committee.
Mr Bloffwitch: I did not hear that. I heard that the Government could not give you an
undertaking that die upper House would do that. How can we give that undertaking?
Mr THOMAS: Now we come to the nub of the matter and I may well be wrong.
Dr Watson: You are not wrong.
Mr THOMAS: I hope I am wrong. I thought I heard during the debate on the Official
Corruption Commission Bill that the Government was not committed to the creation of a
joint standing committee on official corruption as recommended by the select committee.
I ask the Premier to clarify whether I am right.
Mr Court: What was that on?
Mr THOMAS: I am referring to the select committee on official corruption last year. I
asked the Attorney General during the debate whether the Government was committed to
the appointment of a joint standing committee and she said that the Government was not
the Parliament and that it was up to the Parliament to make that decision. The member
for Geraldton heard her differently.
Mr Court: I suggest you ask the Attorney General. I did not handle the legislation.
Mr THOMAS: The member is the Premier.
Mr Court: You should question her on that.
Mr THOMAS: I did questdon the Attorney General during the debate and the impression
I got was that the Government was not committed to the creation of a joint standing
committee on official corruption. Thbe member for Geraldton, my colleague on the select
committee - I hope he is equally committed to the implementation of the committee's
recommendations; the Deputy Premier was also a signatory to the report - heard it
differently. Can the Premier clarify the situation?
Mr Court: The Attorney General will be back in a couple of minutes and you can ask
her.
Mr THOMAS: The Premier of the State cannot answer the question. He is the
responsible Minister for the Bill we are debating tonight.
Mr Court: There are a lot of things I don't know.
Mr THOMAS: I understand that and!I would not make a cheap political point out of that
However, the Premier is the responsible Minister for the Commission on Government
Bill and in the opening comments of his second reading speech he used the words
preventing corruption, illegal or improper conduct. He said that they were among the
most important matters that anyone involved in public administration in this State should
be concerned about. That is correct.
Mr Court: Will you support this Bill?
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Mr THOMAS: Is the Government committed to the creation of a joint standing
committee on official corruption?
Mr Court: You can ask the Attorney General now.
Mr THOMAS: I have already done that, but I did no' get a straight answer. The Premier
is usually a pretty straight shooter and I thought I would ask him.
Mr Court: Are you trying to make me feel good?
Mr THOMAS: Did I succeed?
Mrs Edwardes: It is up to the Parliament to decide; we cannot decide for the other place.
Mr THOMAS: I wish the people of this State could see what is happening now. We had
a select committee of this House into official corruption. The Government brought
forward a Bill that envisages the creation of such a committee. The Government is the
Government because it has the majority in the Legislative Assembly. That is lesson one.
It is politics 10. Social studies through activities book 6 tells us that is what makes a
Government. Is the Government committed to the creation of that committee which was
recommended by the review of the anticorruption machinery in this Stare? The Attorney
General has told us that it is up to the Parliament. I know it is, but the Government
comprises at least 50 per cent plus one of the Parliament and that is why I am asking the
question of the Government.
There was a tangible opportunity earlier this week for the Government to show its
commitment to the concerns that have been expressed, and the Bill was brought forward,
The Bill was ill-considered in the sense that it envisaged the creation of a standing
committee of this Parliament which would have an important role in the prevention of
corruption. It is referred to in the Bill, and yet when we ask the Government about its
commitment we receive no answer. In the two or thre days since then I thought the
Attorney General would reconsider her position, not just offer these few glib words.
Moreover, the Premier has no answer.
MRS HENDERSON (Thornlie) (9.12 pm]: I have looked forward to participating in
this debate- I begin with the comments by the Premier in his second reading speech
relating to bringing forward the Bill -

The fact is there is little inherently wrong with the system of government in
Western Australia. If we had honesty and integrity in government during the past
10 years we would be contemplating only a few changes to the system. The
almost total lack of honesty and integrity shown by the previous Labor
Governments have not highlighted a failure of the system as a whole but only of
some of the checks and balances within it.

Towards the end of the speech he returned to that theme by saying -
It gives me no pleasure at all to be introducing this Bill. It would have been far
nicer to pretend that the Labor Government of the past decade simply never
existed so we could move forward to better times without having to reflect on the
improper and disgraceful conduct which dragged the proud name and reputation
of Western Austr-alia, into disrepute.

The Premier was saying effectively that it is only because we had Labor Governments in
this State for 10 years that we now need to bring forward legislation to look at some of
these systems of government and to ensure representative democracy, administrative
checks and balances, and the supremacy of the Parliament - all recommended by the
royal commission - are firmly in place. That is an extremely arrogant view of the world.
It is a view that says there was nothing wrong with the system while the Liberals were in
Government; it is only as a result of Labor Governments that there needs to be any
change to the system. That shows that the Premier has not read the report of the royal
commission, because that report does not say that It does not say that there are problems
with the system which are a result of the lack of integrity and honesty of Labor
Governments. AUl the way through the royal commission report it refers to problems
with the system, problems with the lack of independence of the Parliament, with the
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control of the Parliament by die Executive arm of Government, and a lack of capacity by
the upper House to act as a true House of Review. All these issues are outlined clearly in
the royal commission report. The report does not refer only to the last 10 years, or talk
about the lack of integrity and honesty of Labor Governments. It talks about the
shortcomings in our parliamentary system in Western Australia. Before bringing forward
this legislation, the Premier should have read the royal commission report thoroughly.
He should have read it before he made those arrogant comments that suggest the only
reason for the Bill is because we have had Labor Governments for 10 years.
I turn now to address three aspects of the royal commission report. The first section
deals with question time, and states -

In contrast with many other "Westminster" parliaments both in this country and
overseas, the Parliament of this State has done relatively little to provide the
public with the protection its constitutional review responsibility is there to
secure.

It went on to say that in the commissioners' view there should be wholesale reappraisal
of the practices and procedures of Parliament with this responsibility int mind - that is,
responsibility of accountability. It continues -

Much of the burden of review still falls on that most traditional and random of
measures, question time.

In other words, even though question time is a fairly crude and random method of
checking the power of Government in office, the royal commission recognises it as an
important and significant opportunity. The report continues -

Traditional accounts of ministerial responsibility and of Parliament's oversight of
the executive emphasise the role that the parliamentary question has in calling a
minister to account for his or her administration. Whatever else can be said of
question time, it today provides the crudest form of accountability exacted by the
Parliament. The manner of its conduct, the apparent acceptance of evasion and
equivocation in providing answers, and the governmental manipulation of it for
its own purposes, can leave the public with little reassurance that it presently
serves the accountability purpose the tr-aditional view attributes to it in anything
other than a fortuitous way.

Those are strong comments. They say effectively that over time, and not just over the
last 10 years, there has been an acceptance of the method of evasion and equivocation in
providing answers to questions in Parliament to the extent tt question time no longer
provides the opportunity for accountability that it should under the Westminster system.
The report then quotes parts of the transcript. A person gave evidence to the royal
commission about how he used to spend time during his six years at work drafting
answers to parliamentary questions. As part of an answer, he agrees with the questioner
that drafting questions was more an art form than a science. To the question, "Does that
mean that you accept that the answer was inaccurate as drafted by you?" he replied, "Yes,
I accept that." In otter words, he agreed in sworn evidence that in providing answers to
parliamentary questions he had seen it as an art form of avoiding giving information.
In his answer he says -

..my approach to answers to parliamentary questions was conditioned by what I
had seen in answers to questions that the opposition had asked over the previous
six years.

In other words, he had been carefully tutored and had learned his lessons well by
observing what the previous Liberal Government used to provide in answers to questions
when he worked for the then Opposition, later the Labor Government; so any suggestion
by the Premier in his second reading speech that the Bill is a result of the dishonesty and
lack of integrity during the Labor period in office is scotched. It is scotched over and
again by the royal commission report because it constantly refers to problems with our
Parliament and our Westminster system that have existed for some time. The
commissioners continue talking about question time -
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Parliamentary questions are so instance specific in character, limited in the
inquiry they allow, and dependent for what they reveal upon the answer given, as
to provide little more than a symbolic expression of Parliament's discharge of its
review obligation. Parliament's procedures must allow for a more
comprehensive, informed and searching examination of governmental activity.

That is a clear message to an incoming Government. The then Opposition went on ad
nauseam, week after week, in its private members' time about the need for the royal
commission and how important it was, how the State had degenerated and how we
needed a royal commission to show the way. The royal commission recommended that
Parliament's procedures must allow for a more comprehensive, informed and searching
examination of Government activity.
What has this new Government done in 10 months to implement that clear
recommendation of the royal commission about question rime? Has it changed the
procedures in this House to allow for a more comprehensive, informed and searching
examination? It has done precisely the opposite. It has obfuscated in its answers and
used Dorothy Dix questions to an unprecedented extent in this Parliament. The member
for Jandakot can laugh because he was not here during the last Parliament.
Although Dorothy Dix questions were asked from our side of the House we did not have
a question time such as we have had this week where the time Ministers were on their
feet answering questions from this side of the Chamber amounted to about -

Mr Court interjected.
Mrs HENDERSON: 7Te Premier, while in Opposition, might have asked only thre
questions but he never heard the smart-arse little answers like those from the Attorney
General whose replies amount to a yes and a no before she sits down and then spends 20
minutes answering a Dorothy Dix question from prepared notes. The Labor Government
did not do that. However, even if the Liberal Opposition -

Mr Court: You used to pass the wrong questions out to members.
Mrs HENDERSON: I never passed out any questions. Even if the Government was
unhappy with the way question time was carried on when it was on this side of the
House, it came to Government with a mandate to implement these royal commission
recommendations. I have just read the one about question time. It is clear, it
recommends a more comprehensive, more searching examination of the Government.
What has the Government done in 10 months? It has done nothing except make it worse.
What do the public -

Mr Court: We could not even get travel details. Now you get full quarterly reports. You
know everything that is going on.
Mr Shave: We do not want a communist society in Western Australia. The sooner you
are out of this place, the better.
Mrs HENDERSON: Someone should tell him what day it is. Do the public think the
new Government has improved question time, made question time more searching, and
given more opportunity for Government to be accountable? I will cell the Government a
couple of things the public have been reading every morning at breakfast. They have
been reading newspaper articles, one of which was headed "No answers at question time"
and reads -

Speaker Jim Clarko's peremptory decision yesterday to shut down question time
in the Legislative Assembly did a disservice to the parliamentary institution he is
supposed to protect.
Question time is one of the few occasions in the parliamentary sitting day when
MPs can truly put ministers under pressure and seek to elicit important
information in the public interest. Although imperfect, it is a vital element in the
process of keeping governments accountable.
Mr Clarko's snap action to cut off questions has severely dampened any hope that
Parliament would function better under the Court Government. This draconian
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act about four minutes after the start and after only one question will further
undermine public faith in the parliamentary system.
The trend this session - a shutdown of question time and use of the guillotine to
rumn through industrial relations legislation - is the reverse of what the WA royal
commission advocated to restore parliament to its rightful position of supremacy
over the executive.
The commission said question time in the 1980s was notable for evasion,
equivocation and government manipulation for its own purposes. Regrettably,
there is little sign that things are changing in the 1990s.

It continues. Will that give the public reassurance that this new Government, elected on
a promise of implementing the royal commission's recommendations, will be open and
accountable and make sure the Executive does not ride roughshod over the Parliament, as
the Premier used to bleat about in here for hours, week in and week out? Does that give
the public the impression the commission's recommendations are being implemented?
Of course not. The next day another article appeared headed "Anger as Speaker gags
MPs again"; it reads -

The WA royal commission in its second report last year called for an urgent
review of how question time was run, saying the present structure was open to
government manipulation.
It said question time should be used to make ministers accountable.
Mr Clarko made his comment on his preference for a longer question time while
in Opposition last year and had also urged that it be loaded in favour of the
Opposition.
"I have interjected regularly in this place when I have found ministers answering
questions inaccurately," he said at the time.

The article went on to say how his position dramatically altered with the change of
Government. That is only one element of the royal commission's report. It is one where
this Government has not only been found wanting, but also made things worse. Even if
people say I am biased in making that suggestion, even if things are the same, the
Government has misled the public and been dishonest in telling them that things would
be better or different. They are not.
Another major area where the royal commission made substantial comment was on the
Parliament itself. The royal commission said -

Much of the focus of the Commission in this part of the report has been on the
steps that might be taken to restore and maintain public maust and confidence in
the integrity, the processes and the practices of the executive and administrative
arms of government. The Parliament is central to our proposals. Above all else,
if there is to be government for the people, there must be public trust and
confidence in the processes and practices of Parliament and in the role it performs
in advancing and in safeguarding the interests of the public, If the Parliament is
to be the public's guardian against government abuses, it must be so constiwuted
that the public will place its trust in it.

Those are very worthy words. They are fth result of many millions of dollars spent on an
extensive inquiry into this State and producing the most comprehensive report we have
ever seen on Government in this State. Essentially, the royal commission is saying that
Parliament must be changed in such a way that there is public maust and confidence in the
processes and practices of Parliament. It is very clear and straightforward in that. It goes
on to talk about proposals it has made for a full and effective accountability from. the
Government and the public sector. It says most of its proposals have Parliament as their
point of convergence. It continues -

The concern in our recommendations here is to maximise the capacity the
Parliament has to exercise its accountability role but in ways which give full
effect to the dual character of our system of government.
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What has the new Government done in response to what the royal commission
suggested - to restore, maintain and uphold public miust and confidence in the processes
and practices of Parliament? Over the past 10 months we have had a wonderful series of
articles in our morning newspapers about the integrity of Parliament. On 19 November,
an article headed "Crushing blow to free speech" stated -

Proceedings in the Legislative Council yesterday added a shameful chapter to
WA's parliamentary history and left an indelible stain on the State's democratic
traditions.
The chamber, which prides itself as a House of review and guardian against
abuses of executive power, is becoming better known for bruised egos, injured
pride, denial of free speech and increasing irrelevance.

Will that increase public confidence in the Parliament? The article continues -

Its actions yesterday were more in keeping with those of a star chamber than a
House genuinely committed to die principles of democracy, liberty and
accountability.
MLCs should get used to the simple reality that they are not above criticism.

I am sorry to see the Premier leaving the Chamber, because the article continues -

It is outrageous that the Government should resort to the totalitarian use of the
guillotine in both Houses on flimsy pretexts.

It referred to "totalitarian." What did the member opposite say about communism
earlier? This is a statement in The West Australian newspaper, which is not known to be
radically left wing or the friend of members of the Labor Party. I repeat -

It is outrageous that the Government should resort to the totalitarian use of the
guillotine in both Houses on flimsy pretexts.

I hope Government members are proud of those comments, because they are the
antithesis of what the royal commi ssion was all about. This article is not about restoring
public confidence in the Parliament; it is saying that Government members are making a
mockery of the Parliament and of democracy. A democracy with Parliament open to
scrutiny is foreign to Government members.
Mr Shave: What did you do for the last 10 years?
Mrs HENDERSON: For many hours [ sat listening to the member waxing lyrical about
the need for a royal commission and greater integrity in the Parliament.
Mr Shave: The reason we had a royal commission was that there were a whole lot of
crooks in GovernmenL.
Mrs HENDERSON: These articles are reflecting what independent observers have
observed going on in this Parliament.
Mr Shave: Where are your ex-Premiers and your ex-Deputy Premier? They are in
Vietnam, Sydney and Russia-
Mrs HENDERSON: If the member thinks that he can avoid scrutiny by throwing in
those sorts of red herrings, I advise him that the people are not fooled.
Mr Shave: There is no red herring about it. The reason we are here is that there were a
whole lot of crooks in Government.
Mrs HENDERSON: If I were the member, I would not warm the seat because he will
not be there for long. The article continues further -

Any government that delays calling Parliament together for four months after
being elected and then complains that it does not have time to allow full debate on
its legislative program invites ridicule.
And it is clearly idiotic for the Government to claim it needs to limit debate to get
through its legislative program and then spend so much time castigating an
Opposition MP for merely speaking his mind.
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The Court Government is showing all the hallmarks of an authoritarian regime in
which free speech is gagged and dissent is trampled.
Its actions mock -

Mr Omodei: The Opposition spends four hours on the short title of the Bill.
Mrs HENDERSON: This is not me speaking; it is The West Australian, which is not a
particularly radical newspaper. It continues -

Its actions mock the WA royal commission's recommendations for restoring
Parliament to its pre-eminent place in the democratic process.

On 20 November, an article from the same newspaper headed "Inquiry plan a new gag:
academics" stated -

The State Government had abused its power and overreacted to the publication of
criticism of Legislative Council Prsident ... academics and media commentators
said yesterday.

Later, it states -

If elected members can't speak their mind in Parliament, or in public, about
matters of public importance - we've got a crisis in the institutions of government.

Then we have a pictorial report card on the Premier. Under the subheading "Royal
Commission" appears -

Overall performance on recommendations erratic. Test results dismal.
Under the subheading "Restoring Parliament" appears -

Promised much, but has proved to be a disruptive and unruly member of the class
and a bully in the playground.

Mr Omodei: They obviously haven't read their own Westpoll. have they?
Mrs HENDERSON: I know that this matter is sensitive to the Minister. An article of 20
November headed "Reforming zeal falls on bad, old ways" stated -

Events in State Parliament this week capped a dismal nine months for democratic
and parliamentary principle in WA since the election of the Court Government.
Continued uproar in the Legislative Assembly, measures clearing the way for use
of the guillotine in the Upper House for the first time and the pointless pursuit of
Labor MLC Tom Stephens for his perceived contempt are black marks on the
Government's ledger.

Another article on 21 November headed "In contempt of fr-ee speech" stated -
The Legislative Council - or more particularly the Coalition Governmen t which
controls it - is risking the complete loss of community respect with its pursuit of
the press over alleged contempt of parliament.

Further on, it states -

This is heavy-handed stuff indeed from Government Ml's, who probably pride
themselves on being defenders of free speech. Instead of gunning for the press.
they might be better occupied contemplating their own performance, including
the way they treat the legislative process.
No doubt there are some people who think there are times when Ml's are in
con tempt of the people.

That must really be restoring public miust in the parliamentary process. I am only a
quarter of the way through the articles.
Mr Shave: Why are the public supporting us in the polls then?
Mrs HENDERSON: If the member is so foolish that he cannot see or read the signs
around him, he will not be with us in three years. The next article headed "On the cutting
edge of Parliament" stated -
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Another week, another marathon sitting of Parliament. another use of the
guillotine by the Government to push through its legislation.
This time it was the Mabo bill, but the same has happened to the industrial
relations and the workers' compensation bills.

The article by Chris Manly continues further -

Question time degenerated into farce earlier in the week...
More articles to restore die public mrust and confidence in Parliament! Last Saturday, an
article headed "House gag makes system look sick" stated -

For two parties that regained office on the back of promises to restore credibility
and integrity, the coalition has done a good job of further eroding confidence in
WA's system of government.
For years it harped on about Labor abusing the parliamentary system and how the
only way to stop the abuse was to toss out the abusers.

Further on, it states -

In fact, events in the Council in the past week could prove as harmful to our
political system's credibility as anything that has happened in the past decade.
Rather than encourage scrutiny of legislation and public input, the situation
ensures there is less. Rather than ensure the Legislative Council acts as a house
of review, it is being used as a government ramrod.

Later, it states further -

Governments might not like it, but the best parliamentary system has checks and
balances on executive power. In WA, that is sadly lacking.
The WA Inc royal commission said that without the Upper House becoming a
proper House of review, it was unlikely Parliament could exact the level of
accountability necessary to avoid a repetition of WA Inc-like events.

That is really giving the public the impression that major changes have occurred since the
royal commission, that things are different in the State of Denmark, as my colleague
remarked. An article headed "Real contempt of the Council" states -

It is to the Court Government's shame that the first use of the guillotine in the
Legislative Council in more than 100 years was built on a tissue of lies.

Mr Omodei: After 14 speakers.
Mrs HENDERSON: It has nothing to do with time. It is not criticising the Government
about the time. It is criticising it for use of the guillotine based on a tissue of lies. The
article continues further -

The Government's argument for the use of this anti-democratic bludgeon does not
stand even rudimentary scrutiny.

Mr Omodei: They should have a good look at the House of Representatives, shouldn't
they?
Mrs HENDERSON: The House of Representatives is under close scrutiny by the media.
The media does not talk about the guillotine being based on a tissue of lies or about an
anti-democratic bludgeon in the House of Representatives. The article continues further -

To justify its brutal tactics, the Court Government has concocted a straw man
which is as flimsy as its commitment to fair play and the proper workings of
Parliament.
In all the unseemly political manoeuvring over Mabo one vital ingredient is
missing - the commitment to translate the High Court judgment into something
tangible to uplift the spirit and dignity of Aboriginal people ...
Now it has developed into an obscene spectacle in which the WA Government
seems obsessed with getting its legislation on the statute books first to give it
some perceived advantage in what is certain to be a legal battle in the High Court.
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Aboriginal interests and the notion of consultation have been forgotten in the
Government's stampede.
Its handling of the complex and sensitive Mabo issue in Parliament is an ominous
sign that the Government will brook no interference with any planned action. In
the process, die Legislative Council has lost what little remained of its claim to be
a House of Review and returned to its familiar role as a rubber stamp for
conservative governments.
What we have as a result is a real contempt of the Council - contempt for its
forms, traditions, and most importantly, for the people the chamber is meant to
represent.

That is strong stuff, particularly from our morning newspaper. However, this has not just
been on one occasion; such articles have appeared day after day as a result of this
Government's actions, after it won the election on the basis of restoring trust and
integrity in Government. What a joke! If members opposite went to their electorates and
spoke to people, they would not show their faces in this place.
Mr Omodei: Read the Westpoll.
Mrs HENDERSON: People think Government members are con merchants who won the
election on a dishonest promise; they see the Government for what it really is. It rnms
legislation through die Parliament by bringing down the guillotine and gagging speech.
This Government has a so-called commitment to democracy and accountable
government, but that is seen as a "tissue of lies" by The West Australian.
Mr Qmodei: Read the Westpoll.
Mrs HENDERSON: Does the Minister believe that the Westpoll excuses the
Government's disgraceful behaviour? Does he believe that a telephone call to a couple
of hundred people will save this Government? It will not. If this Government continues
in the same way, and its Ministers keep saying "Look at the Westpoll", in three years
they will not be in this place.
My last quote is headed 'Prophets of reform turn their backs on tradition"; it reads -

The WA political system is skating on thin ice. The saviours have turned out to
be no better than the scoundrels they replaced. In fact, they could be worse.
Some of the politicians who have preached the longest -

I hope the Minister for Police is listening, as I recall him preaching at length at 3.00 am
or 4.00 am telling us what should happen. It continues -

- about the need to uphold parliamentary standards, such as Clive Griffiths, Bob
Pike and George Cash, are now overseeing or playing an active part in the
running down of the State parliamentary system.

The Minister for Police did not crack a mention.
Mr Wiese: I feel very upset about that.
Mrs HENDERSON: Indeed. The quote continues -

Mr Griffiths, as long-ternm president of the Legislative Council and chairman of
the executive committee of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, has
presided, without a murmur, over the Government breaking a 103-year-nrdition
by guillotining part of the debate on the Court Government's Mabo Bill.

The articles about the way our parliamentary democracy has been prostituted by this
Government appear day after day. I hope that when we come back here next year, this
Government will have changed.
DR WATSON (IKenwick) [9.44 pm]: I shall refer to the royal commission report and
those aspects of the Bill which touch on Parliament and the behaviour of
parliamentarians, both actual and perceived. There is a challenge to meet the standards
the people of Western Australia expect of us.
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It is significant that we are having this debate on a day of great shame for Western
Australia- At five o'clock this afternoon the Bill to extinguish native title was
proclaimed by the Governor. The way the Parliament has let all Western Australians
dawn, not just Aboriginal people, is a matter of shame. The Premier, the Government
and the whole Parliament have behaved in an undemocratic and unparliamentary manner.
The use of the gag and the guillotine meant that many aspects of the native title Bill were
not discussed in the Legislative Council or the Legislative Assembly. Aspects such as
compensation and Aboriginal spirituality and a whole range of issues passed without
comment.
Also, the legislation involved insufficient consultation with Aboriginal people. The
Government consulted representatives of the mining and agricultural industries but its
decision making process was flawed. Certainly, we have seen no demonstration of a
commitment to social justice. The use of the guillotine, especially in the Council, the
House of Review, is something I am sure that the royal commission would have
investigated. The member for Thornlie referred to an editorial in The West Austiralian
calling the guillotine an "antidemocratic bludgeon". I feel no pride in belonging to this
Parliament when I see this kind of news report written about us. Even though we are the
Opposition, we are still somehow part of that process.
It is disaippointing that this legislation has not been considered before now. This measure
also is in danger of being trmmecd through the Parliament. This Bill could have been the
focus of a special sitting of Parliament, because some people will say that the issues
involved ame what was colloquially known as WA Inc. These were the issues on which
this Government was elected, or the Opposition lost Government - it depends on one's
perspective. Undoubtedly, from 1990 to 1993 those issues were the focus of much
debate in this place and media scrutiny, and they became the main issues for the 1993
State election campaign.
I am concerned that a great deal of political focus has been placed on these events known
as WA Inc. However, when one sees and hears media reports and reads political
commentaries about the behaviour of members of Parliament in other States and other
counaries, including the United Kingdom, the United States of America, Canada and
Europe, a loss of faith in the behaviour of politicians is evident. We are not just
considering events specific to Western Australia. We have seen a phenomenon arise in
other States and countries of Independents standing for election, or people who have
belonged to a political party deserting that party after an election and continuing to sit as
Independents.
A lot of change is happening. People are looking at the behaviour of parliamentarians
and their responsibilities as representatives somewhat differently. The public are also a
critical pant of this change. In so many senses I am sure we are all aware of the fact that
many people have a very fuzzy idea of the kind of role we perform as representatives, the
kinds of functions that we have, the kinds of services that we can provide. There is
always that tension between what one might call a lawmaker and a social worker, but
essentially we are legislators. The conflict between those two major functions becomes
very clear when we are able to sit and talk with and listen to our own constituents. We
can often provide some clearer understanding by bringing people here such as members
of various community groups and organisations. There is no doubt that the largest group
of visitors to Parliament House are school children. Many of us bring representatives
from parents and citizens' groups, learning centres and Rotary clubs to see Parliament in
action. We are all dismayed when we stand up with our groups to see the behaviour that
too often is rightly the subject of some disapprobation from visitors.
Mr Omodel: To be fair, do you think the behaviour on your side of the House is proper
behaviour?
Dr WATSON: I am talking about all parliamentarians, because it has resulted in this: I
now no longer book my school parties in when we are sitting because I do not think it
does any good for kids whom we are trying to teach about democracy, about principles of
debate, about their role as emergent electors, to come here and see the behaviour which
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in some cases is overt conflict, but in others could be considered as discourteous. For
example, when someone is on his feet speaking people do not expect to see the kind of
behaviour we are seeing opposite now - private conversation, somebody else reading a
book. I am used to it. I live here and I can accept those kinds of behaviours, but I know
that children we bring here and indeed members of Rotary clubs and learning centres all
comment in an astonished and negative way about the way we behave. When they see
conflict, rudeness, aggression and name calling it diminishes us in their eyes. It
diminishes the work that they see us do. As we become a more open society we have left
ourselves open for those kinds of criticisms because we have built up expectations about
the democratic process that people do not see as being met.
Although the Bill addresses in the schedule a number of specific matters which could be
seen as goals to be addressed, there are important traditional and cultural issues that we
must address as members of this place. There is no more privileged job than to be a
representative of a constituency, and to be able to listen to the concerns of people and to
bring people's concerns here during debates, question time, petitions and interaction and
interchange in this place while legislating, while going through the Coimmittee process
and giving Bills the scrutiny they need. All that work of course is complicated by party
loyalties, by rivalries, and by various disciplines. There is no doubt about that, not only
by one's party stance but also by one's personal stance.
I think I am right in saying that there is one issue on which we can all take a personal
stance and that is the issue of decrinminalising abortion. How can we represent our
electorate on these sorts of issues?
Mr Bloffwitch: Should not all of us have a conscience vote?
Dr WATSON: All parties have that; it is the only time that we on this side of the House
would have any freedom to exercise a conscience vote. The debates that we have on this
side of the House about issues that we feel stongly about as individuals, issues that by
belonging to and representing the Australian Labor Party we want to work through, we
do in our party room. The work is not done in the Parliament but in the party room and
the community. People expect to see us having a more rigorous debate about some
issues. I am not offering any solution to that, Mr Deputy Speaker, I am raising these
issues as some that people bring to me after they have been to Parliament House. It is
because of all those issues and the way in which people in this place behave that I now no
longer book school children in when we are sitting. It is much more fruitful for them to
be with our parliamentary information officers, who do a fantastic job - David lemmn
and Sheila Mills - and to sit here and to work through. a debate themselves. They learn a
lot more and perhaps go away with a much more positive view of what Parliament is.
Mr Day: I agree with the comments of the member for Kenwick about the information
officers; they do an excellent job.
Dr WATSON: The whole issue is fraught with difficulties. When I was first elected and
Tom Bateman and I were cleaning out his office, I asked Tom what kind of advice he had
for me as a fledgling member. He said, "Only one: Don't buy into any issues to do with
roads. You can never win. You can only please half the people half the time." Of
course, I have ended up with the Albany H-ighway widening and Roe Highway
extensions going through already built-up areas. These have been enormous issues. How
can I, as one person, honestly represent the community? I have tried to do my best.
In the end I have my integrity. That has to do with being able to listen to everybody's
point of view and to try to reach compromises. There will only be one road and it will go
one way. In the case of Roe Highway five groups of people wanted five different
solutions to where Roe Highway would go. In the end we have something that, as a
representative, I can say we can all live with. I also know that not one group is
completely happy. That nags away in the back of my mind. I am the representative for
five groups of people and while I am arguing and listening to one group, four other
groups have still to make a compromise. Those are the sorts of things that are
tremendously difficult in our day to day work and in our interaction with local groups
and local forums as well as special interest groups.
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As elected representatives we must be available, accessible and, importantly, accountable
to our constituents. Many of my colleagues who have spoken before me in the debate
have focused very strongly on the notion of accountability and what that means, not just
in terms of being responsive to a particular constituent or a particular interest group but
in being accountable to the whole Parliament for the very privileged job that we are
doing. Having said that, I san not sure that my constituents do not see us as being here
for our own good, for the monetary and other resources that we are seen to gain from
being in office. There are too many stories, some factual and some legendary, about
elected representatives not only in Western Australia but also in other countries, let alone
other States, which have left a bad taste in the mouths of the electors.
In part I of the report a very small section was devoted to Parliament and public
education. In that section direction is given to the way in which we can go and should
proceed. No specific recommendation is made but the directions are, as I see them,
enunciated and alluded to in schedule 1 of the Bill. I will refer to some of the content
about the principles on which our parliamentary system works. One is the democratic
principle and the other is the trust principle. The democratic principle affirms the
people's right to determine their representatives, hence their Government. The trust
principle establishes the public interest as the touchstone of public power and the
fundamental premise for each is the public's capacity to make informed choices and to
reach considered judgments. The commissioners, in giving this direction about public
education and the role of Parliament, parliamentarians and people, say -

We do not prescribe how the Parliament might address these issues ... Yet the
Parliament also should have an important part to play in this education
process . - . It can equip its members to fulfil their representative responsibilities.

We have to give consideration to that. Parliament, with the proposed commissioner for
public sector standards, could assist officials right across the public sector to appreciate
the parliamentary aspects of their work. In conclusion, referring to the issues, the
commissioners say -

.. we draw attention to them here as a significant aspect of the functions of the
legislature which, with that enhanced means for fulfilling its responsibilities
which we have recommended, its presiding officers and their administration
should be encouraged to promote-

I will end on that positive note. I want to remind members again that in my eight years as
a representative in this place this has been the most shameful day because of what has
happened with native title and the legislation that has been bludgeoned through both
Houses, It is shameful and I can guarantee that it would have been investigated by the
royal commission had it happened earlier.
MR BROWN (Morley) [10.06 pm]: The Commission on Government Bill arose out of
the recommendations contained in the second report of the Royal Commission into
Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters. It is important in examining
the intent and content of the Bill that this House determine whether the Bill is in accord
with the recommendations and desires of the royal commission. It has been observed in
this place by previous speakers that a considerable amount of resources, time and energy
went into die royal commission in this State and that Parliament, along with other
institutions in the State, should give considerable weight to the recommendations and
intent of the royal commission. Indeed, it would be a travesty simply to ignore, either
deliberately or surreptitiously, what the royal commission intended to occur to try to
enhance representative and responsible Government.
The royal commission identified a number of principles by which Government should
operate. It also identified a number of goals and objectives. In my comments I will show
that this Bill does not follow the spirit or the intent of those envisaged by the royal
commission. Returning to the matter of principle, the royal commission established what
it called a trust principle and a democratic principle. The definition of both of those
principles is contained in the royal commission report. It also identified what it
considered to be the three goals that responsible Government should aim to achieve
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constantly in Western Australia. The royal commission indicated that Government must
be conducted openly; that public officials and agencies must be accountable for their
actions; and that there must be integrity in both the processes of Government and the
conduct expected of public officials.
Those objectives place a great onus on the Government to conduct its affairs in
accordance with the goals and principles identified by the commission. These are thac
Government must conduct its affairs with a high degree of openness and integrity in the
way in which, when it brings forward changes that affect the people of Western
Australia, the true intent of those changes is conveyed to people by full and frank
information. The question that must be asked when examining this Bill is whether the
tests identified by the royal commission have been met. If they have not been met, even
in the formulation of this Bill, there is no hope at all of those tests and principles being
achieved by the infrastructure created by the Bill. Have those principles been complied
with in the drafting of this Bill? Unfortunately, the answer to that question is no, and I
will demonstrate why. The Bill has been drafted on the basis of a subterfuge by the
classic thimble and pea trick, which seeks to create an illusion. The Government finds
itself in a politically difficult position when dealing with these recommendations from the
royal commission, because it will survive politically only by appearing as promised to
implement the recommendations of the royal commission. That is a very important
political objective for the Government to achieve. Equally, the Government is not
committed to a number of the recommendations contained in this report and is fearful of
what the Commission on Government might recommend if it caried out the type of
investigation suggested by the royal commission. How is it possible to achieve the two
objectives of, on the one hand, the creation of a belief in the public mind that the
Government has complied with the royal commission recommendations and, on the other
hand, not opening itself up to prospective recommendations that might emanate from the
Commission on Government which it would find politically untenable? Will those
objectives be achieved by the way envisaged in the Commission on Government Bill? If
they are, it will be by the thimble and pea nick.
I turn to the list of recommendations contained in the royal commission report. I will not
read them all, but I wish to refer to those which deal with the Commission on
Government. Recommendation 4 refers to the Commission on Government reviewing
the secrecy laws of the State. I emphasise the word "review". Recommendation 7
provides that the Commission on Government inquire into the organisation, role and
functions of press secretaries in the Government media office. Recommendation 20
provides that the Commission on Government inquire into the tenms of the legislation,
and that legislation concerns a recommendation that a separate and independent archives
authority be established. Recommendation 23 provides that the Commission on
Government review the legislative and other measures to be taken to facilitate the making
and investigating of whistleblowing complaints and so on. In all those recommendations
and recommendations 26, 28, 29, 30, 32 and 33 as well as others, there are set out the
matters which the royal commission identified as matters into which the commission
ought to inquire. Importantly, the royal commission is perhaps less than clear on the
criteria on which the review is to take place because wherever a review or investigation
occurs it is not in abstract. It is not simply the .setting up of a tribunal or inquiry to
investigate. Any body like that is set up in a way in which the subject matter of the
investigation is identified and then the criteria to be used in examining that matter. The
subject matter and the principles being sought to be enshrined in that review must fit be
established. It is not good enough simply to identify the subject matter alone, because
the two go together. The schedule attached to the Bill reflects the recommendations of
the royal commission. The Bill does not reflect the criteria the Commission on
Government is required to use when investigating those matters. It totally ignores that
aspect. That is the weakness; that is the thimble and pea trick or the subterfuge created
by this Bill.
I will deal with one example to show what I mean by that. Recommendation 4 provides
that the Commission on Government review -
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The secrecy laws of the State, both statutory and common law, as they apply to
information possessed by government, its officials and agencies.

That recommendation is contained in the schedule of the Bill. However, what is to be
investigated? What principles are to come out of that investigation? What are the
criteria by which the investigation is to take place? What did the commission
recommend that the criteria should be? Are those criteria distinctly different from those
contained in the Bill?
The recommendation on secrecy laws is contained in pant 2 of the royal commission
report. Part 2 deals with openness; open government and the citizens; official secrecy;
open government and the Parliament; and so on. Therefore, it is dealt with in the context
of the principle that should be applied in the provision of information to society. Indeed,
when one examines the recommendations on official secrecy, one has to examine that in
the context of the observations made by the royal commission in that provision.
T'herefore, what is the royal commission's view about the provision of information to
citizens? That view is very clear in the royal commission report.
I want to go to a number of areas of the report to emphasise exactly what the view of the
royal commission is on this matter. Firstly, under the heading of "Openness" the royal
commission quoted as an authority a comment made by the Chief Justice in relation to
the provision of information. It quotes His Honour with authority in saying -

It is unacceptable, in our democratic society, that there should be a restraint on the
public of information relating to government when the only vice in that
information is that it enables the public to discuss, review and criticise
government action.

In other words, the commission quotes with authority the clear view that the public has a
right to know. It emnphasises that. Further down the page the report says -

... the public be informed of the actions and purposes of government, not
because the government considers it expedient for the public to know, but
because the public has a right to know. Openness in government is the
indispensable prerequisite to accountability to the public. It is a democratic
imperative. The right to vote is without substance unless it is based on adequate
information. If government is to be truly government for the people, if the public
is to be able to participate in government and to experience its benefits, the public
must be properly informed about government and its affairs.

It is difficult to envisage a stronger statement than that about the provision of
information. That is a very strong, firm statement made by the royal commission about
the right of the community to know the actions and intent of Government.
The royal commission goes on later to talk about such an operation in terms of
information becoming a cast of mind and a matter that the Government should do
automatically in the provision of information. The commission also observes that -

Parliamentary conduct cannot be allowed to subvert Parliament's proper role in
the securing of full, fair and accurate information from the Government and from
the officers and agencies of government.

They are very strong words from the royal commission. Against that backdrop, the royal
commission goes on to examine the constraints about the provision of information. In
examining the constraints and the provision of information, the royal commission deals
with official secrecy. On page 2-7 it says -

The official secrecy laws of this State are in urgent need of systematic review.
They are found in numerous statutes scattered throughout the law of the State. In
their scope, they go far beyond what is justifiable in protecting the legitimate
interests of government and of those dealing with government.

Later, the royal commission observed -

As we will illuscrate, those obligations as a rule are not at all concerned with
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protecting from use or disclosure information which should be protected for
legitimate reasons. Rather they control rigidly when and by whom official
information can be made publicly available by officials. They encourage the
practice of "information paternalism". They are quite opposed to any reasonable
concept of open government.

The royal commission has set out first of all the absolute importance it attaches to
information being provided to the public and contrasts that with the prohibition on
information that is actually provided to the public. The royal commission then says -

What needs to be emphasised, however, is that it is only the protection of
important public and private interests which can justify official secrecy.

Therefore, the royal commission has done thrzee things. First, it has set down the
importance of the provision of information; second, it has indicated the difficulties with
the official secrecy laws as they operate in this State at the present time; and, third, it has
said that those laws should be reviewed so that information is withheld only in certain
circumstances. That is the intent of the royal commission and from that the royal
commission made the recommendation to which I have referred already. The question
one is left with is: Will the Commission on Government now be able to investigate the
concerns identified by the royal commission? Are the principles identified by the royal
commission consistent with the criteria that the Commission on Government is required
to operate? Let us look at the criteria identified in this Bill that the Commission on
Government is required to exercise.
In its review of the secrecy laws, the Commission on Government is required to examine
matters which the commission considers to be relevant to the prevention of corrupt,
illegal or improper conduct by or involving public officials. It is limited only to the
investigation of official secrecy laws, where those laws could give rise to the prevention
of corrupt, illegal or improper conduct. That is a lot narrower than envisaged by the
royal commission. In the view of the royal commission Government information should
be made available to the community at large, unless there are strong reasons to the
contrary. However, that is not the question before the Commission on Government. The
Commission on Government has a much narrower task, and that task is simply to
determine whether the secrecy laws of this State may give rise to improper conduct not
being identified. That is the weakness in this Bill.
I go further and show why this Bill specifically does not conform to the royal
commission's views and recommendations. Section 7 of the royal commission report
specified that the Commission on Government should be modelled in large measure on
the Electoral and Administrative Review Commission of Queensland. What does the
Queensland legislation provide? T1he Electoral and Administrative Review Act of
Queensland sets out, in a similar way to this Bill, the types of matters that can be
investigated by that commission. There are some considerable overlaps. What are the
criteria that the commission is required to take into account when investigating these
matters? The object of the commission is set out in section 2(9) of that Act and provides
that -

(1) The object of the Commission is to provide reports to the Legislative
Assembly and to the Minister with a view to achieving and maintaining -

(a) efficiency in the operation of the Parliament; and
(b) honesty, impartiality and efficiency in -

(i elections;
(ii) public administration of the State; and
(iii) Local Authority administration.

Compare those criteria with the criteria that will be used under this Bill by the
Commission on Government The two are not remotely similar. Yet, it is a clear
recommendation of the royal commission - almost a clear direction - that this Bill before
us today should be modelled on the Queensland Act. Indeed, it is modelled on that Act
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in such a way that it is die classic thimble and pea trick, designed to give an impression
that is entirely different from its intent. The impression that has been created has not
gone unnoticed. One of the counsel assisting the royal commission, Mr Michael Barker,
has had the opportunity of examining this Bill and commenting on it. He has observed
that the provisions of this Bill will not allow the broad ranging inquiry envisaged by the
royal commission. I will not read his opinion in full, but he states that the Government is
to be condemned because this Bill does not achieve the spirit and intent of the royal
commission, and it will not provide by any stretch of the imagination the type of
investigation envisaged by the royal commission. One can only conclude, unfortunately,
that it is not by mistake or by inadvertence, but is by design.
MR RIIEBELING (Ashburton) [10.36 pmj: When preparing my contribution to the
debate on the Commission on Government Bill, I decided to look at the second reading
speech of die Premier. I did not get much inspiration from that speech, and it'is
interesting to note that his second reading speech was followed by the second reading
speech on the Workplace Agreements Bill which, of course, was guillotined through this
House. What is this Government's commitment to the Bill? I refer not necessarily to the
full letter of the Bill but to the Government's actions and what they have shown us about
its impetus.
Mr Wiese: Is this going to be full of conjecture?
Mr RIEBELING: Probably.
Mr Shave: When you read the Premier's speech, did you have a positive attitude cowards
his comments?
Mr RIEBELING: No, not at all. The member for Melville has probably been studying it
for several months and he will be ready to get back into it. I look forward to his
contribution which no doubt will follow mine. Is that the case?
Mr Shave: As long as you do not read the whole of it.
Mr RJEBELING: It will be refreshing to hear the member for Melville read anything in
this place. I find it very difficult to put on record this Government's commitment to the
royal commission recommendations which this Bill is endeavouring to put into practice.
I look at the rhetoric of the Government for the past 18 months or so when it was in
Opposition. It said it wanted to rectify certain problems and to produce a new standard
of debate in this place and a new standard of accountability, and would attempt to
depoliticise the public sector. I shall go through those three commitments and consider
the impact of not fully debating sonic of the Bills that have been guillotined in this place.
The Opposition knew what would happen, especially with the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Bill and die Workplace Agreements Bill.
The first of the Government's commitments with regard to this Bill is to set new
standards in this place. Most people in this place will agree that new standards have been
set. However, those standards have broken all records for the use of the guillotine and
the gag in this place. I do not think even members opposite approve of those standards.
The Government has stifled debate on almost every Bill that has been contentious. One
of those debates was on a Bill to take away the right of Aboriginal people to land. That
will have serious repercussions for many years for members opposite.
Mr Court: What right have we taken away?
Mr RIEBELING: The right to land. The Premier knows that is what he has done, and he
should be ashamed of himself.
Mr Court: You had 10 years to do something for Aboriginal people, and you did nothing.
We have been here for less than a year, and we. have enshrined in law the traditional
usage rights of Aboriginal people.
Mr RJEBELING: The Premier knows that the High Court was correct.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Orderi I ask the member for Geraldton to take his seat I
draw members' attention to the fact that they should not read newspapers in the Chamber
or in their seats and they should not interject out of their seats.
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Mr RIEBELING: This Government has been in office for a short time and it has broken
all the records for the use of the gag and the guillotine, particularly when the debate is
fierce and when it concerns issues which impact upon Western Australians and upon
those workers who produce the wealth of this State. The industrial relations legislation
was ramnmed through this House. Opposition members were not given long to speak in
chat debate because it was guillotined. However, during the short time available to me, I
managed to put on record a number of concernis that I had with regard to the people who
work and live in my area.
Mr Kierath: You were regurgitating the same old arguments.
Mr RIEBELING: It will come back to haunt the Government that it decided to stifle chat
debate and would not let the facts be aird Tlhe Government set out with the Minimum
Conditions of Employment Bill and the other industrial relations Bills to destroy the
industrial relations structures which are in place. One of my concerns was that the
38-hour week would be lost to workers in my area, as would leave loading, the award
system, access to arbitration, and appeals against unfair dismissal. Of course, members
opposite said that was wrong; people would be better off. I want to put on record what I
said would happen and what has happened at Hamersley Iron.
Mr Kierath: Are you debating the Commission on Government Bill or the industrial
relations Bills?
Mr RIEBELING: The inister's way of handling the business of this House is shameful
because he -

Mr Kierath: I am proud of it.
Mr RIEBELING: I know that, but the Minister will be judged for what he has done to
this place and to the people of this State. I said during the debate on the Workplace
Agreements Bill that I believed working hours would be increased. The Hamersicy Iron
offer to its workers states that it expects that work will be completed on the basis of a 40-
hour week; that from time to time circumstances may require workers to work outside
their normal hours to ensure that the full requirements of their role are met, and that has
been taken into account in setting their salary; and that t general manager has the
authority to grant some time off where an excessive number of hours has been worked.
T'he DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The difficulty that I am having in the Chair is that
during the second reading debate we do allow a lot of latitude, but the speeches still have
to be pertinent to the Bill. I know the member is trying to make a point or two, but it
does not appear to me to relate to the Bill before the House. I bring that matter to your
attention. If you can show me how it relates, you may proceed, but at the moment we
have gone off down a side alley.
Mr RIEBELING: Mr Deputy Speaker, I am endeavouring to show that this
Government's attempt to stifle debate in this House, contrary to the findings of the royal
commission, has had an adverse effect on the ability of people to know what is involved
in the industrial relations Bills. I wish to put on record the impact of the Workplace
Agreements Bill and die Minimum Conditions of Employment Bill and to highlight what
is occurring now. I wish to put on record four examples of what I said would happen and
what is now happening. Am I able to continue?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: So long as it relates to the Bill. How does it relate to this
Bill?
Mr RJEBELING: It relates to the Bill because the Government has stated that it has &
commitment to various standards in this place. I am saying that the lack of commitment
to those standards has not enabled free debate on those Bills. I stated during the second
reading debate on die Workplace Agreements Bill that leave loadings would be taken
away. The Hamnersley Iron document states clearly that leave loadings do not apply to
Hamersley staff. Thai is somewhat disturbing, and I am sure the Premier wili be
disturbed at that news also.
[ turn now to some of the other standards that this Government has set for itself with
regard to the public sector. During the election campaign, and for a period afterwards,
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we were forced to endure the Government's rhetoric that there were a large number of
political appointees in the public sector, who had to be removed. The Government set
about doing that. A number of people in Crown Law who were not, in my view, political
appointees were singled out for treatment by the Attorney General, for whatever reason -
people such as Glen Coffey, who was second in charge of Crown Law, and who has now
been moved out of'Crown Law to I do not know where, and Don Doig, the former Under
Secretary for Law for many years. I have said before that Don Doig did an outstanding
job and for no reason that I can ascertain, but for various reasons the people in the Crown
Law Department tell me but which the Attorney General denies, this man who gave so
many years' service to the Crown Law Department has been removed from the position
he held. Mr Ross Monger who was the director of court services was moved somewhere
else in the public sector, but not in his area of expertise.
Mr Kierath: I grabbed him.
Mr RIEBELING: And I am glad the Minister did that because he has a good officer.
Mr Kierath: He is a top fellow.
Mr RIEBELJNG: He should be running the court services section of the new Mnistry of
Justice.
I understand that Neil Hunter, who was in charge of a section of the Crown Law
Depantment is no longer in that position. I am even more concerned at the
Government's attempts to remove Judge Jackson from the Children's Court. We all
know that Judge Jackson has been removed from that court.
Mr Kierath: If he were, I would support it.
Mr RIEBELING: He has been; he is going to the District Court.
Mr Kierath: He is not being moved out.
Mr RIIEBELING: He is, and by 20 December he will be moved out. The Minister for
Labour Relations knows that, I know it and everyone knows it.
Mr Kierath: He is moving out of his own free will.
Mr RIEBELING: No, he is not. The morale in the Crown Law Department is
exceptionally low and I know that from personal contact with staff in that department.
Mr Court: We are talking about the Commission on Government Bill.
Mr RIEBELING: Yes, we am and I am talking about how Government deparments are
being treated and how the interference by various Ministers is having an adverse impact
on the departments they run.
I still have some contact with the Crown Law Department. When I visit my friends from
the department they are somewhat reluctant to discuss matters with me and that is
understandable.
Mr Kierath: I can't blame them for that.
Mr RIEBELING: Nor can I. The actual instruction which has come out of head office is
that allt staff members are not to talk to the evil people in the A ustralian Labor Party.
Mr Kierath: What s lot of rubbish! My staff talk to a lot of people in the ALP. You arn
making this up as you go along.
Mrt RIEBELING: No I am not and the Minister should not accuse me of doing that.
People whom I have known for 20-odd years are reluctant to be seen in any place where
some of the new hierarchy may be and also where some of the Attorney's family may be.
Rightly or wrongly, members of the Crown Law Department believe that members of the
Attorney's family have had an undue influence on the appointment of people throughout
the Crown Law Department. It is pleasing to see that the Attorney's husband has decided
not to seek a full time position in the Crown Law Department. I applaud his decision, but
it is some eight months late. It should never have been the case that the Attorney's
husband even contemplated working there on an interim basis.
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Mr Wiese: Are you going to get onto the Bill? You have only 14 minutes left.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I remind the member that we are dealing with the
Commission on Government Bill. I can allow a reasonably wide ranging debate, but it
must be on matters pertaining to the Bill.
Mr RIEBELING: I would have thought that the way in which the Government is
handling its departments is directly related to this Bill and that is why I am puffing my
concerns on the record.
The Government has attempted to politicise the public sector. The Public Sector
Management Bill, which is one of die most republican documents I have seen coming
from a supposedly royalist Government, states that senior bureaucrats will come under
the direct control of Ministers.
Mr Wiese: Thai Bill is next on the Notice Paper.
Mr RIEBELING: My comments relate to the way that tis Government operates. I anm
concerned chat the ministerial way in which this Government is operating is conrry to
the royal commission's findings.
Mr Court: When the royal commission said that your Government had acted improperly
and sometimes illegally did you support it?
Mr RIEBELING: I do not support illegal activities and the Premier knows that.
Mr Court: Why didn't we hear one member of the previous Government apologise?
Mr RILEBELING: What do they have to apologise for?
Mr Court: Improper conduct.
Mr RIEBELING: What are the charges against the former Government?
The previous Government responded to some recommendations of the royal commission,
but this Government has refused to accept them. Eight months after this Government
was elected to office we are debating this Bill;, it may have some good points, but the
Government's actions do not support the findings of the royal commission.
Recently Hon Tom Stephens. a member of die other place, was discharged from that
House for four days -
Mr Court: Did you support his behaviour?
Mr RIEBELING: Yet.
Mr Court: Contempt of the Parliament?
Mr RIEBELING: Does the Premier think that four days' suspension was justified for
that? It was an absolute disgrace. Hon Tom Stephens, because he was frustrated with a
particular situation, said what he probably should not have said. The Government's
action was understandable when the person who knows more about native title than any
other person in die other place was deliberately earmarked for suspension.
Mr Court: Did you say he knows more about Aboriginal affairs than anyone else?
Mr RJEBELING: Yes, and about native tide.
Mr D.L. Smith: He knows a great deal more than the Premier.
Mr Court: I will stake my record on Aboriginal affairs against Hon Tom Stephens'
record any time. If you want to debate what he has done, we will have that debate.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! It is not reasonable for members to hijack the
member's speech.
Mr RJEBELING: The impact of the guillotine motion used in the upper House is a
disgrac. Last night only five minutes was allowed for the third reading debate on the
native tide Bill and that is absolutely outrageous. it is a reflection of this Government's
commitment to that legislation and to the royal commission's recommendations.
It is fine for the Government to say, 'This is our Bill. Look how good we are."
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However, the actions of the Government in the eight months since it came to office
suggest that its commitmnent to accountability is nil; its commitment to free speech is nil;
and its commitment to fair play, especially for any minority group, is nil - and that is
proven by the native tide legislation and the workers' compensation legislation which
target the worst off in the community. The Government's commitment to fair play is
nonexistent; it is an insult to this House. The Parliament should condemn the
Government for the way it has tated both Houses. The Government should have a
serious look at its commitment to democracy in this State.
MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) (11.00 pm]: Something which was to have greatly
enhanced parliamentary democracy and good government in Western Australia has been
absolutely trammelled by the amendments to this Bill by the Government, The
Commission on Government Bill, as it stands, has a very narrow view of what good
government is all about. It has a very narrow view of what the royal commission
recommendations are about. Effectively, the Premier made clear his attitude to good
government - an aspect referred to in the recommendations of the royal commission -
when he delivered his second reading speech on this Bill. First, it is a disgrace that a Bill
of this kind should get less than two pages of Hansard by way of a second reading
speech. A great deal of the two pages was political rhetoric aimed at attacking the
previous Labor Government, rather than addressing the real issues that the royal
commission said needed to be examined.
In addressing the matters related to corrupt or improper conduct by individuals, the royal
commission did a very thorough job, even though it contravened the rules that govern
royal commissions in addressing and trying to ascertain whether there was improper or
corrupt conduct - and we all have the royal commission report to read in relation to those
matters. it said effectively, however, that part of the fertile ground upon which those
things can flourish was the machinery of Government of Western Australia itself;, that
there were a number of defects in our machinery of Government which, if not fixed,
would allow the kinds of things investigated by the royal commission to recur in future.
Considering the Premier's speech and the primary amendments to the Bill, one gets the
impression that the Government is not serious about that finding of the royal commission
because the Premier said -

Preventing corruption, illegal or improper conduct by public officials, including
Ministers, is what this exercise is all about.

And later on -

The fact is there is little inherently wrong with the system of government in
Western Australia.

He then makes allegations about the Labor Party, which I deny. He continues -
it is important that we now get somec positive benefits from what will inevitably
require still further expenditure by Western Australian taxpayers to fund the
proposed commission.

And most importantly, he says the commission will also be given flexibility to determine
which of the matters referred to it are integral and which are peripheral, allowing it to
concentrate on areas of major importance.
The Bill attempts to direct the Commission on Government regarding what areas will be
Peripheral and what will be core because the major amendments to clause 5, compared to
the 1992 Bill, require the commission to investigate only those matters in the list which it
considers to be relevant to proving corrupt, illegal or improper conduct by or involving
public officials. This is a misunderstanding of what the royal commission was saying. It
was not saying that the matters require investigation only to the extent that they be
corrupt, illegal or improper conduct, but they require investigation because the
framework of Government that exists, by virtue of those matters, does not allow the
degree of information to be available to the public, or for the Executive to be accountable
to the Parliament, or for the Parliament to do its job in a proper way. Basically, that is
what the Commission on Government was supposed to be about. It was supposed to look
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at the form of Westminster Government in Western Ausnrlia; at whether there is a true
separation of powers between the Executive, the judiciary and the Parliament; whether
parliamentarians, as individual members, are accountable to their electorate; whether the
Government is accountable to the Parliament; and whether Parliament is able to do the
job which the electors who sent us to this place think we are sent here to do.
Allowing the inquiry simply to be about those aspects which can directly lead to corrupt.
illegal or improper conduct is just a mistake. As the royal commission said, the
definition in any event of what constitutes corrupt, illegal or improper conduct is a
difficult exercise. We can talk about corruption, not only of individuals but also of a
system. The idea of democracy, for instance, is that every three, four or five years - or
whatever term the Constitution or the Electoral Act provides - the electors are supposed
to have a genuine ability to examine the Government, and the performance of the
Parliament, and to decide, as electors, who should be returned to Parliament and who
should run the State. It goes without saying that if the electoral system that operates
always results in a victory for one party or for one coalition of parties, that is a corrupt
system because it is absolutely a denial of what elections are supposed to be about; that
is, the possibility that the majority party in a Chamber should be able to be changed at the
wish of the electors, and the majority of the electors.
Mr Pendal: You do not dispute that fact here?
Mr D.L. SMITH: I have no doubt that any person examining our system with a yardstick
of a fair and democratic approach would say about our electoral system for the upper
House that it is corrupt, and all those people who support that corrupt 'system are
themselves corrupt.
Mr Shave: What about this House? How can you say that we got 53 per cent of the vote
and you got a lousy 47 per cent yet you are the Government? That is corrupt because
your mates drew some pencil lines.
Mr D,L. SMITH: Whatever we may say about problems with the Assembly elections the
fact is that we have had elections over the last 100 years in Western Australia, and the
majority party in the Assembly has changed quite frequently. The other fact is that the
majority in the Legislative Council has never changed. Despite being the Government of
the day, the Labor Party has never had a majority in the other place.
Mr Kierath: Some of your own people do not trust you.
Mr D.L. SMrM-: It is nothing to do with miust by the people. It has to do with trust of
the people. Members on that side are so corrupt they are not willing to trust the people to
make a choice about who should have a majority in the Legislative Council. It is
members opposite who do not trust the people. If they trusted the people, they would
allow them to have a genuine say in who should have a majority in the Legislative
Council. They have never been willing to allow that The extent to which they will not
allow it means they are retaining the control of the upper House in an improper and
corrupt way.
Mr Shave: Not so in some of our seats -

Mr D.L. SMITH: Illegal, I cannot argue, but corrupt and improper it is certainly. Those
people who support that kind of corrupt electoral system, as I said, are themselves
corrupt. Certainly their reasoning is corrupt.
Mr Kierath: You are corrupt -

Mr D.L. SMITH: I in no way support that.
Mr Kierath interjected.
Mr D.L. SMIT7H: The member knows as well as I do that the system we adopt for
elections on this side are what the upper House will allow us to adopt. We are in favour
of the one-vote-one-value system of election for both Houses. What we must do, because
we can never get a majority in the other place, is bastardise our own views in order to get
legislation through the other place. The Electoral Commission draws boundaries in this
State as a result of the Act.
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Mr Shave: We know.
Mr DL SMITH: What does the member for Melville know about die Electoral
Commission?
Mr Shave: We know how the boundaries are drawn up. We know that we got 53 per
cent of the vote when you got 47 per cent.
Mr D.L SMITH: The member should tell us what he knows about die Electoral
Commission. What is he saying about the Electoral Commission and the Chief Electoral
Officer?
Mr Shave: The bloke below him, Mr Welker, is one of your big supporters and be knew
how to use a pencil.
Mr DL SMITH: Does the member for Melville know who were die last three
commissioners?
Mrt Shave: Who drew up the boundaries?
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Prince): Order! The member's speech is being hijacked
by inteiections.
Mr DL. SMIT: I wonder where die conservative parties in this State are going. We all
know that in the drawing up of the last boundaries in this State the commission was
chaired by the formner Governor and Chief Justice of this State - in my view die greatest
living Western Australian - Sir Francis Burt. The member for Riverton and the member
for Melville appear to believe that the former Governor was party to some corruption in
die defining of those boundaries.
Mr Shave: Based on the information given to him by your Labor supporters.
Mr D.L. SMIT: The member for Melville is not saying he was corrupt; he is saying he
was not astute enough to recognise when he was being fed wrong information.
Mr Shave: You tell me why, if we got 53 per cent of the vote why we did not get
Government.

Points of Order

Mr DL. SMITH: The member for Melville is saying that Sir Francis Burt was not astute
enough to recognise that he was being fed the wrong information. That is a disgrace and,
quite frnky, the member should be asked to withdraw his comments that reflect on our
former Governor and Chief Justice.
Mr SHAVE: What the member has just said is totally in[corrct I have no criticism of
Sir Francis Burt at all. However, I have considerable doubt about the people under him
who gave him the infornation.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! That was not a point of order. What the member for
Mitchell said was not an accurate reflection of what the member for Melville had been
saying. He was making a comment and did not adversely reflect on the former Chief
Justice.

Debate Resumed
Mr D.L. SMITH: I suggest, Mr Acting Speaker, you read Hansard tomorrow more
carefully. What he was saying was the former Chief Justice was a party to alleged
corruption of the boundaries because he was not astute enough to recognise that he was
being fed wrong information by someone in die Electoral Commission.
Mr Shave: Absolutely right. That is what I was saying. He was given the wrong
information.
Mr D.L. SMITH: That is a damning and totally incorrect appreciation of the nature,
character, integrity and intelligence of Sir Francis Burt.
The corrupt electoral -
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MrT Shave: Why did MrT Welker leave so quickly?
MrT D.L. SMITH: He got a better job offered by the member's Government. as he should
have done because he is an outstanding public servant.
The one good thing the Bill does is increase the list of things which the proposed
Commission on Government is meant to investigate. I refer to the Premier's second
reading speech where he listed those -

MrT Court: Good speech!
Mr D.L. SMITH: As I have already said, it was a very pior speech. I said that the only
good aspects of the Premier's speech were the additional matters which are now to be
investigated and reported on. They are, Cabinet secrecy, the Financial Administration
and Audit Act, an administrative appeals tribunal, the function of the Attorney General,
which I think is very important, scrutiny of State owned enterprises, public servants
serving on boards, the 5GIO figures, the Corruption Commission, guidelines of careaker
Governments, and constitutional laws of the State.
The absence of an administrative appeals tribunal in Western Australia is a grave concern
and a defect in our system of Government. There should be some means of cheaply and
expeditiously having administrative decisions reviewed. The Commonwealth model of
an administrative appeals tribunal is an excellent example of a cheap and expeditious
tribunal, It is informal and generally achieves quite positive results.
Mrs Edwardes: How come you never did anything in Government regarding that?
MrT D.L. SMITH: It was a question of priorities; the priorities initially were the freedom
of information and the privacy legislation.
The next priority would be the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. I hope that the
Attorney is working on the privacy aspect.
Mrs Edwardes: We are.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I hope also that she is working on the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
and that she does not wait for the Commission on Government before she brings forth
some draft legislation.
Mrs Edwardes: We have already started that.
Mr Kjerath: We tried to do it with workers' compensation and you did nothing but
whinge about it.
Mr D.L. SMITH: It is not appropriate for people to have their rights dealt with in an
administrative manner. That is one of the corruptions that Government members do not
seem to understand. It is a corrupt approach by Government to determine people's rights
in an administrative rather than a judicial way. It means that people's rights arm
determined by administrative action rather than having a true separation of powers. The
whole idea of the separation of powers, which the Minister does not seem to understand,
is that there is a judicial body, the Executive and the Parliament. When it comes to
determining and protecting people's rights, that is the function of the courts, based on
proper legislation provided by the Parliament. When we allow the Executive to dictate to
the Parliament that it will take away from the courts those powers and give them to
bureaucrats employed by the Executive and doing the bidding of the Executive, we are
corrupt. Everyone involved in doing that is corrupt. It is even more corrupt when the
Minister involved in achieving that corrupt result spends public money to support in the
public arena the fact that he has done it.
Dr Lawrence: With his own face plastered all over the propaganda. It is shameful.
NIT D.L. SMITH: It is an absolute disgrace that public money should be used to defend a
corruption of our legal system when we are replacing it with an administrative process.
Administrative tribunals are not about determining people's rights; they are about
reviewing administrative actions and decisions and ensuring that, if administradive
misbehaviour has taken place, it can be rectified in a simple and expeditious way at no
great cost to the person who has been damaged or hurt by that administrative action.
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In the past in this State, we have limped along solely with the Parliamentary
Commissioner for Administrative Investigations. All of us who have attempted to use
that system bnow that, although it is valuable in other senses in terms of addressing
people's rights and reviewing administrative actions in an expeditious way, it is a failure.
It cannot do the job that we expect it to do. The Parliamentary Commissioner is bogged
down with the number of complaints that he is expected to review. As a result of the
extended delay, very often he cannot achieve any real result for the people who are
aggrieved. The Administrative Appeals Tribunal is aimed at avoiding that. Its aim is to
provide a defined process to go through with proper time limits and a proper opportunity
for people to be heard and represented. As well, it should ensure that appropriate orders
are made by the tribunal.
I accept only too willingly that it would have been great for previous Governments to
have put that Administrative Appeals Tribunal in place long ago. I hope that, when that
is included in these terms of reference of the Commission on Government, we will
examine it in a constructive way and recognise that impropriety is not just about money
and personal interest but is actually about acting against the public interest and the
private interest of individuals who are affected by administrative decisions. If people are
not given an opportunity to be heard and are not given proper consideration when
administrative decisions an made, there ought to be a proper means of reviewing that.
Although I have limited time available to deal with additional matters, I welcome the fact
that in Committee I will be able to play a constructive role in dealing with them
individually in some great detail. I wish to deal with the function of the Attorney
General. I am very pleased to see the function of the Attorney General is to be examined
by the Commission on Government. I assume that the Premier has included that as an
item to be examined by the commission because he also is very concerned about the role
of the Attorney General and the problems that can be confronted and the conflicts of
interest that can occur if extreme care is not taken to recognise that that role is different
from the role of any other Minister. As I have had occasion to say in this place a number
of times this year. the Attorney General is quite different from every other Minister
because her responsibilities are not merely to the Cabinet or the Government of the day;
they are to ensure that not only is there a separation of power between the Executive and
the judiciary but that the judiciary and justice in general are administered in a way which
is absolutely free of any political interest of the Government of the day. No political
considerations of the Government of the day should be relevant in the decision making of
the Attorney.
One of the consequences of that is that people who hold the position of Attorney should
recognise that it is not a political position and that Attorneys who use that position in a
political way am abusing their office. I regret Co say that on a number of occasions this
year the Attorney has sought to gain political advantage for the Government by making
public statements and pronouncements about matters that should have been dealt with in
a very detached way.
Members opposite have criticised the former Attorney General. He was even criticised
by a witness in a criminal trial in the last few days. However, his perception of and
approach to the role of Attorney General was absolutely right. He was a model Attorney.
He deliberately chose not to take a high profile but was responsible for more change to
the administration of the courts and to legislation dealing with the law in its real sense
and legislation dealing with the protection of people in the community than any other
Attorney has been responsible for in this State. In future, when people look back at the
career of Hon Joe Berinson, they will come to understand the enormous contribution that
he made to Western Australia in the way that he performed his role as Attorney General.
Mr Pendal: And some very big question marks.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Government members may spread what lies they wish in order to
damage the reputation of great Western Australians, whether they be Sir Francis Burt or
Hon Joe Berinson. The reputation and standing of Sir Francis Burn and Hon Joe Berinson
will outlast everybody in this Parliament. They wili be regarded by future generations as
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people who were at the forefront of ensuring that our system of Government and our
system of administration of the law and the protection of people's rights were of
paramount concern.
Mr Pendal: Hon Joe Berinson had a great capacity to sit in on meetings and turn the
other way or not know what was going on.
Mr Trenorden: Or just sit outside the door.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The member for South Perth may tell a lie about a great Western
Australian, but history will prove the lie. History will also prove the value of the
contribution that he nade in comparison with sonic members -

Mr Court: You shoukc *i in on meetings we have trying to unscramble the legal disaster
left to us.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I would be happy to come and sit in on the letgal problems confronting
Western Australia. The Premier needs an enormous amount of advice when looking at
the mess in which he has put Western Australia regarding native title to land. The
Premier has created uncertainty and has damaged our reputation. Members opposite talk
about the Prime Minister and Australia's reputation in Malaysia. However, they do not
defend our reputation in dealing with indigenous people around the world, especially in
Asia and Africa. People from those areas can read the speeches of members opposite in
relation to Mabo.
I regret that I have run out of time, but I am happy that time will be available for the
Committee to deal with this legislation in greater detail.
DR CONSTABLE (Floreat) [ 11.32 pm]: The people of Western Australia have been
familiar with the background to this Bill for almost 10 years. Hundreds of millions of
dollars later, following WA Inc, and two years of a royal commission costing over $30m.
and having waited some time since this Government came to office, this Bill is finally
before the Parliament. It is a shame that the people have had to wait so long. This has
meant a great expenditure in time, energy and money in this State with little result for the
people of Western Australia. Most Western Australians find that they will have to pay
for that 10 years through increases in tariffs and special levies. The Western Australian
people are looking for, and were promised by this Government, some action and changes
to restore confidence in our system of Parliament and Government. I am not sure
whether that confidence exists at the moment.
It was disappointing that the Premier said in the second reading speech that he had great
displeasure in seeing this Bill introduced into the Parliament. This Bill is one of the most
important moves the Premier could make. It is important that we debate this issue and
that this commission be established to examine our system and to produce
recommendations which will be important for the future of this State. The royal
commission report included a statement which is fundamental to avoiding repeating the
excesses of the 1980s. The following illustrates my point -

To be a reality, open Government must be a habit, a cast of mind. It is an attitude
which must be encouraged at all times.

flat is what the people of this State are looking for. It is a great disappointment that
since February occasions have arisen when open government was not in favour with this
Government. The City of Perth Restructuring Bill is a good examnple of that as we had no
consultation on that proposal until the concept and Bill were introduced. By then it was
too late. Before the end of the parliamentary session we will have amendments to the
Bill regarding endowment land, and if consultation had taken place ahead of the
Government's decision, and thought had been given to people's needs, that would not be
necessary as such provisions would have been part of the Bill from the beginning.
I sincerely believe that many people saw in the years from 1983 to 1993 a sustained
assault on our system as the power of the Executive grew out of its proper proportion.
Also, Parliament was under a great deal Of threat. This Bill cannot go far enough in
allowing an examination of our parliamentary and electoral system. Such an examination
is greatly required in this State. and the royal commission required it of us.
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We have many examples of the Executive riding roughshod aver our parliamentary
system. 'Me term "accountability" has been used many times during the past 12 years,
but politicians in this State have not really begun to understand what accountability really
means. We had 10 years of promises regarding freedom of information legislation, and it
was only in the dying days of the last Government that such legislation was dealt with.
As one who had a large number of amendments to that Bill, I appreciated the opportunity
of a full debate on those amendments. No suggestion was made that they would not be
debated.
During the last few months in this Parliament, the guillotine and gag have been used
extensively, and there is a possibility that those two mechanisms will became entrenched
in our system. If that happens, we certainly will not be moving in the direction of open
government, or a Government which understands the proper relationship which should
exist between the Executive and Parliament. Those aspects are a precious part of our
system and should be protected, not abused.
A number of aspects of this Bill are commendable and deserve comment. The
establishment of a joint standing committee of this Parliament is an extrmely important
part of the creation of the Commission on Government. The Parliament should scrutinise
the commission's activities, and should have a role in informing Parliament. I commend
the Government for that aspect of the Bill. That committee is about accountability, and it
points to the very importance of the committee system to this Parliament. I for one
would like to see the committee system in this Parliament improved in many forms, and I
am not alone in this desire. Committees should play a cenra role in the workings of the
Parliament and in making recommendations to the Government of the day.
We had an important debate earlier in the session regarding the composition of
committees such as the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee. I was
particularly disappointed that the new Government picked up the previous Government's
script; that is, when in Opposition, Government members argued for a majority of
Opposition members on that committee, but upon coming to Government they picked up
the Government's script and the earlier view was left behind. We should all think about
the workings of the committee system to ensure it is an integral and vital part of the
workings of the Parliament.
The aspects relating to public consultation within the Bill are commendable. Clause 16
outlines that in performing its functions the commission -

..is to take all such steps as it considers practicable to consult with the public on
the matters for inquiry.

That is a crucial part of the Bill. I am sure that the Government will ensure that the
commission has the resources necessary to perform its function. The workings of the
commission should be given a high priority. In his second reading speech the Premier
gave a great deal of importance to public opinion on this legislation. During the last few
years, it was public opinion which was very important in the sustained drive for a royal
commission, which highlighted so many inadequacies in our system during the last 10
years.
Groups such as People for Fair and Open Government and a number of individuals in this
State played a very important role to make sure we had that royal commission, and I am
sure they will be watching the progress of the Commission on Government Bill very
closely. It is vital that the Commission on Government give the public every right to be
heard and to make submissions, and that as far as possible what the public has to say in
individual and group submissions is made public. There should be the minimum amount
of secrecy. I am sure there will be the occasional person who wishes to make comment
to the commission whose privacy needs to be protected, but for the main part it should be
an open committee about which the public should have a continual opportunity to
comment. Consultation is a very important part of the accountability. It is an issue that
has come up for debate in the Parliament many times in the past few months and we must
never forget how important it is. I have one or two areas of concern about the legislation.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Prince): The level of background noise is very low, and
normally would not be die subject of comment, but I understand from one of the Hansard
reporters the member for Floreat is speaking in a dead Spot. It is very difficult for
Hansard to hear clearly with any background noise and I ask other members under the
circumstances to keep as quiet as possible.
Dr CONSTABLE: The main disappointment and concern I have is that this Bill does not
really address one of the fundamental issues raised by the royal commissioners; that is, to
review the Parliament and the processes in Parliament. A couple of major questions
should be asked: Why was the Government fr-om 1983 to 1993 able to do so much
against the public interest? Why were the Parliament and the Opposition through those
years so ineffective in pursuing die public interest? So nmany things were revealed in die
deliberations and reports of the royal commission that should never have happened.
What was Parliament doing? Why was it not effective in pursuing the public interest at
that time? The Commission on Government is the entity that should be looking at that so
those mistakes are not repeated again. I am not sure at all that the brief of the
Commission on Government is broad enough to look into those matters. There are
essential questions that I do not think we will have an answer for once we have gone
through the process of die Commission on Government. That is fundamental to what the
Commission on Government should be doing. The second part of the royal commission
report, chapter 5, states -

Above all else, if there is to be Government for the people, there must be public
trust and confidence in die processes and practices of Parliament and in the role it
performs in advancing and in safeguarding the interests of the public. If the
Parliament is to be the public's guardian against Government abuses, it must be
so constituted that the public will place its trust in it.

Talking to many people over the last two and a half years I do not think the public trust is
there any more. If we look back over the past few months and the behaviour of this
Parliament, how can people possibly have trust in what we are doing? Anyone sitting in
the Public Gallery during question time must question why we are here and what we are
doing.
I ask the Premier to reconsider what is in this Bill and to broaden the brief on the
Commission on Government, so those things can be looked at and we can have a broad
and positive discussion about our parliamenay system. On the one hand it is a very
strong system, and it has lasted 100 years with antecedents going back many hundreds of
years, but on the other hand it is also very fragile. We have seen the use of the guillotine
many times in die past few months whereas in the preceding 19 years it had been used
three times. We have seen it used in the upper House. How are we changing our
parliamentary system by doing this? If this becomes a habit, the whole process of
Parliament will change. Why bother having a Parliament if we are going to treat it in
such a way? Parliament is not here just to rubber stamp what a Government wants to do,
it is here to debate a whole range of issues and interests and represent those interests. I
hope in the new year when we returni to Parliament that we never see the use of the
guillotine in the way we have seen it in the past few months. If we continue going down
that track we will start to change the whole focus of what this Parliament is about.
I have a couple of anecdotes I find as an Independent very anmusing. In the dying days of
the last Parliament a very senior member of that Government sat next to a couple of
Independents on this back bench and said, "It has been great having Independents in the
Parliament. We have had to think before we bring things to the Parliament." On the one
hand it is quite amusing, on the other hand it is an indictment of how people think about
the Parliament. If there had not been Independents here, if the Government had not had
to depend on the vote of at least one Independent, would it not have thought about what it
was doing before bringing matters before die Parliament? An Opposition member who is
now a senior inister in the Court Government said to me ealy on, 'It is great having
Independents in Parliament We can do things.'t There is something wrong with
Parliament if senior members of Opposition and Government come up with comments
like that. We are not here as a rubber stamp for Government We are here to represent
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the people of Western Australia in our electorates. Very few people do that in a direct
way when the party system thinks that it can rubber stamp what happens in the
Parliament. It is time we scrutinised what we are doing. It is time we thought about our
behaviour. It is a great pity that the Commission on Government will not be broad
enough to look at some of the issues that are very important to us.
Mr Catania: Do you think the Ministers of this Government think?
Dr CONSTABLE: Most members of Parliament and Ministers do a very honest job and
work very hard, but when they come to Parliament they have decided before they come
what they want to effect and they see Parliament often as a waste of time and something
that rubber stamps what they do. I do not see that as what Parliament should be doing.
All of us should see it as a place where we can represent a whole range of views, and
time should be given for that range of views to be presented. Also time should be given
so we can scrutinise the legislation of the Government. The Committee process should
not be guillotined so we do not have the Minister for Labour Relations explaining his
amendments to Bills and they just get guillotined through the Parliament. They should
be explained properly and in detail.
Mr Catania: Spending hundreds of thousands of dollars sending out booklets because it
was guillotined here!
Dr CONSTABLE: The royal commission had quite a lot to say about Government
advertising and that sort of behaviour. The Government has a role to play in informing
people using a number ci? methods such as advertising and brochures, but it can get to the
point where the Government is abusing that system as well. All those things should be
kept in balance. Fundamental to my remarks, and I will draw them to a close as I am
conscious of the late hour, is that there is a desperate need to restore people's confidence
in Parliament. Over the past few months I do not believe we have done that at all. I urge
the Government to keep those sentiments in mind when we come back in the new year
for a fresh start.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Premier) [11.48 pm]: I thank the members for their
contribution in this second reading debate on the Commission on Government legislation.
The legislation is virtually the same legislation as that introduced by the former
Government except there have been some changes which strengthen it. From the
comments of members opposite I did not know whether they would support the Bill or
not. Their position seems to change on shifting from one side of the House to the other.
Dr Constable: That is my point, Mr Premier.
Mr COURT: The member for Floreat made the point that she would have preferred to
see this legislation brought on earlier in the session. That is something that we also
would have liked, but we ham' had a pretty lengthy legislative program and we did put a
priority on areas such as industrial relations reforms. Now that we are debating this
legislation, we are keen for the commission to be established. I want to make the general
comment that this legislation is very similar to that which was introduced by the former
Government. It has been strengthened, and I appreciate the support of the House for it.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Prince) in the Chair, Mr Court (Premier) in
charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -

Dr LAWRENCE: In the second reading debate we gave some consideration to the
general purposes of this BWl. At the outset!I want to underline one thing: Although we
will agree to this legislation, we art very disappointed that the Government has seen fit to
curtail significantly the activities of the Commission on Government from those intended
by the royal commission.
Mr Court: How can you say that?
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Dr LAWRENCE: I am about to demonstrate why that is so. This Bill is described as -

An Act to establish a Commission to inquire into certain matters relating to public
administration -

And this is the important qualification which appears again in clause 5 -

- and relevant to the prevention of corrupt, illegal or improper conduct in the
public sector.

That phrase is meant to limit dhe extent to which these matters that affect the structure of
our parliamentary and governmental system in this State can be assessed. Thai is clearly
the intention of the Government and was the basis of its abjection to our Bill last year.
T1he Government did not really object to die fact that the commissioners would have been
appointed by the previous Government because it has established the same mechanisms
in this Bill. However, it did object to the fact that matters, such as electoral reform.
would be examined on their merit and only to the extent that electoral reform was
important in our whole system of Government and not curtailed by die question of
corruption. I do not know how any set of commissioners will take a question like
electoral reform and fit it into the functions of clause 5(a) which states -

the specified matters if and to the extent to which the Commission considers those
matters to be relevant to the prevention of corrupt, illegal or improper conduct by
or involving public officials;

It means that a test is placed over all of these questions before their merit or otherwise is
examined properly. I remind the Chamber at the outset of die Committee stage of
precisely what the royal commission recommended. It was very helpful in that it
provided the drafting instructions for the Bill in chapter 7 of the report relating to the
Commission on Government. In its report it made a number of references to dhe
Commission on Government of matters that it had not been able to conclude in the time
available to it. matters that I am confident the commission thought would be better
deliberated by the wider community and not left to three commissioners and their
assistants. Quite clearly, the commission underlined die need for the inquiries of the
Commission on Government to be open and to involve a great many people in the
community.
The nature of the Commission on Government is very clearly outlined in chapter 7 of the
report. It is said that the commission should be established by legislation, which we are
doing, and it should be modelled in large measure on the Electoral and Administrative
Review Commission in Queensland, the so-called EARC. Its function - I stress this - is
that it should conduct inquiries into the matters that the commission identified and report
its recommendations for change to Parliament. There is no attempt to circumscribe the
commission's activities by reference to the extent to which it is relevant to the prevention
of corrupt, illegal or improper conduct; it is simply to examine those matters to which the
commission has referred. I am quite confident that the Government expects that that very
severe curtailment of the commission's activities by that phrase will mean that some
matters are not dealt with at all or not dealt with because the commission will say. 'How
can we ask that question about those matters?"
When we come to the detail in the schedule, I will point out to the Commnittee that the
various matters to which the royal commission referred may not have anything to do with
corruption or improper conduct but may have to do with justice. It is a very simple
question that can be addressed. The nature of the commission's objection was in some
areas the matter of justice, not corruption. The commission indicated that, in a very
general sense, if the system is deficient or weak, it leaves open the prospect of abuse.
Why that very clear attempt to circumscribe the commission's activities was inserted
requires some explanation by the Government. I repeat the phrase used by die
commission: The function of the commission should be to conduct inquiries into dhe
mailers the royal commission identified and to report its recommendations for change to
Parliament. There is no attempt to say that only certain elements of that argument should
be considered.
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The oilier point the commission made was that the conduct of this process of inquiry
should involve extensive public consultation. I hope that all members will participate in
this process and will ensure that their constituents do likewise. Matters referred to the
commission are matters of great moment, even though they will be delayed very
significantly in their deliberation and almost certainly not be the subject of any
legislation in this parliamentary term.
We have seen a 12 month period elapse - a 21 month period elapse from the
establishment of this commission - and in sonic way we might get to legislation. The
matters that were referred to are not peripheral matters. They include secrecy laws; the
operation of a Government media office of propaganda; the State archives authority;
standards of conduct of public officials; whistleblower protection; registers of pecuniary
interests, the ones that have been watered down by this Government; the financial
independence of Parliament; the electoral system of the Legislative Council and die
Legislative Assembly; and the scrutiny and review of procedures of Parliament - these
are all fundamental to the operation of Government and Parliament.
They should not be limited in die way in which the Government seeks to do in this Bill.
At the outset I say that we are not satisfied with the way this Bill has been watered down,
not strengthened, by clause 5 in particular. The intention of the Government is clearly to
minimise the extent to which these very important questions of reform are examined, to
make sure that the commissioners have one hand tied behind their back when dealing
with some very tortuous questions of interpretation which are imposed on them under
clause 5, the clause which, among others, we will seek to amend.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Clause I is the tidle of the Bill. It is an important tidle because it refers
to the Commission on Government. One would have thought in terms of the tidle that it
meant what it said. It was a Commission on Government which was to review
Government in its entirety in its three divisions of Parliament, the Executive and the
judiciary to try to address the 24 items in the schedule, and to prepare a package of
recommendations which would lead to better government in Western Australia. It was to
be better government in its truest democratic sense and yet, as the Leader of the
Opposition has said, in the very first substantive clause, clause 5, the Premier has sought
to limit the commission. It would become not a Commission on Government any more
but a further commission on corruption and improper and unethical conduct. That really
misses the point of the royal commission's recommendations. The royal commission's
recommendations and report said there was a great deal wrong in Government in Western
Australia that should be investigated and reported upon, and the reforms the State
required should be put to die people. It is those things which are wrong with Government
which allowed the problems to flourish which were investigated by the royal
commission. The commission does not see this as being limited to the matters it
investigated. Why set up a Commission on Government to do the job which the royal
commission itself did very thoroughly? It does not make sense. The Premier does not
seem to appreciate that what he has done by the amendments he has made has legal
consequences. The commission will be challenged by lawyers when it exercises its
powers, on the basis that they are not relevant to the issues that the Act directs it to be
concerned about. Every time the commission seeks to call people before it to examine
them on any issue there will be an argument as to whether their evidence would be
relevant to the matters referred to the commission. I suspect a number of lawyers will be
referring to clause 6.
Another function of what the Premier has done is to enable people later on to discount
and devalue the recommendations of the commission. Effectively people will be able to
say. "Forget about recommendations 15, 16 and 17 because they don't relate to the
matters to which the commission was directed. The commission has exceeded its terms
of reference and, therefore, we don't have to have regard to its findings. We have to have
regard only to those areas in which it had legislative competence to be acting." I do not
know why the Premier is doing that. Why does he want to invite legal challenges and the
opportunity for politicians and Governments in subsequent years to devalue the
recommendations on the basis that the commission exceeded its jurisdiction? Why not
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allow the commission free and unfettered rein to examine all the 24 items referred to it?
As I said in my second reading speech, I am very pleased that the Premier has aidded
items to the schedule, but to then seek to limit tern in the way he has devalues their
inclusion. The matters added are critically important to good goverrnent in Western
Australia and essential to the standing of Western Australia in the eyes of its neighbours.
The Premier has spent a considerable amount of dine and effort in recent days fanning
the problem between Australia and Malaysia.
Mr Court I have not fanned the problem. You created it.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The Premier fanned the problem considerably in a way which was
quite un-Australian.
Mr Court: By asking for an apology?
Mr D.L SMITH: It is essential that if we in this country are to be taken seriously by the
international community we must be able to say that we have a governmental system
preferably fairer and more democratic than any in the world. We must adhere to the
international covenants and treaties and be seen to be respecting our obligations when we
have signed them. We sometimes fail to recognise that we are a federation of States. We
have retained for ourselves all the powers not referred to the Commonwealth by the
Australian Constitution or taken pursuant to its foreign affairs powers. A large part of the
government of Australia is left to the States.
Mr Court: We are debating the short tidle of the Bill.
Mr D.L. SMm-I: If we want to have the ability to hold our head up high in the
international community we must be constantly reviewing our institutions and practices
to make sure that our system is exemplary, and the way to do it is to encourage the
commission to review our system of government in its entirety. We must not limit it to
the questions of unethical conduct.
Mr Court: Debate that in clause 5, not in the short title.

Mr D.L SMITH1: The Commission on Government is the title of the Bill. It is
effectively a wrong tidle because it is not that at all: It is a commission on corruption and
unethical conduct in relation to government. If the Premier does not want the title to be
debated in this way let him not devalue the purpose of the Bill and the commission by the
amendments made in clauses 5 and 6. This is going to be a fairly lengthy debate. I urge
the Premier that it is critically important to the future of all Western Australians that we
get this right and that the Premier opens his mind and accepts that in clauses 5 and 6 he
has ruined what could have been a worthwhile exercise to secure good government for
Western Australia, As it is, while clauses 5 and 6 are there I think the tidle is most
inappropriate.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Definitions.-
Mr KOBELKE: Will the Premier explain the two additional definitions in clause 3
which were not contained in the 1992 Bill? The first one is "Public official" and the
second "specified matter", which would seem to relate to the different structure which is
taken when including the terms of reference in this Bill. The previous Bill enclosed this
as a table in one of the earlier clauses, indicating that all matters in that table were
matters which the commission could look into and report on. We now find wit this Bill
we have a schedule headed "specified matter'. "Specified matter" is defined in clause 3
as "means a matter specified in Schedule 1 and includes part of a matter so specified".
There may be some good reason for that. I amn not a lawyer, but it seems a rather odd
way to go about it. I ask the Premier why "public official" needs to be defined in this Bill
when it was not previously and why that construction is taken when requiring "specified
matter" to be defined.
Mr COURT: "Public official" has been added to the definitions, and it is defined to
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include Ministers and members of Parliament and it broadens the scope of what they can
inquire into,
Mr KOBELKE: I press the Premier on that. Obviously we know what public officials
are. Why does it need to be included in the definitions? It seems to be self-explanatory.
[f it is not, what is the technical reason for including it?
Mr COURT: Where the term "public official" is used in the legislation, it has been
defined to include the Ministers of the Crown and members of Pahliamient.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 4 put and passed.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Mr Court (Premier).

BILLS (3) - RETURNED
1 . Pay-roll Tax Assessment Amendment Bill
2. Pay-roll Tax Amendment Bill
3. Public Authorities (Contributions) Amendment Bill

Bills returned from the Council without amendment.
House adjourned a; 12.12 am (Friday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

REDUNDANCY PACKAGES - BORROWINGS
1113. Mr McGINTY to the Treasurer

(1) Referring to the Treasurer's claim on many occasions that borrowing for
public sector redundancy schemes was irresponsible, and the Treasurer's
admission last week that the Treasurer's Government has authorised
borrowings for some redundancies, will the Treasurer advise the House for
which areas the Treasurer has authorised borrowings for redundancy
payments?

(2) What amount has been or will be borrowed for redundancy payments?
Mr COURT replied:
(1) Western Austrlian Government Railways Commission ($37.3m) and

Western Australian Meat Commission ($5.5m). My concern over
borrowing for redundancy related to wrongfully presenting $102.8m of
such borrowings in 199 1-92 as being part of CRF revenue in order to
achieve a "balanced" budget.

(2) A total of S42.Sm.
The borrowings of $37.7m by Railways will be fully repaid by end
1996-97 from resultant savings. There will also be accelerated repayment
of the $5.5m borrowed by the Meat Commission.

SOUTHERN EQUITIES CORPORATION LTD - LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES,
GOVERNMENT AND WESTERN AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT HOLDINGS LTD

1413. Mr MARLBOROUGH to the Treasurer-
(1) Is there any informal or- formal liaison between the legal representatives of

the Government and Western Australian Government Holdings in respect
to the case with Southern Equities Corporation Uimited?

(2) What form does that liaison take?
(3) To whom in Government do the legal representatives of the Government

and WAGH report?
(4) Is there a committee of Ministers and/or Government officers who

consider the reports of the legal representatives and gives instructions to
them?

(5) If so, what are the names of the persons concerned?
(6) If not, who gives instructions to the legal representatives?
(7) Are any persons outside of Government privy to the reports of the legal

representatives or have any input into instructions given to the legal
representatives?

(8) If so, what are the names of those persons?
Mr COURT replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Various meetings and communication.
(3) In the case of Government, the Attorney General. In the case of WAGH,

the board thereof.
(4) Yes.
(5) It is a Cabinet subcommittee, chaired by the Premier.
(6) Not applicable.
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(7) Not to my knowledge.
(8) Not applicable.

CONCRETE BATCHING PLANT - NBERABUP
1421. Mr KOBELKE to the inister for Planning:

(1) As the City of Wanneroo found the proposal for a concrete batching plant
off Quinns Road contrary to the intended use for which the land was
reserved, why did the Minister approve it?

(2) As the City of Wanneroo found that the proposed batching plant would
introduce a non-conforming use to dhe site, why has die Minister allowed
this inappropriate development in the area?

(3) As the City of Wannerco determined that the batching plant proposal
would exacerbate environmental degradation of the area, why did the
Minister approve the plant in view of this finding?

(4) As the Council considered that a batching plant was not necessary in the
proposed location and that its refusal would not seriously disadvantage the
public, why did the inister find the siting of the plant next to a
residential area and national park necessary?

(5) As the Council found that the proposed concrete batching plant off Quinns
Road went beyond the expectations of surrounding residents for the area,
why did the Minister approve the plant when industrial use of the land was
not planned and when local residents had no knowledge of the proposal
before building their homes?

(6) As significant public objection was a further reason for the City of
Wanneroo rejecting the concrete batching plant, why has the Minister
disregarded the concern of local residents and their council in making this
decision and given the Minister's approval to this inappropriate and
objectionable proposal?

(7) Given the view of local residents that the Minister has ignored their
concerns and refused to meet with them, will the Minister agree to meet
local residents or their representatives?

Mr LEWIS replied:
(1) My decision to approve the batching plant on the quarry site was made in

light of the following -
(i) the batching plant was to be located in a quarry which is subject to

a mining lease granted by the Department of Land Administration
in 1977;

(ii) the proposal would not adversely affect the amenity of the nearby
residential area given the advice that approvals to operate the
batching plant on the quarry site had been obtained from the
previous Minister for Mines in 1992. the Department of Land
Administration on 27 August 1992 and the Environmental
Protection Authority on 6 October 1992;

(iii) the quarry was removed from the Neerabup national park by the
previous Government under the Reserves and Land Revestment
Act 1991 on 19 December 1991;

(iv) the plant will reduce haulage distance and therefore reduce
housing costs in the north west corridor, which is one of the fastest
growing residential areas in Australia;

(v) the nearby residential area is separated from the quarry by the
reserve set aside for the extension of the Mitchell Freeway; and
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(vi) die introduction of a concrete batching plant on land set aside for a
quarry could only be seen as a marginal inteniffication of
industrial activity on the site.

(2)-(6)
See (1) above.

(7) A meeting with the residents to discuss this matter can serve no
purpose, as the decision of the Minister for Planning on an appeal
is final and cannot be rescinded.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - BRITISH
PETROLEUM

Kwinana Co generation Plant, Electricity Sale
1489. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Energy:

(1) Are negotiations proceeding between the State Energy Commission of
Western Australia and British Petroleum over the proposed sale of
electricity from a co-generation plant at Kwinana?

(2) If yes, what is the size of the proposed power station?
Mr C.]. BARNETT replied:
(1) Yes. SECWA is negotiating with BP and Mission Energy as the proposed

project proponents.
(2) 110 MW.

PIOLBARA ENERGY PROJECT - BHP, GOVERNMENT NEGOTIATIONS
1490. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Energy:

(1) Is the Government still negotiating with Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd
over its proposed Pilbara energy project?

(2) If yes, what aspects of the project are the subject of disagreement?
(3) If not, when does the Government intend to bring to Parliament legislation

amending the relevant State Agreement Acts?
Mr C.J. BARNETT replied:
(l)-(3) The Government is still negotiating an agreement with BHIP for its Pilbara

energy project and expects to introduce a Bill into this session of
Parliament for a ratified agreement.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - COLLIE
POWER STATION PROJECT

Asea Brown Roved, Costs Recovery
1491. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Energy:

(1) Has the State Government rejected an attempt by Brown Boveri to begin
legal proceedings aimed at recovering costs by the group by the
withdrawal of the mandate to develop the 600 MW power station at Collie
as reported in the Austrralian Financial Review on 19 November 19937

(2) Have any discussions taken place between the State Energy Commission
of Western Australia and Brown Boveri in respect of recovering costs
incurred by the developer in relation to the 600 MW BOO project?

Mr C.J BARNETT replied:
(1) ABB has not begun legal proceedings aimed at recovering costs by the

group. It has preserved its right to do so in the future, should it wish.
(2) No.
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STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - COLLIE
POWER STATION PROJECT

Asea Brown Boveri, Bid
1492. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Energy:

(1) On what basis is the State Energy Commission of Western Australia
assessing Brown Rovedi's bid to construct a 300 MW power station at
Collie?

(2) Is SECWA taking any external advice in considering the bid?
(3) Who will make the final decision on this project, the SECWA board or the

Government?
(4) Can the Government guarantee that the price of power delivered from the

300 MW station on a cents per kilowatt hour basis will be cheaper than
that offered by Brown Rovedi for the 600 MW project?

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied:
(1) SECWA is evaluating the ABBlIcochu consortium bid for a I x. 300 MW

power station on the basis of compliance with SECWA's technical scope
of work, the commercial terms and conditions of the specifications and the
price.

(2) Yes.
(3) SECWA will follow its normal procedure for a project of this magnitude;

that is, the placing of an order requires the approval of the SECWA board,
the Minister and the Governor in Council.

(4) Evaluation of the 1 x 300 MW power station against alternatives,
including the now cancelled 2 x 300 MW power station, indicated that the
smaller station improved SECWA's ability to reduce its costs, and lower
tariffs.

GOLDFIELDS GAS P[PELINE PROJECT - ADVISERS
1493. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:

(1) Has the Government taken on board any advisers to assist it with its
assessment of the goldfields gas pipeline project?

(2) If yes -

(a) who;
(b) what are the terms of their contrct with the Government?

(3) If not, why not?
Mr CJ. BARNET replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) AIDC Ltd/McLennan Magasanik & Associates Pry Ltd

(b) Provide advice relating to the evaluation and negotiation of
proposed arrangemnents between the Stare and the Goldfields Gas
Transmission joint venture for the establishment and operation of a
goldfields gas pipeline. The consultants have been commissioned
by the Department of Resources Development under its usual
terms and conditions of consultancy appointments.

(3) Not applicable.
RESOURCE PROJECTS - 15, DEVELOPMENT STAGE

1529. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:
With reference to question on notice 1453 of 1993 -
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(a) what are the 15 resource projects to which the Minister refers;
(b) at what stage of development is each of those projects?

Mr C.J BARNETT replied:
Rsorce wjcs xAnyCd Stage of Develpment
Australian Fused Materials Operating
(fused alumina abrasives)
Australian Fused Materials Construction commenced
(fused zimronia) 15,10.93
Coogee Chemicals Zeolite Joint venture negotiations
CSBP Ammonium Nitrate Contracts for construction ih

Collie River South Branch Relocation
Alcoa Wagerup Expansion

Worslcy Residue Storage Expansion
Worslcy Oxalate Disposal Unit

BHPP Griffin Gas Pipeline

Yakabindie Revised Layout
improvement

November 1993
Construction under way
Contracts let in September
1993
Construction commenced
Construction commencing in
first quarter 1994
Construction to be completed
March 1994
Project on hold pending market

Koolyanobbing Iron Ore Exports Project is committed
Orebodies 23 and 25 Project is committed
Lake MacLeo Gypsum Confidential/under

consideration
Woodside Cossack! Wanaea Contracts am being awarded
Woodside LPG Plant Contracts am being awarded.

AGREEMENT ACTS - NICKEL REFINERY (WESTERN MINING
CORPORATION LTD) AGREEMENT ACT

1530. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:
With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993, what aspects of the Nickel Refinery (Western Mining Corporation
Limited) Agreement Act 1968 are the subject of negotiation between the
Government and the company concerned?

Mr C.J. BARNETIT replied:
Rail freight provisions and the incorporation of new provisions to
facilitate the normalisation of Kambalda.

AGREEMENT ACTS - NICKEL (AGNEW) AGREEMENT ACT
1531. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:

With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993, what aspects of the Nickel (Agnew) Agreement Act 1974 are the
subject of negotiation between the Government and the company
concerned?

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied:
Rail freight provisions and to provide for the town of Leinster to be the
dormitory centre for other projects.
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AGREEMENT ACTS - POSEIDON NICKEL AGREEMENT ACT
.1532. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:

With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993, what aspects of the Poseidon Nickel Agreement Act 1971 are the
subject of negotiation between the Government and the company
concerned?

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied:
Termination of the agreement and repeal of the ratifying Act as the project
is completed.

AGREEMENT ACTS - COLLIE COAL (WESTERN COLLIERIES) AGREEMENT
ACT

1533. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:
With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993 what aspects of the Collie Coal (Western Collieries) Agreement Act
1979 are the subject of negotiation between the Government and the
company concerned?

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied:
Extension of the term of the agreement to make it similar to the Collie
Coal (Griffin) Agreement Act 1979.

AGREEMENT ACTS - COLLIE COAL (GRYIFN) AGREEMENT ACT
1534. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resurces Development:

With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993. what aspects of the Collie Coal (Griffin) Agreement Act 1979 are
the subject of negotiation between the Government and the company
concerned?

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied:
Operation of the Mining Act 1978 in lieu of the Mining Act 1904 and to
make the agreement provisions similar to those contained in the Collie
Coal (Western Collieries) Agreement Act 1979.

AGREEMENT ACTS - BROKEN HILL PROPRIETARY COMPANY'S
INTEGRATED STEEL WORKS AGREEMENT ACT

1535. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:
With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993, what aspects of the Broken Hill Proprietary Company's Integrated
Steel Works Agreement Act 1960 are the subject of negotiation between
the Government and the company concerned?

Mr CiJ. BARNETT replied:
Tcrmination of the agreement and repeal of the ratifying Act due to
closure of the Koolyanobbing iron ore project as agreed by the previous
Government.

AGREEMENT ACM - BROKEN HILL STEEL INDUSTRY AGREEMENT ACT
1536. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:

With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993, what aspects of the Broken Hill Steel Industry Agreement Act 1952
are the subject of negotiation between the Government and the company
concerned?
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Mr CJ. BARNETT replied:
Incorporation into die Broken Hill Steel lndustry Agreement Act 1952
provisions that are presently contained in the 1960 Agreement Act
referred to in question 1535.

AGREEMENT ACTS - IRON ORE (MOUNT NEWMAN) AGREEMENT ACT
1537. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:

With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993, what aspects of the Iron Ore (Mownt Newman) Agreement Act 1964
are the subject of negotiation between the Government and the company
concerned?

Mr CJ. BARNETT replied:
The secondary processing provisions.

AGREEMENT ACTS - IRON ORE (MOUNT GOLDS WORTHY) AGREEMENT
ACT

1538. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:
With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993. what aspects of the Iron Ore (Mount Goldsworthy) Agreement Act
1964 are die subject of negotiation between the Government and the
company concerned?

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied:
The secondary processing provisions.

AGREEMENT ACTS - IRON ORE (McCAMEY'S MONSTER) AGREEMENT
AUTHORIZATION ACT

1539. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:
With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993, what aspects of the Iron Ore (McCamey's Monster) Agreement
Authorization Act 1972 are the subject of negotiation between the
Government and the company concerned?

Mr C.. BARNEYT replied:
The secondary processing provisions.

AGREEMENT ACTS - IRON ORE (MARILLANA CREEK) AGREEMENT ACT
1540. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Resources Development:

With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993, what aspects of the Iron Ore (Marillana Creek) Agreement Act 1991
are the subject of negotiation between the Government and the company
concerned?

Mr C.I. BARNETT replied:
The secondary processing provisions.

AGREEMENT AMT - WUNDOWIE CHARCOAL IRON INDUSTRY SALE
AGREEMENT ACT

1541. Dr GALLOP to die Minister for Resources Development:
With reference to the Minister's answer to question on notice 1331 of
1993, what aspects of the Wundowie Charcoal Iron Industry Sale
Agreement Act 1974 am the subject of negotiation between the
Government and the company concerned?

Mr CiJ. BARNETT replied:
Variation of the agreement to reflect the current status of the project.

142"$e
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HOMESWEST - TENANCIES, FREMANTLE ELECTORATE
1551. Mr McGINTY to the Minister for Housing:

(1) How many Homeswest tenancies are located in the State electorate of
Fremantle?

(2) How many of these tenancies will pay higher rent under the Minister's
announcement of 23 November 1993?

(3) How will dhe Minister determine which tenants should pay more?
(4) (a) By how much will rents rise;

(b) what will be the new levels of rent payable?
(5) What are the details of the Minister's announcement of rent increases to

provide a bond payment?
(6) Is this in addition to rent increases?
(7) (a) When is die next general increase in rents planned;

(b) ,what criteria will be applied to determine the amount of increase?
Mr LEWIS replied:
(1) 982.
(2)-(7)

These questions relate to the proposed bond accrual scheme the detail of
which is still being developed by Homeswest. The scheme will be
submitted to Homeswest's board and Cabinet for approval and I will
announce the scheme in due course.

BOARDS AND COMMITEES - APPOINTMENTS. MINISTER FOR HEALTH'S
PORTFOLIO

1560. Mr TAYLOR to the Minister representing the Minister for Health:
(1) Who has the Minister appointed under the Minister's portfolio, to boards

and committees since 6 February 1993?
(2) To what boards and committees were these individuals appointed?
(3) What appointments of level 6 and above have been made in die Minister's

portfolio since 6 February 1993?
Mr MINSON replied:

The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

(1)-(2)
Having recently been through the experience of signing letters
advising of appointment to every member of every country
hospital board, I am very coniscious of the amount of work
involved in ascertaining this information. There are numerous
boards and committees within my portfolio and I am unwilling to
devote departmental time to such a broad question. If the member
refers to a specific board or committee I would be happy to advise.

(3) Similarly this is a very broad inquiry and I cannot devote
departmental rime to it. If the member refers to a specific
appointment I would be happy to provide details.

STRATAGEM ADVERTISING & COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANTS -
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

1588. Mr KOBELKE to die Minister for Services:
(1) Can the Minister provide a list indicating each contract or work

assignment awarded to Stratagem Advertising and Communications
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Consultations since February 1993 to undertake advertising Or
promotional work for any Government department, agency or consultant
working on behalf of the Government?

(2) What was the value of each project or work assignment?
(3) -What is the, cost of Strataem's shae Of the work in each case?
(4) How much in each case has already been paid to Stratagem?
Mr KJERATH eplet

I refer the member to my answer to question 1420.
MINSTERIAL OFFICES - PERSONAL COMPUTERS OR TERMINALS,

COMPUTER PRINTERS, PHOTOCOPYING MACHINES
1599. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Water Resources; Loca Government:

(1) How many personal computers or fuinals are located in or assigned to
t minister's office?

(2) How many computer printers are located in or assigned to the Minister's
Office?

(3) How many photocopying machines are located in or assigned to the
Ministes office?

Mr OMODRI replied.
(1) 6
(2) 2
(3) 1.

MINISTERIAL OFFICES - MOBILE PHONES, PAGERS AND VEHICLES
1647. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Water Resources; Local Government:

(1) How many mobile phones, pagers and vehicles arn available to staff in the
Minister's office, or consultants employed in the Minister's office

(2) To which staff arm these items allocated?
(3) At what cost amc these items provided?
(4) Which department or agency meets the cost?
(5) Are any staff in the Minister's office provided a home fax, or do any staff

receive a reimbursement for the cost of renting a home fax?
(6) Ifaso-

(a) which officer;
(b) at what cost?

(7) Do any staff in the Ministers office have all or part of their telephone
expenses met by the Government?

(8) If so, which officers?
Mr OMODEI replied:
(1) 2 mobile phones

I pager
3 vehicles

(2) John Kime - Principal Private Secretary - vehicle and mobile phone
Amanda O'Brien - Press Secretary - vehicle and pager
Steven Tweedie -Senior Policy Officer, Local Government - vehicle and
mobile phone.
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(3) 1 mobile phone - purchase price - $I1437 plus ongoing monthly rental of
$35.
1 mobile phone (existing equipment) - ongoing monthly rental of $35
I pager - purchase price -$350 plus $120 charges to 31/1194
1 vehicle - provided by the executive vehicle scheme through the Water
Authority of WA
2 Government vehicles - purchase prices - $15 280 and $17 506.

(4) Department of Local Government.
(5) No.
(6) Not applicable.
(7) Yes.
(8) John Kinie - part of telephone expenses

Ric Latter - Special Projects Officer - part of telephone expenses.
McCARREY COMMISSION - RECOMMENDATIONS IMPLEMENTATION

1762. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Minister for Water Resources; Local Government:
What recommendations of the McCantey Commission have been
implemented in the Minister's portfolios?

Mr OMODEI replied:
The McCancey recommendations am under review and the review is
ongoing.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

MINISTER FOR POLICE - PREMIER'S FULL CONFIDENCE IN
521. Dr LAWRENCE to the Premier

I refer to the lame duck inister for Police, who is not in the Chamber. I
ask -

(1) Does the Premier have full confidence in the Minister for Police's
handling of his portfolio?

(2) When will the Premier undertake to discipline other members of
Cabinet who are undermining his Minister?

Mr COURT replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Far from being undermined, the Minister for Police is being supported.

He is a good Minister, for the first time in a long while, we have a
smraightshooter handling a difficult portfolio.

AUDITOR GENERAL'S REPORT - HERITAGE COUNCIL OF WA
522. Mr PRINCE to the Minister for Heritage:

I draw the Minister's attention to the Auditor General's report tabled in
the House today and, more particularly, to specific issues on page 29
referring to the Heritage Council of Western Australia and I ask: What
action is the Minister intending to take?

Mr LEWIS replied:
This is a very serious matter. Unfortunately, the whole matter reflects
rather badly on the previous Government, particularly the member for
Frem antle.
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Mr McGinty: It does nothing of the sort. IT Auditor General said that it in no
way whatsoever reflected on me or my administration. You are
misleading the House.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr McGinty: You direct the Auditor General.
The SPEAKER: Order! At this stage I do not want to call the member for

Fremandle formally to order. As he probably gathered, I allowed him to
make his initial and quite lengthy iunazk, Having allowed him to make
that point, I now ask him to desist from continuing that interjection.

Mr LEWIS: It reflects badly on the former Minister, in particular. T7he Auditor
General reports that unsound practices - they are the Auditor General'.
words - were effected when a $50 000 ex gratia payment over and above a
$30 000 stipend was paid to the Chairman of the Heritage Council of
Western Australia in September last year. The Auditor General further
reported that the payment was not approved by the Heritage Council.

Mr McGinty: It was not up to the Heritage Council to approve it. The Act directs
that it be the Minister, you fool. You should know that.

Withdrawal of Remark
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Fremantle, and I

ask him to withdraw the remark calling the Minister a fool.
Mr McGINTY: I withdraw.

Questions withoma Notlice Resumed
Mr McGinty: T1he Act requires that the Minister-
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr LEWIS: The member is terribly defensive, is he not?
Mr McGinty: You do not know your Act. You are incorrect.
Mr LEWIS: I am only quoting what the Auditor General said.
Mr McGinty: The Minister has not got the facts right.
The SPEAKER: Order! Would the Minister proceed?
Mr LEWIS: The member is squirming, is he not?
Several members inteijected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister will please proceed.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr LEWIS: Mr Speaker, to paraphrase the Auditor General, he said that the

payment was not approved by the Heritage Council.
Mr McGinty: Because the Act did not require it.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Fremantle.
Mr McGinty: He is misleading the House.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr LEWIS: It was unbudgeted and contrary - this is what the Auditor General

said - to the provisions of the relevant legislation. The whole muter is of
particular concern -

Mr McGinty: It would not be the first time the Auditor General has made a
mistake. You told die Auditor General you were not happy with his first
investigation.
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The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Fremantle. Some days I would have
you up to about three formal calls to order by now. I have desisted from
doing that, because I am sure chat when members have matters of this
nature before diem they have a natural desire to respond. If you do it in a
controlled way and your colleagues do not join you and it is relatively
brief I can allow some of that, but if you inhibit the Minister from making
his points then I cannot allow it.

Mr LEWIS: The whole matter was of particular concern as same of the work
apparently done by the chairman was in association with the old Swan
Brewery, and the Auditor General also found chat the Heritage Act had not
been complied with. So, Mr Speaker, I consider die whole question reeks
of a cover-up. As no formal instruction was given, as required by section
28 of the Act, no formal action was taken by the Minister-

Mr McGinty. That is absolutely incorrect.
Mr LEWIS: No fornal instruction was given by the member for Fremantle.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr LEWIS: Only when the Auditor General approached the member for

Fremantle 13 months after the fact did the member put in writing that, yes,
he had taken a part in instructing that payment to be made.

Mr McGinty: What about the Public Service Commission? You are not making
any mention of that.

Mr LEWIS: To make matters worse, the chairman of the council also failed to
bring to his own council's attention the matter that he had received the
$50 000 ex gratia payment. That was only brought -

Mr McGinty: No. You are absolutely misleading the House. It was in the
minutes of the following meeting.

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Fremantle.
Mr McGinty: You are not telling the truth.
The SPEAKER:- Order! Please desist from that interjection.
Mr LEWIS: There is nothing in the minutes of the Heritage Council at all, and it

was only when after 13 months the matter was brought to the attention of
the Auditor General that the Chairman of the Heritage Council informed
his council that the payment had been made.

Mr McGinty: That is not true and you know it. You should be ashamed of
yourself.

Mr LEWIS: The member should read the Auditor General's report.
Mr McGinty: What are you going to do about it?
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Fremantle.
Mr LEWIS: It is a serious matter and particularly -

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: I formally call to order for the second time the member for

Fremantle.
Mr LEWIS: - the conflict of interest that existed with regard to the chairman

receiving that ex grauia payment which, by the way and according to the
Treasurer's directions, can only be made on the approval of the Treasurer.

Points of Order
Mr RIPPER: The Minister for Planning is reflecting on the motives of the

member for Fremanile, who was the previous Minister. Those reflections
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and suggestions of improper motives should be made by way of
substantive motion, not by way of an answer to a Dorothy Dix question.

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The Minister for Planning is simply commenting on a report
of die Auditor General. If the member for Fremantle feels in any way that
a reflection has been made it would be appropriate for that member to
make a personal explanation, if he so desires.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I might not have heard the remarks, because I was trying

to keep order, but it appears to me that much of what the Minister for
Planning is doing is quoting from the Auditor General's report. That is in
order, but if he moves to an area where he perhaps may imply improper
motives, I will be listening and I will take the correct action. Perhaps the
Minister has reached the stage where he should bring his answer to a
conclusion.

Questions without Notice Resumed
Mr LEWIS: I view the matter very seriously. In view of that, and in accordance

with the standing orders of this House, I will this day be formally referring
the matter to the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee for
further investigation.

Dr Lawrence: A political stunt!
Mr LEWIS: it is a serious matter.
Mr McGinty: And the ternms of reference should include the Minister's

interference with the proper conduct of the Auditor General in this matter.
Mr LEWIS: I suggest that the member for Fremantle has seriously impugned the

integrity of die Auditor General by making a statement to the effect that
the Auditor General sent a report to me. I sent it back and said it was not
good enough; and the Auditor General amended his report and sent it
back. That is the most disgraceful thing I have ever heard, it reflects
badly on the member, and shows how low he will stoop to protect his hide
and hide his incompetence.

MINISTER FOR POLICE - CALL FOR RESIGNATION
523. Mr TAYLOR to the Minister for Police:

I refer to the Police Union's assessment that the Minister is a lame duck
who has made no headway on issues of concern to the police and is being
undernined by his Cabinet colleagues. When wili the Minister give his
portfolio the priority it deserves by resigning his commission in favour of
a member of Cabinet who is able to get appointments with the Attorney
General?

Points of Order
Mr C.J. BARNETT: It is not appropniate to use the term "lame duck". It is by

way of argument, and it is not necessary to ask a question in that way. I
ask you. Mr Speaker, to require that the member ask the question properly.

Mr RIPPER: The Government is being unusually sensitive on this matter. I think
the rule that sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander applies on this
occasion. It does not seem to me that the use of the term "lame duck" is
unparliamentary, If that it is to be ruled unparliamentary, parliamentary
debate would be neutered.

Several members interjected.
Withdrawal of Remark

The SPEAKER: I call on the Minister for Local Government to withdraw those
words.
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Mr OMODEI: I withdraw.
Point of Order Resumed

The SPEAKER: As it is nearing Christmas perhaps sauce for the goose is
appropriate but it is not appropriate in this Chamber. As to the point of
order, I would not rule out the words used.

Questions without Notice Resumed
Mr WIESE replied:

I totally reject the words that were used, and I will no: be resigning.
WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS LEGISLATION - MEMBER FOR THORNLIE'S

COMMENTS
524. Mr BLIOFEWITCH to the Mlinister for Labour Relations:

On ABC Radio this morning the member for Thomuilie was interviewed
about the Government's new workplace agreements. The member
repeated what other members opposite have said in the past. She
described a workplace agreement as "a simple contract which can be
presented by an employer to a worker and the worker can be told to sign
or lose his job". In view of the serious implications of this statement, what
does the Minister intend to do?

Mr KIERATh replied:
The member for Thornlie should apologise not only to people in this
House, but also to the people of Western Australia. She sat through the
debate and knows what is contained in t Act, but has deliberately spread
misinformation in the public arena. Only yesterday one of her own
people, a former industrial relations commissioner, Mr Stephen Edwards,
said on radio that the legislation makes it an offence for an employer to in
any way prejudice an employee who will not enter into a work place
agreement. Already division is created among the ranks of the Opposition
because the member for Thomrlie is keen to try to frighten the people of
Western Australia. Among some research I did over the past couple of
days, I found that in 1906 that great parliamentarian, Sir Winston
Churchill, when talking about work contracts - would members believe, in
the exact same situation - he used the words a "terminological
inexactitude" to refer to a member on the other side of the House who was
spreading what we would call blatant untruths. The comments by the
member for Thomlie were extremely unparliamentary and do not bef it any
member of this place. They are the very reason the Government has
embarked on a public information campaign. It is no wonder we must tell
the people of Western Australia the truth.
A television advertising campaign will start this weekend - I will give
members opposite details - which will cost in the vicinity of $50 000. In
addition, the Leader of the Opposition and the Trades and Labor Council
have requested we circulate an information paper. Consequently every
household in Western Australia will receive that information - 640 000
copies - at a cost of $50 000. That cost can be attributed directly to the
actions of the Opposition. So that members opposite get their facts
straight, the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations will
produce 26 different brochures - about 130 000 - which will be distributed
to workplaces in Western Australia at a cost of approximately $25 000.
For the benefit of those with a non-English speaking background they will
be produced in 15 different languages. The Government intends to ensure
that everyone will know the truth and will not have to rely on
misinformation from members opposite. In addition, seminars, a video
and a handbook will be produced.
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The money will be welt spent, although I would rather not have to spend
the money at all. The irresponsible actions of members opposite have
forced us to tell die people of Western Australia the truth.

CORRECTIVE SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF - INQUIRY, CONFLICT OF
INTEREST

525. Mr D.SMITH to the Premier
With reference to the Premier's briefing this week on investigations into
the Department of Corrective Services -

(1) How does the Government intend to reconcile the inherent conflict
in the inistry of Justice having an interest in the investigations
into the Department of Corrective Services, a department which
now forms part of the Justice Ministry?

(2) What action does the Premier intend to take to address the
potential conflict of interest in the Attorney General's
administration of justice and her husband's previous role as senior
officer in the Department of Corrective Services?

Mr COURT replied:
The advice that I have just been given is that the investigation was handed
to the police to handle in February of this year.

MALAYSIA - DETERIORATING RELATIONSHIP WITH AUSTRALIA
526. M~r MARSHALL to the Premier

Will the Premier inform the House -

Mr Graham: Another dorothy dixer.
Mr MARSHALL: The member for Pilbara should be reminded that my Amity

Doreen and my Uncle Ron Dix -
The SPEAKER: Order! The member will continue with his question.
Mr MARSHALL: It is an honour to be asking this Dix question.
The SPEAKER: Order! I cannot hear the member. The member may make

another remark like yesterday.
Mr MARSHALL: Will the Premier inform the House of his concerns at the

apparent deteriorating relationship between Australia and Malaysia?
Mr COURT replied:

When this question was raised last week, members opposite said that this
was an old story. We were hoping -

Dr Lawrence: You were asked a question the day before; that is why.
Mr COURT: On the one band, members opposite want to talk about finding

employment opportunities in this State and then, on the other hand. they
slavishly support Mr Keating.

Mr Marlborough interjected.
Dr Lawrence: I said, Mr Premier, that I did not approve of what he said.
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the member for Peel to cease his interjections. I

also ask the Leadier of the Opposition to cease interjecting. The level of
interjections is such that I cannot hear the answer and that is inappropriate.
I ask members to cooperate and not to interject.

Mr COURT: We were hoping that this issue would be resolved last week with a
simple apology from the Prime Minister. The seriousness of this situation
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is that, far from an apology, the Prime Minister's arrogance saw him go on
television and continue to make it very clear that he had no intentions of
backing down.

Mr Marlborough interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Taylor: Premier, did you write to Dr Mahathir?
Mr Marlborough interjected
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Peel. He should

be aware that interjections while the Speaker is on his feet are
inappropriate. There are too many interjections.

Mr Taylor: Premier, did you write to Dr Mahathir?
Mr COURT: I certainly did write to Dr Mahachir last week and I made it very

clear to him that this State wanted to continue with the tremendous
economic and cultural relationships that we have been able to establish
with his country.

Mr Marlborough interjected.
Mr COURT: We were hoping that this issue would go away.
Mr Taylor How do you think the Malaysian Prime Minister would react to you

as an Australian writing to him complaining and apologising on behalf of
the Prime Minister of Australia? How do you think he wI react to that?
Even Hewson and Fischer do not think that is appropriate.

Mr COURT: I do not have to apologise for our Prime Minister. I want the Prime
Minister to apologise.

Mr Taylor: What did you say in your letter to him?
Mr COURT: I cannot understand this. Listen to the carping on the other side.
Mr Taylor: Disgraceful behaviour on your part.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the Deputy Leader of the

Opposition. I have sought members' cooperation several times and it does
not seem that I am going to get it. I am left with one choice and that is to
take action. However, I do not wish to do that. Some interjections are
appropriate. What we have been getting in the last minute or two are
inappropriate interjections.

Mr COURT: Senior Malaysian Ministers have said that relationships will
degenerate further unless there is an apology fr-om the Prime Minister.
What members opposite do not seem to understand -

Mr Marlborough: Business goes on as normal.
Mr COURT: That is where the member is wrong.
Mr Marlborough: Business goes on as normal. You are an apologist.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Pel for a second

time.
Mr COURT: Talkcing about an apologist.
Mr Taylor: You are an apologist and you should be ashamed of yourself.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the Deputy Leader of the

Opposition for the second time.
Mr COURT: Whatever Mr Keating says or does, members opposite slavishly

support him.
Mr Marlborough interjected
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Mr COURT: I advise the member for Peel that Mr Keating's actions are affecting
local industry. Already we have seen action taken with students. The
Government has been approached by a rock band from Western Australia
that has been denied the ability to work in Malaysia because of the Prime
Minister's actions. A leading architectural firm has informed die
Government that a number of contracts have been put in doubt as a result
of those actions. A high technology company that was on the verge of
winning a major communications contract with Malaysia is now having
doubt. Thecy are merely examples that have been given to us in the last
few days.

Mr Marlborough: What are their names?
Mr COURT: The member would love that. The Federal Government has

jeopardised a number of important business deals in that country. Instead
of supporting the Prime Minister, why do members opposite not put
pressure on him to put Australia first?

ATTORNEY GENERAL - CAMPAIGN FINANCES, COLIN EDWARDES.
INVOLVEMENT

527. Dr GALLOP to the Attorney General:
I refer to the Attorney General's answer to a previous question that she
was unaware whether Ministry of Justice employee. Mr Colin Edwardes,
was a signatory to her campaign accounts. I ask -

(1) Can the Attorney General explain why in February this year Mr
Edwardes wrote to the member for Wannerco, the member for
Marmion and the member for Whitford seeking payment for their
share of the cost of an advertisement placed in the Wannero
Times?

(2) Can the Attorney General explain why the cheques were made
payable to the Cheryl Edwardes Support Group?

(3) Is there any good reason why the community should believe that
the Attorney General would be unaware that Mr Colin Edwanles
was intimately involved in managing the finances of her
campaigns?

(4) Have any other Ministry of Justice employees been involved in the
Attorney General's campaign activities?

The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the member to hand that question to me.
Part (4) of the question is possibly in order. The other parts are not in
order. I will allow the member to ask part (4) if he so wishes. Or he may
wish to come back at a later stage.

Dr GALLOP: I will come back at a later stage.

WOMEN - STOP VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN PROGRAM, FEDERAL
ALLOCATION

528. Dr TURNBULL to the Minister for Women's Interests:
What allocation have Western Australian projects received in the recent
round of Federal Government grants as part of the stop violence against
women program?

Mrs EDWARDES replied:
I hope that members opposite will be equally as critical of the Federal
Government as they were this week of the State Government over
programs to stop violence against women. When the Opposition was in
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Government last year, nine per cent of the first round of the program was
allocated to Western Australia. This was a rort as the Commonwealth
looked after its mates. However, that is not surprising.
This year, out of $400 000 Western Australia received $5 000, which was
1.2 per cent of the total. I hope dhat Members opposite will be equally
critical of the Federal Government and will write to the Minister and ask
why -

Mr Taylor: Do your job properly.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Dr Watson: You made that commitment -

The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Kenwict. It is
inappropriate to interject when I am on My feet. It is not possible to hear
the Attorey General giving the answer due to the number of interjections.

Dr Watson: It makes me very angry.
The SPEAKER: Order! l formnally call to order the member for Kenwick for a

second time. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition sought to ask a
question and I gave the call to a Government member. I will give the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition an opportunity to ask a question even
though we are over time.

Mrs EDWARDES: There were 38 applications from Western Australia which
were unsuccessful with the majority of the funding going to Victoria and
New South Wales. The program which received the $5 000 was the
frontier service for its project, "D~omestic Violence Knows No Barriers"
which will be a series of information sessions and workshops for women
living in the Pilbara. Members opposite have demonstrated their
hypocrisy as they are not prepared to criticise. the Federal Government
regarding the lack of funding provided to stop violence in homes in
Western Australia.

Dr Gallop interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Dr Gallop interjected
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Victoria Park.

KINGS PARK RESTAURANT - LEASE EXTENSION LEGISLATION
529. Mr TAYLOR to the Premier

I shall add a little sugar and spice with the last question of the day. I refer
to the opening of the Kings Park Restaurant this morning, which would
not exist in its present form but for the foresight of a Labor Government
which legislated for a longer lease period to give the proprietors certainty
and guarantee of a high quality facility.
(1) Does the Premier stand by his comments of 24 October 1989?

These were -

I am opposed to this legislation . I amn opposed to the
extension of this lease .. . I cannot see how the
Government believes that by changing the leas ... it will

ipve the situation . .. In respect of the restaurant, I
bleethe Government is making a big mistake with its

proposed amendment.
(2) Did the Premier tell guests at the opening this morning that his
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Minister for Planning said at the rime that a more suitable
establishment for the site would be a hamburger or a chicken fast
food store?

Mr COURT replied:
(1)-(2) The Deputy Leader of the Opposition knows char lint was not said by mn"

this morning. Why did he make that up?
Mr Taylor: I quoted what you said in 1989.
Several members inreijected.
M~r COURT: I have one comment: The Kings Park Restaurant should have been

built five years ago.


